


UFO Hovers Over Cnllfornln Fnrm· 
by Paul Cetney, ffiUFON Westetn ReglonQI Dltectot 

Bill Pecha, 39 year old heavy 
machine mechanic, was watching 
a late movie on T. V. His wife and 
two small children, 8 and 10, were 
asleep in bed. At about 12:45 A.M., 
the TV suddenly went dead, as did 
the air conditioners. Thinking the 
circuit breaker had kicked out 
from a short somewhere, Pecha 
went outside in his shorts to reset 
the breaker. 

As he approached the corner of 
his mobile home, he became in
creasingly aware of a static elec
tricity effect on his body. The hair 
on his chest, arms, and head 
began to stand up as if being 
pulled upward. As he reached the 
corner of the house, his hair began 
to crackle and snap similar to run
ning a nylon comb through dry 
hair very rapidly. 

Something told him to look up 
and he saw a huge circular craft 
almost over his head about 50 feel. 
in the air bathed in the ligt of a full 
moon and crystal clear night sky. 
The awesome sight of some 
strange and unknown craft silent
ly hovering mostly over his barn 
and the corner of his mobile home 
startled him. All the sensation he 
felt was the electrostatic 
phenomena causing his hair to 
stand on end. We was aware that 
his heart was pounding very fast 
in response to the excitement. 
Standing there in apprehensive 
amazement and becoming in
creasingly fright.ened of the 
awesome spectacle almost over 
him, he was still inquisitive 
enough to take in the intricate 
detail of the craft. He told the 
Mufon investigators he must have 
stood there for four or five 
minutes. 
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Estimated diameter was 140 
H · There were no riv its, no bolts 

.screws, no seams, he . com
mented. In his profession, thse 
are familiar things. The dome had 
vertical ribbed sections, the "rib
bing'' quite pronounced. Between 
each ribbed section, the surface 
was quite concave (inward) and 
reminded Pecha of the old 
fahioned glass lemon juice 
squeezer in structure. The dome 
had a slight peak or point. The up
per domed area and its im
mediate flared out base section 
had the appearance of mildly 
rough and porous ''slag.'' This up
per area was dark gray or dull 
silvery in color. The second 
rounded and flared out area 
leading toward the edge of the 
craft appeared to have a surface 
appearance of procelain. The 
edges of the craft and the 
perimeter that was rotating 
clockwise looked more like 
stainless steel. 

'he rotation rate was difficult 
~v determine, but Pecha indicated 
it was quite rapid. A smaller sec
tion in the bottom of the disc, sur
rounding a large diameter light 
source, was rotating 
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counterclockwise and revolving 
much slower than the rim. No air 
disturbance could be detected 
from the rotating areas. Pecha 
stated that the unusual lighting 
and large center light which was 
giving off only a mild, dim, gray 
color illumination in the hovering 
state, could have possibly caused 
an optical illusion of the two spin
ning portions being in opposite 

directions. However, he got the 
distinct impression they were 
spinning contrary to one another. 

The six dangling objects hang
ing down, apparently from the 
edge facing the observer, gave the 
appearance of loosely dangling 
heavy flexible conduit with frayed 
ends. They were hanging down 
about six to eight feet from the 
bottom of the craft. The three on 
the left (see sketch) were stag
gered in length to match the slan
ting roof of the barn they were 
over but not quite touching. The 
"conduit" appeared to be an 
estimated two or three inches in 
dimeter. 

When the craft retreated back 
over the field behind the Pecha 
home, these appendages were im
meidately retracted into the bot
tom. The two hook-like arms on 
the bottom also retracted upward, 
but not completely into the hull . 
At the same· time, as if they were 
part of the . same arm or 
mechanism, a small door opened 
on each side just above the arms 
and a light seemµtgly mounted on 
a curved •piece· of tubing pro
truded out and slightly downward. 
The lens area seemed to consist of 
what looked -like many glass 
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cubes clustered together . These 
t side lights sent out a bluish
,,.,.,,te beam of light. 

As the UFO backed away 
toward the Slim Davis home and 
crop dusting airfield a half mile 
behind the Pecha home, the large 
red light in front came on. The 
large center bottom light which 
was dull gray at hovering, now in
tensified to a bright white cone 
shaped beam downward which 
reached only half the way to the 
ground and stopped in mid-air! 
Cut off beams of light from UFOs 
have been noted on occasion. 

Pecha watched the large UFO 
maneuver over the Davis home 
and aifield hanger, lighting up 
everything like daylight including 
the trees and ground. At this mo
ment, he noticed that two other 
similar UFOs about half the size 
of the large one were hovering 
directly over the 500 KVA (500,000 
volt) power lines a couple hun
~d yards beyond the Davis 

, trip. These two identical craft 
appeared to be almost resting on 
the lines, each one between two 
power poles but separated by one 
span section between poles. Each 
UFO was shining a powerful col-

3qrn ~~J sl~n:e~ roo f ~re~ w~era 

~p~end~~~s ~~~~ ~v er slqn t r oo f . 

umn of white light from its side 
edges down onto the tops of the 
powerpoles on either side of it. 
There was one span unoccupied in 
between. (See sketches ) Inside 
each of these columns of light was 
an inner blue pulsing core. The 
power lines themselves were 
glowing red for some distance out 
on each side of the poles. Here is 
an actual visual example, in 

detail, of an apparent blackout in 
process being caused by two UFO 
craft over a high voltage power 
line, observed and witnessd by 
Bill Pecha and his wife. 

:~o~d~sti ng fi e ld behind Davi s 

At this point, Pecha ran into the 
house shouting for his wife to get 
up. He rushed to the window fac
ing the back field where the UFO 
had backed off, pushing the cur
tains aside so he could see. At this 
time, the large craft was hovering 
over the Davis home. The large 
bottom light was now extended to 
the ground, maneuvering around 
the Davis home and airfield 
hanger, lighting everything up 
like daylight. 

li~e s te r.ind f i e l d . 
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Lenda Pecha by now had joined 
her husband after arousing her 
from sleep by his shouting and 
stumbling through the blacked
out house to both observe the 
strange pheonomena now taking 
place over the Davis home and the 
nearby power lines. After spen
ding about a minute over the 
Davis home and airfield, brilliant
ly illuminating the whole im
mediate area, the large UFO sud
denly shot off at incredible speed 
toward the foothills as Bill and 
Lenda watched from the window 
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Power lines where smaller UFO 's 
hovered causing blackout . 
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home & airfield. Pwr lines( bkgrd) 

The foothills are approximately 
18-20 miles distant to the west. 
Pecha commented the large UFO 
travelled this distance in a matter 
of 2-3 seconds and he observed it 
shinning its powerful bottom light 
down onto the tops of the hills for a 
second or two when it rushed back 
at the same velocit to once again 
hover over the Davis home, 
repeating the illumination pat
terns over the Davis property. 
Everywhere around the im
mediate countryside all the lights 
were off, ranch yard lights and 
the whole town was in darkness 
except for the moonlight and the 
UFOs. 

Pecha stated that watching this 
light beaming procedure began to 
unnerve him if it should return to 
his place and begin doing the 

me thing, not knowing what ef
~t was taking place at the Davis 

home, if possibly harmful. Fear
ing for the safety of his family and 

himself, he was about to turn from 
the window when he saw both 
UFOs over the power lines sud
denly break away at the same 
time, shooting up and out of sight. 

Pecha decided it was time to 
flee the house in case the still pre
sent large intruder came back 
their way. In his frantic haste to 
get away, he pulled on a pair of 
old " jeans," grabbed the 
children, bed clothes and all, his 
wife, and headed for the door. 
Just then the T.V. and air condi
tioner came back on. Noticing 
this, he instictively hit the off but
ton shutting the TV off on his way 
out the door. Piling the family in
side his new pickup truck, he 
raced backwards out the 
driveway with the lights 
deliberately turned off, but forgot 
about the truck's backup lights 
being on, which may have at
tracted the UFO. As he raced 
down the blacktop road toward 

town at speeds up to what he 
assumed may have been 90 miles 
per hour, he noticed the large 
craft following their truck. Glanc
ing back to watch the UFO while 
driving with no lights down the 
moonlit road at those speeds was 
probably a crazy thing to do he ad
mits , but all he could think of at 
the time was to get away from this 
strange machine and get his fami
ly to the somewhat more safety of 
the town. 

Pacific Gas and E lectric 
(P .G.E. ) personnel stated there 
was a blackout of undetermined 
nature. They would not admit to 
any such explanation as a UFO 
causing it. The transmissions 
lines, which were stated to be 500 
KV A, were said to come from the 
Redding-Shasta area. The sub
station seven miles west of Col
usa, near Williams, was said to 
have "blown" an overload 
transformer . The nine minute 
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blackout, as checked by Lenda 
Pecha when she looked at her 
clocks, was confirmed by the Col
usa Sheriff's Department. All of 
Colusa County and some adjoin
ing areas were affected. 

Officer Bill Wheeler, of the Col
usa Police Department, in
vestigated the Pecha sigh ting and 
filed a report with the Colusa 
Police Department, as did of
ficers from the Sheriff's Depart
ment. Sheriff's Department 
employee, Elaine McGowen, and 
her 18 year old son, Fred, also 
observed the object at a mile or 
two distance. 

Davis home and airfield -- some 
leaves on top of the threes were 
turning brown, some just half 
brown as if heated or scorched, 
especially near the house -
samples were taken. Analysis will 
be attempted. One small pear tree 
and a nearby lilac bush have 
never bloomed this time of year 
(late October) before. Other 
areas of the town of Colusa were 
checked for similar possible off
season blooming, but none could 
be found except on the Davis pro
perty. The pear tree was slightly 
scorched or damaged on one side. 

At the time of the sigh ting and 
when the UFO was over the Davis 
residence, their dogs reacted, 
howling and barking in an unusual 
manner. 

Bill Pecha, 39 years old, heavy 
machine mechanic, outdoors 
type, goes hunting and fishing a 
lot. Drives racers in destruction 
derbys. A rather fearless, 
healthy, husky individual. A keen 
mind and photographic memory 
for remembering intricate detail, 
good observer, and good listener. 
Eyesight 20-20, no signs of col
orblindness. No apparent after ef
fects from the experience, though 
badly frightened and apprehen
sive at the time. 
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COLUSA (CALIFORN~A) CLOSE ENCOUNTER , 10 SEPTEMBER 1976 

I NVESTIGATIVE REPORT 

Prepared by Brad Sparks 

Investigators: Mr . Thomas R. Bowden (APRO) 
Dr . James A. Harder (APRO) 
Mr . Dale N. Rettig. (APRO- MUFON ) 
Mr . Brad C. Sparks (APRO) 
Lt . Mark A. Uriarte , USAFR (MUFON*) 

JUN L 8 1977 ,_ 
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(*Later expelled f rom MUFON because of hi s participation in this investi
gation .) 

Abstract 

A single- witness close encounter with a UFO t ook place three miles 
southwest of Colusa , Californi a, early on Friday , 10 September 1976. 
Colusa is a small (population nearly 4 , 000) f arming community on the west 
bank of the Sacramento River, some 45 miles northwest of the state capi
tal , Sacramento , in the northern section of the state . There were six or 

· seven witnesses (in t wo or three independent groups ) t o the far encounter 
phase of this series of events , so far as is known. 

Pre- Sighting Circumstances 

On the evening of 9 September 1976, Mr . Billy Vinson Pecha , Jr ., 
age J9 , went into town to do some shopping . I t was his wife ' s )4th 
birt hday that day, so he bought her a present . When he returned home , he 
l eft his keys in the ignition of his 1975 Chevrolet pick-up truck and 
camper. Pecha went to work in his shop, about one hundred feet east of 
his home. Pecha is a self-employed heavy equipment mechanic who repairs 
farm machinery . He does most of his work in the shop . 

Around 11:3~ p .m., Pecha went into the house, where his wife, 
Lenda , and his tAo children were asleep . He showered quietly and dressed 
down to his shorts . He did all of this in the dark so the house lights 
would not wake his family . Pecha settled down to the sofa (on his back), 
feet towards the television set and his eyes about 15 to 18 feet away . 
He watched a TV Channel 12 movie , "Waterhole No . ·3 . 11 About an hour 
later, the two-foot color picture tube crackled , then faded (browned out) , 
then completely blacked out . His air-conditioner likewise died at t he 
same time . The official time of the black-out on the Pacific Gas and· 
Electric Company (PG&E) system was 0054 Pacific Daylight Savings Time on 
10 September 1976 . 
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Pecha thought the transfonner in his s~op had tripped the circuit 
·breakers becau~~ of his heavy. welding work earlier that night. Electri
cal power comes into his mobile home (now stationary), at 1650 Wilson 
Avenue, via an underground cable from his shop. Pecha went outside to 
flip the circuit breakers back on again. His front door faces azimuth 91 
degrees (east). Pecha moved to the right (south), away from his neigh
bors, the W. K. Baileys, as he went out the door, so he wouldn't be seen 
wearing only shorts. He knew his mother-in-law (Mrs. Leonard G. Morrow), 
who lived next door to the right (south), was gone at that time. He did 
not know until later·that the Baileys were gone, too. 

Close Encounter Phase 

Pecha stuck close to the house to avoid getting wet from the lawn 
sprinkler. All of his body hair stood on end when Pecha came within a 
few feet of the underground cable. At this point, he was about twenty
five feet from the southeast corner of the nearly rectangular house, 
near his own bedroom window. Pecha then thought the power cable was 
shorting out and that he was feeling it because of the wet grass. 

As Pecha continued walking southward in the darkness, he noticed 
· that the static electricity-like effect was increasing in intensity, 

even though he had passed the underground cable .. and was then moving away 
from it. "But the further I got past the--I knew or know just about 

·where the line is--i t was gettin' worse, 11 Pecha told us on our first 
visit on 3 October 1976. 11 I mean it wasn't bad or nothin', it was just 
gettin' heavier. 11 

Near the EOU~heast corner, Pecha not.iced a diffuse grayish-white 
illumination, he told me (off tape). It was coming from the southwest, 
where the barn was located. He looked up, expecting to see the moon. 
Instead, he saw a la.rge object hovering above the space between his 
house and the barn. 

"It wasn't makin' a sound, and I couldn't believe what I was see
in', you know. And as I walked a little bit--I took another few steps 
and then I was horrified. I realized what I was lookin' at. 11 

Pecha, who is about 68 inches tall and about 170 pounds in weight, 
has normal vision. He was able to point out distant features (such as 
the T'nree Sisters peaks) without difficulty. I showed him several 
materials with which he was unfamiliar. Pecha correctly identified the 
colors of each one. He told me·that while his right ear was normal, he 
had 5af, hearing impairment in his left ear. He has good mechanical · 
working and drawing abilities. Pecha was unable to estimate time dll:ra
tions of the events of his sighting to within better than an order of
magnitude. 

Pecha was standing about four feet northeast of the southeast c.or- · 
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ner of the house when he looked up a."ld saw the UFO. The circular UFO was 
. just above the thirty-foot TV antenna, which is attached to a telephone 
pole situated sixteen feet south by twenty feet west of the southeast 
corner. Part of the rim seemed to have been directly over the forty-foot
high gable roof of the barn (which protruded eastward), about 80 feet 
away (ground distance). Pecha estimated the object was about 50 feet off 
the ground. He was close enough for his stereoscopic vision to determine 
a reliable distance, it s~ems to us. Pecha said he did not see the (97% 
illuminated) full moon, which was at azimuth 210 degrees (south-south
west), altitude 50 degrees, though he knew it should have been there. 
Apparently, the UFO was in front of the moon. 

Pecha described the object's underside as having a glazed-ceramic 
texture, a round shape in the center that had a translucent "shaft 11 of 
grayish-white "light" coming out of it, six wavy (but motionless) cables 
with frayed ends hanging vertically, and two pincher-like appendages at 
opposite (north and south) edges of the UFO's perimeter. The bottom 
looked like white porcelain, but Pecha said it may have been me~al with 
the light causing it to look porcelain-like. Pecha drew the "shaft" of 
11 light" as a truncated right circular cone making an angle of about 55 
degrees at the base. It was projecting from a circular region about 10 
feet in diameter, expanding outward to a level about 5 to 6 feet below 
the bottom of the UFO. Pecha told us the "shaft 11 ended sharply in mid
air and did not reach the ground. This 11 light 11 did not generate enough 
diffuse lighting to cast shadows, recha remembered. (Neither the tele
vision he watched or the UFO left after-images on his retinas, so far as 
Pecha could recall for us on our follow-up visit.) Pecha said the 

. "shaft" seemed to rotate counterclockwise, but he thought that might have 
been an effect of the lighting. He further noted that the outer rim 
(above the spots where the pincher-like things were attached) was rota
ting clockwise. 

The wavy cable-like appendages were hanging in a line that would 
cross the center of the UFO's underside and were oriented approximately 
south-north. There were six "cables," each of about equal length (6 to 8 
feet) and two to three inches thick, Pecha said. There were three 
"cables" on either side of the center 11 light:; 11 but Pecha was not certain 
of their exact spacing, othe~ than appearing regularly spaced. The 
pincher-like appendages were about the same length as the "cables," and 
they were approximately aligned with the 11cables 11 (south-north). The 
pincher-like things protruded downwards and curved inwards. 

The base of the UFO appeared elliptical to Pecha, but was consis
tent with a truly circular base seen at an angle, so far as Pecha could 
tell. Pecha drew an ellipse with a major/minor axes ratio of 1.8 to rep
resent his view of the object as it (later) started tn move away (proba
bly from a ground distance of about forty-five feet from the edge of the 
UFO). The base of the UFO was approximately parallel to the ground, to 
within about ten degrees, I would estimate (from my on-site interview. 
with Pecha). The UFO maintained this same horizontal orientation 
throuahout the close· and far encounters, as far as Pecha could tell. 

0 
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Pecha walked towards the UFO, stopping at a point about eight feet 
.west by about twenty feet south from the poidt where he first sighted the 
object. He tola us that he s~ood directly under the·edge of the UFO at 
this last spot. Pecha and the UFO were then located at geodetic latitude 
39° 12'.07 (39°.2012) North, geocentric latitude 39° 00'.77 (39°.0128) 
North, longitude 122° 02' .20 (122°.0367) West, surface elevation about 47 
feet. 

If one likens the UFO's base to a cloc~, with 12 o'clock pointing 
north (N), 3 o'clock pointing east (E), etc., then I would estimate from 
my on-site interviews with Pecha that he stood under the edge of the UFO 
at about the 2 o'clock position, and that the east tip of the gable roof 
of the barn was at about the 5 o'clock position (with the bulk of the UFO 
towards the west). Our investigation determined that this distance 
(chord across the UFO's circular base) was about 60 feet. Hence, the UFO 
was about 85 feet in diameter (about 90 feet wide including the pincher
like protrusions)--or about 75 to 100 feet wide, allowing for probable 
error. We reached these conclusions during the initial investigation, 
but we did not tell Pecha about them until later. 

Pecha told us that on the day of the sighting, he had paced-off the 
dimensions of the UFO and figured that it was about 150 feet in size. 
After our first visit, Pecha, on his own initiative, measured the length 
of his pace (32 inches, he said). Then, using his memory of where the 

· UFO had been situated, Pecha remeaslired the dimensions of the UFO as 
carefully as he could. On our follow-up trip, Pecha told us he came up 
with a better figure of about 90 feet for his UFO. Then we told him 

.about our 75-100-foot estimate, for the first time. Thus, Pecha brought 
his own calculations into agreement with ours before he even knew we had 
found a discrepancy (i.e., Pecha's initial 150 feet versus our 75-100 
feet). "I guess I wanted it to be big, 11 Pecha remarked. in explaining his 
early estimate. 

After about a half-minute to five minutes, the UFO slowly started 
backing off to the west, Pecha said. At about 75 to 1.50 feet out, three 
changes occurred at the same time: (1) the cable-like things were pulled 
up and they disappeared; (2) the pincher-like things swiveled upward and 
inward about half-way; and (3) two hatches on the south and north rims 
swung open (the open flaps pointing to the outer edge of the upper sur
face) and a "spotlight" lamp came out of each opening. The "spotlights 11 

were held out by cable-like fixtures, Pecha said. The spotlights came on 
as soon as they popped out •. They emitted collimated shafts of "light" 
that hit the ground at about a 45-degree (outward) angle. 

Pecha walked westward to get a better view of the UFO as it depart
ed. He stopped next to the telephone pole-TV antenna. At this spot, he 
was about fifteen feet west by about two feet south of his previous posi
tion. While th~ UFO moved out to about a distance of 400 to 800 feet 
towards about azimuth 263! degrees (west), Pecha started to see more.and 
more of the upper side of the object •. 

The top of the UFO was shaped like a pointed-helmet on top of ~ 
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inverted dish. The helmet-like part had three.or four (as far as Pecha 
could see) vertical meridian-like ribbings about eight to twelve inches 

·high, Pecha reported. The surface of the helmet-like section looked like 
coarsely molded metal: Like "a casting with the.slag not cleaned off, 11 

Pecha told us. But the inverted dish part, near the rim, had a fine 
aluminum-metal finish, Pecha said. He told us that the upper part of the · 
UFO was visible from the light of the moon shining through broken clouds. 
Pecha said he could not see where the helmet-like part joined the plate
like upper side of the UFO because of the aspect angle--he still had the 
underside of the object in view at that point. 

At about this time, Pecha said he thought about how high the UFO 
was from the base to the pinnacle. He did not think about the width 
until much later (after the sighting, in fact) for some reason. He told 
us on our first visit that it had looked about 15 to 20 feet high (ex
cluding protuberances). (He gave a 10 to 18-foot figure to the Colusa 
Sun-Herald two days after the sighting.) Dr. James Harder and I pointed 
out that the UFO in his detailed drawing (width to height ratio of 2t) 
prepared for the local newspaper on 12 September 1976 was too fat if it 
was 150 feet wide and only 15-20 feet high. Pecha answered that he had 
done that drawing for detail, not for width-height ratios. I redrew the 
object for width-height ratio under Pecha's superv~sion. 

I did not find time to measure this new width-height ratio until 
after the initial visit. The resulting ratio was 5--which was still too 
fat for Pecha's erroneous 150-foot width figure. But it~ consistent 
with the 75-100-foot width we had determined during the visit (informa
tion we withheld from Pecha until the follow-up trip). Our independent 

·figure for the UFO width plus the corrected width-height ratio suggest 
that Pecha's height figure (estimated during the sighting) was the accu
rate one, not the 150-foot width estimated after the sighting. Some 
additional evidence for the logic and consistency of Pecha's story can be 
found in Pecha 1 s independent re.detennination of the UFO 1 s: width. "fuen 
Pecha arrived at the 90-foot value, he was unaware of my measurement of 
the corrected width-height ratio because I took the drawing with me and 
measured it on the way home. It might ba argued that Pecha remembered 
the proper ratio and then measured it. But, for some reason, he still 
did subsequent drawings for detail with the same incorrect 2t ratio. 

Far Encounter Phase 

Pecha ran into the house in an excited state. He lookeq out the 
west-facing dining room window. He saw the UFO still backing off towards 
John w. II Slim II Davis I house and airport. Pecha ran down . the hallway to 
get his wife up to see the UFO. He banged against the left wail, his· 
wife, Lenda, recalled. 

"Get out of bed. 
(as she recollected). 

You gotta see this!" Pecha screamed at his wife 
Mrs . Pecha got up, and went down the hall. Pecha 
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moved into the west-facing bedroom where his son Chris, age 10. was 
. sleeping. Mrs. Pecha went ~nto·the dining rdo~. 

. . 
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From his son's bedroom window, Pecha saw two more UFOs. The ob-
jects were over ·the high-tension electrical power lines about a mile away 
to the west. Each object was between and above two towers. The arrange
ment was: tower-1, UFO, tower-2, opei.. cables (this was where Pecha's 
close encounter UFO would.soon pass over), tower-3, UFO, tower-4. 

Each of these far encounter UFOs emitted two light-like beams that 
hit the tops of the power transmission towers each object was between. 
The beams were blue and all four towers were lit up in blue light. The 
beams were emitted outwards at 30 to 45 degrees below the horizontal. 
The towers held up six power lin.es. One or both of the highest two of 
these lines glowed bright red from the insulators on towers-1 and 2 out 
to an estimated fifty to one hundred feet on both sides of the towers, 
Pecha reported. (These were the same towers lit up in blue light by the· 
UFO on the left.) The beams on towers-1 and 2 haci. 11 darker 11 (by this 
Pecha said he meant brighter, or more intense) blue 11 jerky" light-streams 
inside them, Pecha said. He said the "jerkiness0 was unlike lightning or 
a zig-zag and it did not seem to have a phase velocity or motion. He 
could not determine if the beams from the UFO on the right had these 
"jerky" light-streams or if the power linesnear towers-3 and 4 glowed 
red. The towers and the UFO on the right were more distant than the ones 
on the left. The left-hand towers were about 4,450 and 5,150 feet away 
(towers-1 and 2, respectively)--the lines between these towers pointed 
about 53 degrees off Pecha's line of sight (so he had a good .view of 

. them). The right-hand towers were about 6,200 and 7,320 feet away 
(towers-3 and 4, respectively). But, the lines on these latter towers 
are pointed only 4t degrees off Pecha 1s line of sight--hence they would 
have been difficult to.see. (The lines from towers-1 and 2 run southeast 
to northwest, but turn almost due west at tower-2.) 

Pecha's verbal descriptions and his drawing of the scene fix the· 
locations of the far encounter UFOs at about the mid-points of their re-

. spective transmission towers. The UFO on the left was about 4,800 feet 
away at azimuth 257 *)degrees and altitude of roughly 1.7 degrees (true 
height.about 140 feet).· The UFO on the right was about 6,800 feet away 
at azimuth 264 degrees and altitude of roughly 1.0 degree (true height 

·about 120. feet). The angular size of the UFO on the right can be found 
from Pecha's drawing because the closeness of the towers provides a good 
reference frame. I measured the angular separation of the centers of 
towers-3 and 4 as about twelve milliradians and their respective heights 
as about sixteen and twelve milliradians. The UFO on the right appears 
to have been about. 4 to 5 milliradians in width. Pecha told rne this ob
ject was roughly the size of. the full moon--which was about 8.6 millira
dians in diameter at that time. The 4-5 milliradian figure would make 
the actual size of the UFO on the right about 27 to 34 feet. · 

The close encounter UFO, Pecha said, passed between the far en
coU:nt;er· UFOs on a straight-line path ·to the hills in the distance. He 
s·aia the far encounter UFOs were about equal in size and "a little bit 
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less than half the size" of his close encount}3r UFO. This is consistent 
·with the ?5-10q~foot width for the close encounter UFO and the 27-34-foot 
width for the right-hand far encounter UFO. Pecha was not sure if the 
larger UFO passed directly between towers-2 and J, or if it passed some
what above the towers. A straight-line path from Pecha's house toward 
azimuth 26J degrees would allow only about 70 feet clearance between the 
tops of towers-2 and J. In any event, the larger UFO crossed over the 
power lines at.a height of no less than 100 to 150 feet. Since the UFO 
had bean about fifty feet off the ground near Pecha, this altitude in
crease along the approximate 5,6?0-foot distance represents a linear 
flight path angle of about 0.5 to 1.0 degree above the horizontal. 

Pecha said the close encounter UFO picked up speed and reached the 
mountains in the distance very quickly--on the order of one to ten sec
onds. He said he could tell approximately where the object was located 
because he could see where the blue "spotlight" beams lit up the ground 
and man-made structures--the beams followed the terrain. Pecha thought 
the UFO was over Three Sisters peaks (three 1900-foot peaks in the south
north Cortina Ridge) when he left his son's room to join his wife in the 
dining room. The UFO was probably over another set of three 2000-foot 
mountain peaks at azimuth 263 degrees which are some four miles north of 
Three Sisters along the Cortina Ridge. Three Sisters are at azimuth 250 
to 251 degrees. Under the circumstances, Pecha probably confused these 
sets of triple peaks. 

On a linear trajectory towards 263 degrees azimuth, the UFO would 
have to clear a minimum altitude of about 1850 feet to pass above or 

·between these three unnamed 2000-foot peaks. At a distance of about 
8?,200 feet (16.5 miles) from Pecha, this represents a linear flight path 
angle of no less than about 1.06 degrees above the horizontal. (This 
takes into account the earth's curvature, i.e., a 182-foot drop from the 
horizontal at a Cista."'lce of 16 .5 m.i..les.) This :i.s almost. the same a.s the 
previously detennined lower limit for the flight path angle. I suggest 
that this means the UFO followed nearly a three-dimensional straight-line 
path from Pecha's location out to a distance of 16.5 miles. 

Mrs. Pecha reached the dining room window at about the time a UFO 
approached from the same direction in which the close encounter UFO had 
departed--263 degrees azimuth. There probably were a few seconds then 
ween the UFOs went unobserved by both Bill and Lenda Pecha. Hence, it 
would be dangerous to assume that the departing UFO and the approaching 
UfO were one and the same--an assumption Bill Pecha made. 11It was dark 
'cause there was no power," Mrs. Pecha told us. "And he (Bill) wasn't 
behind me, so I hollered at him. And he had gone into my son's room, 
which is the next room (across) from where he caine and woke me up. And 
he was looking out the window to see if he could ·still see it (the UFO) • " 

Mrs. Pecha pulled the white shade up and looked outside. She '\'las 
not sure Bill was with her at that time or a little later. "I saw this 
big light, which reminded me of an airplane light--like an airplane get
ting ready to land. 11 She described it as a light-yellow round light with 
an angular·size less than that of the full moon and less than that of. an 
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aircraft i£ding ligh~t .(roughl; two milliradi~s). If the UFO was 2.t 
least twe~t~-five feet in size, then distanaes of greater than 0.6 mile 
and 2 miles are indicated, respectively. 

"Then, all of a sudden," :Hrs. Pecha continued, "there was light 
coming from underneath it (the UFO) and it was shining (on) the ground 
underneath it. 11 This vertically-oriented, nearly-tubular cone of "lightn 
was frost white in color, Mrs. Pecha indicated to us. The cone of 
"light" followed the form of the mountains in the distance, so Mrs. Pecha 
was able to determine the approximate true location of the UFO. "And 
then once or twice r saw like an orange glow coming from the ground, n 

where the UFO's beam struck. "So, then, my first reaction is 'Maybe it's 
a meteor coming out of the sky,' which I've never seen--and I don't know 
what they look like •••• And I thought, 'Maybe this is a meteor coming 
out of the sky and its particles droppin' off and lightin' the ground up 
or somethin'.' Well, then, I knew that couldn't be right because this 
was a constant light--it wasn't just (an) off and on thing. 11 

When Bill Pecha entered the dining room, he screamed at his wife 
(according to her account), "You don't know what I saw! We have to get 
out of here! It's gonna get us!" Mrs. Pecha made no move to leave the 
house as her husband told her to do. For a while, she entertained the 
notion that her husband had "ilipped" because of (hypothetically) over
work or exhaustion. 

"So, I looked out the window again, 11 Lenda Pecha continued. 11 ~"1d 
it (tne UFO) was starting to come towards us--or I could see it getting 
bigger." Bill Pecha screamed at his wife again, then looked out the 
window. By this time, the UFO' s beam had apparently retracted from view 
because: (a) Neither Bill or Lenda Pecha continuously watched the UFO 
from their dining room window; and (b) Mr. Pecha said he didn't see the 
beam lowered until later and Mrs. Pecha always saw the UFO with the beam 
extended to near ground-lev·el after the first lowering of "the 'beam ever 
the Cortina Ridge. Mrs . Pecha said she had trouble seeing the UFO it-
s elf because a tree several feet from the window obscured her view. She 
demonstrated to us how she observed the object: She had to stoop over, 
crane her head up the shade and look upwards. Neither of the Pechas 
could give meaningful angular altitudes for the UFO during this phase. 
of the sighting. Neither of them could estimate time durations for this 
phase because of their agitation and excitement. 

Mrs; Pecha works as a computer operator for a Colusa a.cc:ountant 
and she has normal vision. We verified her visual acuity wit.h a hand
made eye chart in good lighting at a distance of 15 feet. She correctly 
identified all of the dozens of colors in a plastic, color-filter pack 
(white paper backing) that I had borrowed from ~r. Richard Haines. 

Sometime, probably during the approach of the Pechas' UFO, ·witness
es nearly two miles away, in southeastern Colusa, caught sibht of wh~t 
must have been the same object. Mrs. Elaine McGowen .. is an L.V.N. 
(licensed vocational nurse) who works for the Colusa County Ambulance 
Service. She is also· a reserve radio dispatcher for the Colusa County 
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Sheriff' s Office. Her son, Fred Morris , is a senior in high school who 
tu~ned 17 years of age ·on 9 September 1976. ' 

"I had gone to bed, oh, around 12:15," Mrs. McGowen recounted. 
11 Soon after I got in bed, the electricity went off--the fan went off in 
my room. And I got up, went into the living room, and turned the hurri
cane lamp on. And (then I) walked outside to see if anybody else 1 s 
lights were out--(or) if it was a fuse in the house •••• u 

Fred was watching the same TV movie that Bill Pecha had been 
watching when the power went out. The rest of the family was asleep at 
the time. Fred's digital clock read 12:30 a.m. (according to a note he 
wrote later that night) when the blackout began at 12:54, indicating the 
clock was 24 minutes behind. Both Mrs. McGowen and her son thoucrht 

0 

their observations of the UFO took place during the last half of the 
blackout. AnG they both thought the seven-minute blackout had lasted 

·half an hour--an error -that seems to have resulted from the uncalibrated 
digital clock. Hence, their off-hand time estimates were greatly in
flated to accomodate the erroneous half-hour duration of the power out
age. 

The McGowens walked south-southwest out to their mailbox at the. 
end of the sidewalk leading to the street. Mrs. McGowen saw a light 
above the silver-dollar tree down the street. She saw it for perhaps a 
second, but she didn't pay any attention to it because she thought it 

· was an aircraft light. Fred does not remember if he saw the light at 
that point. Mrs. McGowen walked northwest across her yard to reach 
First Street "to see ii' there were any lights up town i'urther. 11 Fred 

· ran ahead of his mother. Their home at 58 Sioc Street is situated at 
the northeast corner of Sioc and First Streets. 

11 There was no light I could see anywhere in town, 11 Mrs. McGowen 
said. ~·And :i: walked back over to where I was originally standing, right 
by my mailbox. And (I) looked up and the light was still there. 11 In 
Mrs . McGowen' s re-enactment of the event, we timed her walk to and from 
First Street at about three-quarters of a minute. The light was 11 a lot 
smaller" than the full moon in angular size and was as bright as 10 
automobile headlights (but the size· of one) a block away, Mrs. McGowen 
reported. (The headlight comparison works out to an angular size of 
about one to two milliradians.) The UFO was brilliant white in color. 
It was still positioned above the silver-dollar tree, at azimuth 260 *3 
degrees and angtuar altitude of 3 to 5 degrees. Note that the Pechas' 
house was about 9,140 feet (1.73 miles) away at azimuth 262 degrees 
from where the McGowens stood, and that the Pechas were watching the 
UFO come straight towards them from about azimuth 262 to 26) degrees 
(more on this latter figure below). The McGowens aid not see the beam 
that the Pechas' describe4 as emanating from the bottom of the UFO at 
certain times . . 

Mrs. McGowen variously estimated that she watched the light ttover 
apparently motionless for anywhere from three to twelve minutes. As I 
noted above, this is probably a greatly inflated estimate--the true 
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.. 
states of the Pechas, the difficult view of the UFO itself, and her dif-

. ficulty in accurately remembering what she o~served and applying the con
cept of angular- size to the.observation (difficulties Bill Pecha seemed 
to share). The object was.nothing more than a round.light in her draw
ings and in her descriptions. 

"Well, then," Mrs. Pecha recounted, 11with his screamin' and what I 
saw out there, I knew I better move. I didn't--to me I still did not 
have any idea what I was iookin' at. I--I really didn 1 t know what it 
was •••• I was lookin' at this light and it was scarin' me. But I could 
not imagine how come it was scaring Bill so much more. 11 Mrs. Pecha last 
saw the UFO when it was over the Davis 1 ·buildings. Her drawing of the 
scene places the UFO at about 262 degrees azL~uth, suggesting a small 
swerve southward from the original 26J-degree azimuth. Mrs. Pecha never 
saw the other two UFOs over the power lines in the distance and she did 
not see the power lines at all that night. Nor did she see the "spot
lights" her husband said were emitted by the UFO that approached. (Bill 
Pecha's observation of similar "spotlights" on both the approaching UFO 
and the departed.close encounter-UFO reinforced his assumption that both 
objects were the same.)· Her explanation for why Bill saw these phenomena 
and she did not was that she was more concerned about her husband's 
agitation than about the strange light outside. 

"Bill's screa."Tlin' at me to get the kids out (of the house), 11 Mrs. 
Pecha continued. 11 And I was standin' like I said tryin' to figure out 
why he was so upset. And the minute I saw that (the Davis 1 place) light 
up, that really scared me. And I figured between the state he was in and 
what I saw of that light over there, I'd better get movin' like he told 
me to. I went down the hall and grabbed my daughter (Debbie) out of bed, 
wrapped a blanket around her •••• I just went right directly out the front 
door into the pick-up •••• I guess when I went down the hallway, Bill 
must've followed me •••• 11 

Bill Pecha recounted: "When I seen what it was doing at Slim's 
house • • • I figured (pause). I didn't know what I figured. ~ just 
figured that so~ething drastic's happened to their house, 'cause it (the 
Davis' house) was just glowing. 11 The two UFOs over the power lines sud
denly shot into the sky in opposite directions (the right-hand UFO to the 
north and the le~-hand one to the south) at about 45 degrees (apparent) 
inclination above the horizon. (This latter information was developed by 
subsequent investigations carried out by MUFON and the National Enquirer. 
Pecha did not tell us about the departure of these two UFOs.) 

Then, as Pecha lingered near the window (a few seconds after his 
wife left to get Debbie), he saw a reddish-amber light in the middle of 
the UFO brighten greatly. He had seen the ligh~ before, but he is not 
sure precisely when he had seen it. "And when it did this I--I was 
really petrified. I told my wife we better leave, you know!'. Pecha.told 
me he thought the reddish-amber light was something aimed at him, 0~ 
somehow intended for hi..Tfl. The '~spotlights" on:.:each side of the UFO had 
been 11workin' on the ground" all along, so Pecha thought the reddish-· 
amber light might tum into something like another 11 spotlight, 11 he ex-
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figure remains speculative. Fred suddenly realized that the light was a 
.UFO and he started jumping up and down in th~ street in front of his 
mother. The McGowens were located (near the mailbox) at geodetic lati
tude 39° 12'.29 (39°.2048) North, geocentric latitude 39° 00 1 .99 
(39°.0165) North, longitude 122° 00'.28 (122°.0047) West, surface eleva
tion about 54 feet. 

"So I went in to get (my) big brother, Mark," Fred told us. 11 So I 
said, 'Come on outside! Mark, there's a UFO outside! Come on outside 
and watch it. 1 But he said he was too tired and (he) was going right 
back to sleep. 11 Fred ran back out to watch the UFO. He probably lost 
sight of the UFO for between a quarter and a half minute. 

"Then I made a mad dash (back into the house) to get my carnera,11 
Fred said. "But I had no film in it. So I went outside and ••• watched 
it (the UF0). 11 This interlude also probably occupied between a quarter 
and a half minute. So the total time from Mrs. McGowen' s first observa
tion to this point was probably no less than about 1t minutes, including· 
about three-quarters of a minute near the beginning when the UFO went 
unobserved (during the walk across the yard). 

!'!rs. McGowen and her son, Fred Morris, both have normal vision, as 
we verified with the eye chart and the color-filter pack. Fred said a 
doctor told him he was 11blind to brown colors." But he was quite able 

· to identify brown colors when we tested him. 

Meanwhile, Bill Pecha watched the UFO's continuing advance from 
.his dining room window. "As he (the UFO) come over Slim Davis's house 
••• this light (from the center of the bottom) was lowered. Now this is 
where I was getting pretty well terrified, because I--I don't see light 
that goes down and stops so far, and then they can lower it a little 
(mo~e). As they (the UFO) got over the (Davis') house this light like 
dropped on, and it was just as bright as a flash-cube light type. It 
was really a bright, brilliant • • • white light •••• '' 

Pecha had become more frightened than ever whe~ the beam from the 
UFO lowered onto the Davis 1 property: 11He (Bill) is screamin' at me 
again," Mrs. Pecha said. "So I look up (through the window) and by this 
time this is when I see all the lights (from the UFO) on the Davis's 
house." She did not see the actual lowering of the beam. The UFO 1 s 
be.~11 also covered the Davis 1 barn and aircraft hangar (Davis Aviation) 
0:1 Nutter Road, she said. The Davis' house wa$about 2,500 feet away at 
azimuth 261 degrees, the barn was about 2,.540 feet away at azimuth 264 
degrees, and the center of the hangar was about 2,580 feet away at azi
muth 268 degrees (the whole hangar covered about 266.to 269 degrees azi
muth from the Pechas' vantage point). Mrs. Pecha said she thought the 
UFO's angular size might have been twice the full moon, i.e., 17 milli
:-adians--"I'm not really too sure. I just remember the first time I saw 
it, it was small. Then when it got over Slim's house, it was big. 11 ·She 
also said it was one-third the size of Davis' house (which I measured at 
twelve milliradians wide by three high) , i . e. , 4 milliradians. The dis
crepancy is probably due to the late hour of the sighting, the emotional 
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plained to me. He last saw the UFO when it \Was about half way between ".' .. : 
the Davis' pro~erty and his bouse (roughly a thousand feet). The 
McGowens, evidently, were still watching the UFO at a distance of about 
ten thousand feet. They saw the UFO at a spot about three to five de
grees above their horizon. Thus, the true height of the UFO must have 
been about 500 to 900 feet. 

The Pecha children were asleep in separate rooms down the hall. 
~irs. Pecha carried her 5-year-old daughter, Debbie, to the Chevrolet 
pick-up truck & camper in the driveway. Mr. Pecha retrieved Chris, 
while half pulling the mattress off Chris' bed, strewing his blankets 
across the floor, and knocking over some chairs, the Pechas later found. 
Sometime before he left the house, Bill managed to put on an old pair of 
jeans (which he doesn't remember doing), but otherwise he was bare
chested and barefoot. Just as he reached the already open front door, 
the TV and.the air .conditioner came back on, indicating that the power 
had returned. According to Mr. Dale Strunk, Electrical Superintendent 
of the Marysville office of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, the seven
day recording voltmeter charts showed that the power outage affecting 
Colusa lasted about 7 minutes. Hence, the blackout ended at about 0101 
Pacific Daylight Savings Time on 10 September 1976. 

"He got to the front door and he screamed, 'The power's on. The 
TV 1 s on. They' re gonna see us! 1 11 said Mrs. Pecha, who was already sit
-r,ing on the front seat of the CfuJ'!lper. 11So he ran back in and turned the 
TV set off . 11 He still had Chris under one arm. 

Inside the house, Pecha noticed: "T'ne back of our house up here, 
the (dining room) window--the windows was gettin' lighter, and I knew it 
(the UFO) was comin' closer, and I was gettin t' scared. 11 

Jv'..rs. Pecha continued: 11He ::losed the front. door. In fact, he 
slammed it--I remember that •••• On his way out to the pick-up he was 
as kin 1 me if the key was in it. I didn 1 t even answer him. He got in 
here and he started it up. 11 Pecha had left the key in the ignition 
earlier that day. 

Pecha backed the west-facing truck into reverse. He curved to the 
right, making a 11Y11 shaped turn in the gravel driveway, so that he could 
reach Wilson Avenue about 170 feet to the east. If the UFO was 500 to 
900 feet up at a ground distance of about a thousand feet, then it was 
roughly 27 to 42 degrees above the horizon. The steering wheel would 
have prevented Pecha from seeing anything this high if it was straight 
in front of him--only if the UFO had been off to his left could he have 
seen 1~. His back-up maneuver put the UFO off to his right side and · 
behind him. Pecha had a vague impression that the UFO was coming to
war.d him, but that may have. been only a lingeripg impre_ssion from seeing 
·~he lighting in the dining room window as he left the house. Mrs. P~cha 
was worried more about her husband than. about the strange light--she · 
never saw the UFO again after she left the house. · 

The Pecha kids, Chris and Debbie, woke up. Ten-year-old Chris 
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Pecha told us, "I didn't know what it was. I thought it was my sister 
because she'd 'b~en sick." M~s. Pecha told us Debbie had been sick with 
tonsillitis that day and that she had had a 105°F. fever. She said Chris 
must have thought they were taking Debbie to the hospital. 

vfnen Pecha backed up, he noticed how bright his camper's back-up 
lights were. He beca.i.~e alarmed at the possibility the UFO might see the 
lights as he curved to the right until he faced east. Thus the back-up 
lights faced west--the direction of the UFO. YJ.rs. Pecha said he 
screamed, "They're gonna see the light! My God they're gonna get us!" 

Pecha turne~ north on Wilson Avenue and started accelerating to 
the camper 1 s top speed (he "floorboarded it"). But without headlights. 
Lenda Pecha yelled at her L~sband to turn on the headlights, but he 
screamed back that he didn't want to (because the UFO might see him, he 
told us). Fortunately, there was just enough moonlight for Pecha to see 
where he was driving. (There are no street lights on Wilson Avenue out
side Colusa city limits.) She continued to plead with him to turn on 
the lights, but to no avail. But she agreed that she, too, had been able 
to see where they were going because of the moonlight. The Pechas saw no 
other vehicles on the road then or later. 

UFO Chase-Sequence 

Pecha saw the UFO again for sure when he reached the intersection 
of Wilson Avenue and Hunter Road, about 1,750 feet (0.)) mile) from the 
entrance to his driveway. Hunter Road runs west-only from this inter
section. By this t~~e, Pecha had reached the camper's top speed of 90 to 
95 miles per hour, having taken probably about twenty seconds to do so, 
and he was then braking to negotiate a curve in the road. Pecha drew a 
map of this chase sequence for us. At the Hunter Road junction, he saw 
the UFO to his left (in the west). He thought it was several hundred 
feet away, over an orchard, at about 45 degrees above the horizon. (The 
orchard stretches out 1,200 feet west from that point.) But he also said 
it was travelling at about 50 feet off the ground--this must be in error 
if the UFO was several hundred feet away at a 45-degree altitude. Nor 
would the McGowens have been able to see the UFO at such a low altitude-
but they apparently did. 

Pecha drove another 1,380 feet (0.26 mile) or so at 90-95 miles per 
hour, apparently losing sight of the UFO in the interim. This brought 
him to a ~harp, right-angle turn in Wilson Avenue~ He braked and just 
barely made the turn. (Pecha has several trophies from his ten yea:rs of 
driving cars in destruction derbies.). Just after the turn, as he headed 
east: "I caught it out of the corner of my left eye. It was approach.in' 
us (from the side)·at pretty fast (rate). But it wasn't catchin' up· (in 
the forward direction)--it was just stayin 1 there. 11 Some 10 to 15 sec
onds had passed since he saw the object near Hunter Road, and the UFO had 
reached its most northerly point. 
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Nrs. Pech~ related the ~tory of the high-speed sharp turn: "Okay, 
so we get. down to the corner and he puts the brake on. Of course, the 
brake light(s) come on. He starts screamin', 'My God, they're gonna see 
us! They're coming after. usl 1 Well, I never did turn around (and) look 
because I didn't--I still didn't know what was makin 1 my husband so 
hysterical. 11 Since Bill Pecha saw . the UFO off to his left just after 
this turn, his wife could-not have seen the UFO very easily from where 
she was seated. 

The McGowens were less than two miles from Pecha 1 s truck, towards 
the east-southeast. They saw the UFO move northward from 260 ~3 degrees 
azimuth (the direction towards the -Pechas' house) to 287 =2 degrees--the 
latter azimuth sighting straight down Sioc Street to a point north of the 
right-angle turn in Wilson Avenue. The UFO maintained a constant angular 
altitude of 4 :1 degrees. This corresponds to a real height of 500 to 
800 feet, if the UFO was near Pecha's location about nine thousand feet 
away. The McGowens had moved into'the street to continue seeing the UFO. 

11When we first saw it (the UFO)," Mrs. McGowen recalled, "it was 
bright white. And then when it started to move was--is when I noticed 
the orange cast to it. 11 Pecha reported that a reddish-amber light in the 
middle of the UFO brightened just before he evacuated his family from 
their home. Mrs. McGowen said the city lights came on just as the UFO 
stopped its northward movement. This would be about three-quarters of a 
minute after Pecha' s TV and air conditioner came on. We have not been 
able to determine just how simultaneous the restoraJ. of electrical power 

-had been in different parts of the Colusa area. The blackout affected 
the entire Pacific Gas and Electric (FG&E) Company system in northern 
California (but not all areas were blacked-out). Though the power went 
out nearly simultaneously, it returned at varying times in different lo
c~ticns o~ the PG&E grid--generally between two and nine minutes after it 
went out. The duration in the Colusa area was approximately seven 
minutes--but some variation is possible. Another explanation for this 
discrepancy might be that Mrs •. McGowen' s realization that the power was 
back had been some time after it had actually returned. 

The McGowens said the UFO seemed to come straight towards them when 
it. stopped its northward progression. The McGowens, in· their verbal ac
count, said that the UFO went 11 east" at this point. But, when they re
enacted the sighting for us, on-site, they showed us how the UFO had come 
straight at them, i.e., toward 107 =2 degrees azimuth,~ 90 degrees 
(exactly east). That being the case, the UFO probably would have had to 
cross over Wilson Avenue from its north side to its south side. 

The McGowens' view of the UFO along azimuth 287 *2 degrees would 
intersect Wilson Avenue some 1,800 to 3,300 feet east of its right-angle 
turn. Indeed, Pecha said the UFO passed over his truck (from Pecha's 
left/north side to his right/south side) sometime before he drove over 
the Southern Pacific Railroad tracks. These tracks cross Wilson Avenue 
about 3,450 feet east of the right-angle turn. Just before he went over 
the tracks, Pecha said he saw the UFO again, off to his right/south ?ide-• 
that is how he knew the UFO had crossed over Wilson Avenue. .(The northern 
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section of Wilson Aven~e runs from azimuth 891 to 269t degrees. If ex
tended far enough toward 89t degrees, it would pass the McGowens' loca
tion at a closest distance of about 1,940 feet and about 8,760 feet east 
of its right-angle turn.) 

Mrs. McGowen indicated the UFO was still smaller than the full moon 
(which was 8.6 milliradians). From nine thousand feet away, a 1,500 to 
J,000-foot decrease in di~tance would increase the angular size of a 75-
foot object from 8 milliradians to 10-12 milliradians. But, say, a )0-
foot object would in~rease in angular size from ) to 4-5 milliradians-
all smaller than the full moon. This suggests that this UFO was a dif
ferent (and smaller) object than Pecha's 75-100-foot close encounter-UFO. 

Mrs. Pecha picks up the story from here: "He didn't even slow down 
for the railroad tracks. I remember we sailed over them •••• So, as we 
got to the tracks, I remember him sayin 1 , 1I gotta get to Les's. I gotta 
go to Les•s.• And I remember thinkin'--I don't know. I'm still so con
fused (at this point) 'cause I don't know what's the matter with him •••• 
In fact, I don't even think he even put the brakes on when· we went around 
the corner--there's a kind of a round corner at Les's house. 11 Leslie and 
Gayle Arant live at 846 Thirteenth Street, on the north (or inner) side 
of the curve. Wilson Avenue merges into the north-northeast-running 
Thirteenth Street at the Arants' home. From the right-angle turn on 
Wilson Avenue to the Arants' house, Pecha would have covered about 4,400 
feet (0.8J mile) in about three-quarters of a minute. 

11So we come around this way, 11 Lenda Pecha continued, "and just 
right directly into their (the Arants') gravel and that's where he 

· stopped. 11 The truck was parked in front of the Arants 1 house, pointing 
north-northeast (i.e., illegally, on the left side of the street). "And 
he jumped out of the pick-up and left the door open. The next thing I 
realized was that (Bill=.was) beatin' on their door with both his fists, 
screamin 1 at them •••• 11 (Mrs. Pecha told us earlier, 11 AI1d here we've 
known Les and Gayle for years. And I thought, 'My God, they' re gonna 
think my husband is just completely flipped.' 11 ) 

11We 1re still in the truck ••• , 11 Mrs. Pecha continued, "And then, 
Gayle--it seemed like right away she opened the door. And I thought that 
was kind o'funny because there was no time for her to get out o' bed •••• 
So, I remember Gayle sayin' something to the effect of, 'My God.what's 
that7! 1 ••• And, of course the whole time, like I said, I never did look 
back. So I don 1 t know what even was over there . I wish I would have 
(looked for the UFO) now. But I didn't." Indeed, because of the north
pointing orientation of the truck, Mrs. Pecha could not have seen _the UFO 
towards the south from inside the truck. 

Pecha said that as he drove towards the outskirts of Colusa, h~ 
realized that he was close to his long-time friends, the..Arants. He 
decided to stop there because it was the first 11 safe" place he knew·}}.e 
could reach. The UFO seemed to drop behind him on his right side, so he 
could not see it. "As we got close to town, it (the UFO) went behind us, 
and I knew by that time it was gonna get us--I don't know what made me 
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. think of things like this, I don't. But normally, I'm pretty level
headed." Pecha- said he ran to the Arants' door "hysterical, 11 and Gayle 
Arant answered the door right away: 11 She just said, 'Oh, my God, what's 
that7! 1 And I says, 'Well, that's what I'm trying to tell you, it was at 
the house. 1 11 

Leslie Arant, age 3~ (at the· time of the sighting), is a price 
clerk in a wholesale plumbing supply company. He had no trouble identi
fying any of the colqrs in our color-filter pack. But his vision is 
poorer than average--we'd estimate about 20/JO visual acuity from our 
test with the eye chart. We do not know if Arant is hyperopic or myopic 
(more likely the iatter). Gayle Arant, age J4 (at the time of the sight
ing), is a senior library assistant in the Colusa County Library. She 
had no trouble identifying colors and her vision tested as normal. The 
Pechas and the Arants have known each other for just over 20 years. 

Both Mr. and Mrs. Arant were awakened when the air conditioner 
stopped because of the power outage. Mrs. Arant reported to us: "I had 
gotten up (at) first because ••• it w~s really hot that night. And our 
air conditioner was on and it shut off. And I thought, 1Gee, that's 
st.range. 1 And then when I got up, there wasn 1 t any lights on. And I 
thought, 'That's really strange.' And I really didn't think too much of 
it because once in a while we have this (blackout), you know, for some 

· reason. So I came out in the kitchen. The dog was still whining. So I 
thought, 'Well, I'll feed him.' ••• · I had my flashlight--! was goin 1 

around with my flashlight. And while I was in (the kitchen) here, the 
electricity came on. 11 She said the blackout lasted 118 minutes--maybe not 
quite that long." Her husband agreed that the outage lasted 7-8 minutes 
--which they had determined from re-setting the digital electric clock in 
the bedroom. Mrs. Arant said she thought her husband told her that night 
that the electric clock stopped at 12:58 a.m. But, Les Arant.said, "All 
this (blackout) took place within--from what I can remember, from, say, 
12:55 'til a few minutes after 1 o'clock •••• (I)t couldn't have been 
more than, like I say, 7 or 8 minutes of duration of the failure." (The 
actual time was 12:54 and the duration was about 7 minutes.) 

Mrs. Arant heard a truck (Pecha's) and saw it through the south
facing kitchen window, but she didn't see anything else unusual. She saw 
no other traffic on the road then, or later, during her UFO sighting. 
She heard the truck pull up in front of her house and then she concluded 
that it was Bill Pecha. She noticed the time on the battery-driven clock 
in the living room (which is not affected by power outages) as she ran to 
the door. It was a few minutes after 0100, she told us. 

11 He (Pecha) had opened up the screen (door), 11 Mrs. Arant recalled, 
n and he was pounding on my door. At the time I got to the door he was 
pounding on it. I opened it. 11 She said "he was yelling at me_ to look up 
in the sky. And when I looked up, over in the west was this large abject 
with a white--very brilliant white--light underneath. And, you could" see 
the outline of the top of it. It was dark in the middle, but you could 
see the outline. And it reminded you of a saucer--a cup and s.aucer--and 
it (the cup) was turned upside do~m •••• It went from the west to the 
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east •••• Bill and I were by ourselves on the porch. His wife and kids 
were in the p~ck-up. And we kept yelling for my husband.... When he 
finally got up, it was right at the end of it (the sighting). 11 

"My wife being up at that time, 11 Les Arant recounted, 11 (she) an
swered the door and Bill Pecha was on the porch. And (I heard) his very 
excited voice. And I was still in bed. 11 

Gayle Arant looked to her right and saw the UFO over the south part 
of her house, at azimuth 225 :10 degrees (southwest, not west). The 
angular altitude could not have been less than about 15 degrees because 
of the house--it was probably 20 =5 degrees. She told us the UFO's 
angular size was·roughly that of the full moon. But, under Dr. Harder's 
questioning, she compared the angular size to that of a portion of a 
building that Harder measured out to be about 14 milliradians (almost 
twice the full moon). Mrs. Arant and Pacha were then located at geodetic 
latitude 39° 12 1 .62 (39°.2103) North, geocentric latitude 39° 01 1 .)2 
(39°.0220) North, longitude 122° 01 1 .21 (122°.0202) West, surface eleva
tion about 53 feet, eye level on the porch about 59 feet (above mean sea 
level). 

Mrs. Arant's drawing shows a flattened bell~like shape (dark out
line seen in moonlight) with a flat bottom (luminous in brilliant white) 
seen as an ellipse. She insisted that the width-height ratio and all 
other proportions were very nearly correct. If the bottom of the UFO was 
circular, then her drawing represents the UFO inclined about St degrees 
above }lrs. Arant's line of sight (minor/major axis ratio of 0.148). And, 
if the UFO's angular altitude was about twenty degrees, then the UFO 
seems to have been flying with its base tilted roughly 11t degrees from a 
plane parallel with the ground. (The axis of these intersecting planes 
would seem to have been perpendicular to Mrs. Arant's line of sight and 
p.?rallel to the ground.) Conti~uing under the assumption of a circular 
base, the width-height ratio would be ).6. (Without an assumption as to 
the UF0 1 s shape, the ratio would be 2.8.) Since the width-height ratio 
for Pecha's close encounter-UFO was 5, this discrepancy further supports 
the premise that the close encounter-UFO was not the same object that re
turned along the 262-263-degree azimuth and chased the Pechas to the 
Ar ants 1 home. Unless, of course, the UFO changed its size and shape on 
a large scale during these observations. Recall that Mrs. McGowen's 
angular size description coupled with the UFO's triangulated location at 
a known (and decreasing) distance suggested that the UFO that chased the 
Pecha.s was on the order of thirty feet in size, i.e., it suggested that it 
was not Pecha's 75-100-foot close encounter-UFO. This (assumed) actual 
size and Mrs. Arant's angular size estimate (about 14 millira4ians) ~ndi
cate a distance of roughly 2,000 feet from the Arants' house. 

UFO Departure 

Les Arant recollected: 11My wife said, 'Les, you have to come out 
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here and see this.• Or something to that effect. So, getting out of 
bed, I grabbed··the first thing I could put on. And I went out to the · 
door. Bill was standing outside on the porch. And his first comment 
was, 'Les, you have to see this •••• • (or) 'I want you to see this. So 
that I won't be the only one •••• 1 So, at that time, I was looking 
through the storm door, which is ~ clear pane, glass door. And, Bill was 
pointing to the south. And there was a brilliant, ball of light •••• I 
couldn't exactly tell, it being pitch dark, how high it was •••• It was 
gaining altitude very fast. But it--to me ~t didn't go straight up. 
Instead, it looked like it was going in a southern direction at about a 
45-degree angle (pointed away from me), and I watched it until it disap
peared." 

Arant said he saw none of the structural details of the UFO that 
his wife saw--it was just a round light. His uncorrected vision problem 
seems to be the explanation for this discrepancy. 

Mrs. Arant said she saw the UFO move from her right to left, main
taining about constant angular altitude of 20 =5 degrees. Then, it sud
denly shot straight up and disappeared in roughly half a second, she 
said. She could not point to the spot where she last saw the UFO--hence 
no angular altitude for this departure point can be estimated. She 
first thought the UFO disappeared when it reached a line-of-sight over 
Colusa High School (about 175 degrees azimuth). But, later, while 
standing at the exact spot where she stood on the night of the sighting, 
Mrs. Arant showed me she last saw the UFO over in the direction of some 
buildings in the.northern section of the Colusa County Fairgrounds, i.e., 
azimuth 150 =5 degrees. Her re-enactment of the observation took about 
10 to 15 seconds, not half a minute as she had estimated. 

Les Arant thought he watched the UFO for no more than about the 
last quarter minute. But, he did not see the eastward motion that Pecha 
and Mrs. Arant saw. He only saw the departure of the UFO--thus • the 
total duration of his observation was probably only a few seconds. 
Arant's on-site description places the UFO at about 185-195 degrees azi
muth, going from the horizon to about 10 degrees altitude, where it dis
appeared. We consider Gayle Arant's data more reliable than her hus
band's because of the shorter duration of his observation, the condition 
of his eyesight, and the (probable) fact that he watched the UFO through 
a glass window (his wife thought differently about this last point). 

Bill Pecha said the UFO disappeared in the southeast, towards 
Sacramento (about 145 degrees azimuth). This is consistent with Mrs. 
Arant•s revised last position of 150 *5 degrees azim~th. The ·time at 
this disappearance was probably about 0103 Pacific Daylight Savings Time. 

Some 4,820 feet away to azimuth 114t degrees (east-southeast), the 
McGowens watched the eastward movement of the UFO. They had observed·the 
UFO continuously from its northernmost point (while Pecha tried to es
cape in his truck several hundred feet to its south), through its motion 
straight towards them (nearly passing right over Pecha's truck), thro~gh 
its eastward displacement to some point (probably) just before its disaP- · 
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pearance as seen by the Arants and Pecha. 

There were some problems with the re-enactment of this phase of the 
McGowens 1 sighting. They were inconsistent as to which portions of the 
telephone poles (down the street) the UFO passed behind. They were un
sure about whether the UFO had disappeared by going dark like a light 
switched off or by passing behind the large tree across the street from 
them. They did settle on.a spot at 195 *5 degrees azimuth and 18 =5 de
grees altitude as where they last saw the UFO. The duration of the move
ment from 287 #2 to 195 *5 degrees azimuth seems to have been roughly S 
to 10 seconds. But, the disappearance as seen by the McGowens was not 
necessarily coincident with the disappearance as seen by the Arants and 
Pecha. 

\~~ile the UFO moved across the sky, a pick-up truck came by the 
McGowens, going east on Sioc Street. As the truck passed by, the 
NcGowens heard a whining or humming sound, which they think came from the 
UFO. "Like a high, turbine-engine sound," Mrs. McGowan said. "But there 
was like a whirling ••• like a very high-powered machine running at a 
very fast rate of speed. 11 Mark Uriarte asked if the sound was lik~· :1 jet 
engine starting up. "No, ••• you never heard it start up like a jet. will 
start up slowly. This was all of a sudden. I mean, it was just there. 
And it was a very, very high-pitched, shrill kind of noise. 11 She said 
she could hear the whine over the noise of the truck. Her son described 

· the sound as a low "humming." Neither the Pechas or the Ar ants said they 
heard a sound that they thought might have come from the UFO at any 
during this entire incident. 

Post-Sighting Circumstances 

Mrs. McGowen's son, Fred Morris, ran out in the street and then 
over to First Street to make sure the UFO was gone. Then he ran to the 
Colusa County Sheriff 1 s Office, two blocks away, to report the UFO sight
ing. A mile away, Mrs. Pecha got her kids out of the truck and into the 
Arants• house. Inside, Bill Pecha became concerned ~bout the Davis' 
safety. He thought the beam of light (or whatever) that the UFO had 
lowered onto the Davis' house might have harmed them somehow. So he 
called the Davises on the Arants• telephone. 

"As soon as it (the UFO) was gone, 11 Pecha told us, "I told 1 em (the 
Arants) I 1d like to call Slim (Davis) and his wife--make sure they was 
okay. So I--I call, and the phone rang for quite a 'Qit and I ·figured 
they were--something really happened, you know, but it didn't. She--she 
(¥~s. Davis) answered the phone (at last) and she said they 1 d been 
asleep. For the first time in a long time th~y'd retired early •••• I 
said, 'What I'm about to tell you I don't want you to get scared,' or. 
1 This is not a crank call.... I 1 m very serious. I was worried about 
you •••• There was weird things out there at your house tonight, and I 
wanted to make sure that you were okay.' She sa:ys, 'Sure, we're ••• both · 
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. > 
okay. We wish __ we were awake. so we could see it (the UFO).• And (of 
course) I told her who I was, because I didn't want to scare her, you 
know, wakin' people up out. of bed at night tellin' 1em weird things. And 
so then, I wasn't quite satisfied yet, I called the Sheriff's department 
and they said yes, it ' s been reported (by the lfoGowens) •••• 11 ' 

Les Arant described Bill Pecha' s state of mind this way: ''Bill, 
being (in) the state of mind he was, I was concerned with him. I've 
never seen him exactly that way before. The man was--was distraught •n 
shaking and this type of thing. And uh--. 11 I asked him, "How long have 
you known him7 11 11 0h, 20 years, 11 Arant replied. 

Colusa City Police Department officers Bill Wheeler, age 27, and 
Peter C. Grevie went to the Arants' house in response to Pecha's call. 
(Colusa police officers had gone over to the Sheriff's Office when the 
power went out, thinking a jailbreak imminent.) Wheeler said that Pecha 
was so agitated that he touched Pecha's arm to get his attention. When 
he did so, Wneeler said he felt a strong electric shock. As Thomas 
Bowden pointed out during our initial investigation, the charge was 
probably collected by 'Wheeler who discharged it to Pecha {who was bare
.foot). Pecha does not recall the incident. Wheeler told us he didn 1 t 
smell any alcohol in Pecha's breath. He told us he believed Pecha's 
story. 

After the policemen left and after Pecha told his story several 
times, Mrs. Pecha said she finally understood what had happened to her 
husband. The Pechas decided to go home around three to five a.m. Mrs. 
Pecha drove the family home. She said her husband was still upset and 
she thought it would be best that she drive. Later that day, Pecha 
drove out to the electrical power lines that .. one l far encounter-UFO l 
had caused to glow red.. But, he did not find the scorch marks or any 
other damage as he had expected to find. 

Other Witnesses 

We have talked to other potential witnesses to the Colusa UFOs. 
Mr. and Mrs. John W. 11 Slim 11 Davis told us they observed nothing unusual 
that night because they had been asleep in a ~oom with no windows to the 
outside. Mrs. Davis told us that her pear tree had bloomed again about 
a week after the UFO sightings. She said the fruit had already been 
picked, but the tree was blooming again. All five Qf us (Bowden, Harder, 
Rettig, Uriarte and I) saw the blossoms on the upper so~th part of the 
small tree near the north fence of the Davis' yard on 3 October 1976. 
There is an extremely tall (over a hundred feet) tree in the middle of 
the Davis 1 yard, but we saw no sign of damage or unusual effect on it, or 
on any other bush or tree in the Davis' yard {or any place else-connected 
with this case, for that matter). · 

Another individual said she saw the Pecha UFO, a Mrs. S. She de-
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cided to remain anonymo~s when the National Enquirer entered the case . 
. (There were two inquiries into the case prior, to our in-depth investiga
tions; the Colusa Police Department on 10 September 1976 and the Colusa 
Sun.-Herald on 12 September 1976. There were two investigations, so :far 
as we know, after ours, including one by the National Enquirer.) 

Mrs. S. told Mark Uriarte she had gone outside after the start of 
the blackout on 10 September 1976. · She said she saw a pulsating orange
red light hovering in the.west that suddenly darted away and then came 
back. But she did not know how the UFO had disappeared. "I came in 
before it (the UFO) disappeared ••• , 11 (emphasis added) she told Uriarte on 
3 October 1976. 11 The object was not leaving when I came in. 11 Yet, Mrs. 
S. told the National Enouirer in mid-November 1976: 11 I watched it (the 
UFO) go off toward the mountains and come back and then it disappeared in 
the south." (Emphasis added.) 

Some Investigative Conclusions 

We have found no evidence that UFOs in the Colusa area caused the 
blackout or that the cause was located anywhere in northern California. 
First of all, the electric power lines over which Pecha saw two UFOs 
belong to the Central Valley Project, a federal power project near Shasta 
Lake, about a hundred miles north of Colusa. Secondly, the Colusa area 
gets its electric power from the Pacific Gas and Electric (FG&E) Company 
system, not the Central Valley Project. Thirdly, the City of Los Angeles• 

·Department of Water and Power {DWP) said it was their system that caused 
the problems on all the other systems that are inter-tied in the Western 
Systems Coordinating Council (including PG&E) • Officials of the Los 
Angeles DWP, and FG&E officials in Colusa, Marysville, and San Francisco, 
all state that the disturbance was caused by problems at the DWP substa
tion at Victorville, about sixty miles northeast of Los Angeles and 
almost four hundred miles from Colusa. Pat Messigian of the DWP said 
that the Victorville substation suffered insulator contamination on high
vol tage circuits during a light rain. Most areas in the western United 
States only experienced a drop in voltage. But some areas on the FG&E 
grid were completely blacked out for about two to nine minutes, and some 
areas on the DWP grid were out for three to seventeen minutes. 

The persistent observation of lights (UFOs) around azimuth 263 de
&,-:·-::-:.'.s :.~d. m .. : to d;termina the location of bright celestial objects. Azi-

. 26..... • ,, - ··-· ., ·• .. d . - .• - !.'------· -- tf11· C:--.l.~·n:r----rnut.h J c.eb!"ees fu-i.:i. a......t.i t:u.:..e .1. • l egree;s .._7·;.;m .1..· ... ·-•.;;..:... -:...... . • ·-·-:.~ ·.·::: ·-1-:.-

1976 (0800 to 0803 Universal Time) reduces to right ascension 17 bours: 
)0 minutes and de-clination -5t degrees ·on the c~lestial sphere. The 
bright planets were then at: · 

Venus 
Mars 
Jupiter 
.Saturn 

Right Ascension: 12 hrs. 39 mins. Declination: 
12 41 
·3 57 
8 .58 

.-30 
-4 

+19 
+18 
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Hence, none of the planets could have been responsible for the lights. 
·The brightest star within 15 degrees right ascension or declination was 
Rasalhague (.Alpha Ophiuchi), a magnitude +2.1 star at 17 hours:J4 minutes 
right ascension and +13 degrees declination. This reduces to azimuth 277 
degrees and altitude 12 degrees at the time and location of these sight
ings. I think it is highly unlikely that this star was seen as a UFO 
during this Colusa incident. 

Aircraft and helicopters are man-made phenomena that need to be 
ruled out as explanations for the far encounter UFO sightings around 
Colusa. We have not checked with airports and helicopter services by 
phone because it is highly unlikely that the appropriate records would be 
available more than a few days after the event. Letters of inquiry will 
be sent out in a few weeks. Finally, it is rather unlikely (but not im
possible) that any aircraft or helicopter would carry a large.diameter 
light source (Mrs. Arant's observation). 

A hoax would require before-the-fact collusion among the six prin
cipal witnesses or after-the-fact collusion among these witnesses and the 
Colusa police officers who investigated the case. It is conceivable that 
such conspirators would throw together a lot of interesting details, with 
the initially apparent discrepancies being the result of error, poor 
pl~"'lning, and faulty memories. But, I find it hard to believe that such 
conspirators would deliberately take the risk of casting doubts about any 
one of their members 1 sanity, i.e. , · Mrs. Pecha' s report that she had 
thought her husband had "flipped." Moreover, all of the witnesses had 
had weeks to hammer out the apparent differences in their stories before 
we interviewed them. But they didn't. 

If we assume (as is most-likely) that genuine observations of "some
thing" are involved here, the same opportunity to iron out differences 
has existed. But, as of tr4e time of O"..lr ir:vestigation, none o.f t~e T-T:.t.
nesses had taken advantage of this opportunity. Mrs. Pecha insisted that 
she did not see the "spotlights" or the two UFOs over the.power·lines 
that Mr. Pecha reported. Mr. Arant insisted that he did not see the east
ward motion or. the "cup and saucer" shape that Mrs. Arant reported. Mrs. 
McGowen's son, Fred Morris, insisted that he did not hear the "high
pitched, shrill" sound his mother reported, but that he heard a low 
11 humming 11 noise. In fact, Mr. and Mrs. Pecha, and Mr. and Mrs. Arant, 
said they heard nothing at all. In other words, not only does this case 
seem to involve a genuine event, but it seems the witnesses cited here 
have honestly reported a genuine event (as opposed to dishonestl~ report
ing a genuine ~vent). 

To give another example: The local newspaper, . the Pechas , and the 
Arants, all quoted 7 to 10-minute figures for the duration of the 7-
minute power outage. However, the HcGowens insisted that they had had to 
adjust their clocks by 1Q. minutes after the b~ackout. Hence, they r~
ported the blackout as having lasted 30 minutes. As I discovered later, 
their clocks had been 24 minutes behind, so 24 +·? = 31 minutes, thus ac
counting for the apparent discrepancy. The McGowens could have just as 
easily rationalized their minority opinion with the majority, leaving_ us 
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with a discrepant 12:30 a.m. time to explain. But they didn't. This ex
. ample attests to the McGowens' basic truthful'ness. Other examples could 
be given to certify the Pechas' and the Arants 1 basic honesty. 

There was an independent MUFON investigation of the Colusa case by 
Robert Neville, Lois Williams, and Paul Cerny, on 9-10 October 1976. 
Three of us (Bowden, Rettig, and I) were pleased to witness a presenta
t.ion of the results of this investigation on 6 November 1976, but we do 
not have a copy of the report to MUFON. Robert V. Pratt, a staff report
er for the National Enouirer, conducted an investigation of the case on 
11-16 November 1976. We have examined copies of the Colusa UFO story 
draft (which will not be published by Enquirer) and Pratt's edited inter
view transcripts., 

Pratt has gathered further (personal) testimony to Bill Pecha's in
tegrity. Colusa City Police Chief Raegene Cation told Pr at t, 11 I 1 v.e had 
him (Pecha) work on police cars •••• He seems to be reliable. I've never 
known him to stretch the truth or make up anything. I've known him for 
several years •••• " 

Pratt asked, 11 To your knowledge, he's pretty reliable and honest?" 

Chief Cation answered, "Yes, yes. 11 

"And (he's) not the kind who :would make up wild stories?" Pratt in
quired. 

11N o, he wouldn't make anything up, no. He' s not that type. 11 Chief 
Cation replied. 

Lt. Frank W. Hubbell of the Colusa County Sheriff's Office told 
Pratt: "He's well known in the community. He's beyond reproach." 

Pratt asked Lt. Hubbell, 11So 1 he's not the type to make up some
thing frivolous?" 

11 I wouldn't think so, 11 Lt. Hubbell replied. 11I mean, he honestly 
believes he saw something. Maybe he did.... As far as I'm concerned, 
he's a good citizen of the community. I don't think he's inclined--he 
saw something. No question in my mind about that •••• 11 

Pratt asked Colusa City Police officer Bill ~Iheeler (who investi
gated the case minutes after it ended), "Can you vouch for his (Pecha's) 
honesty? Is he likely to make up stories?" 

11I 've never kno".m of Yir. Pecha to make up s:tories or to even tell 
any tales (or) to stretch the truth, 11 Officer Wheeler responded. 11 He .' s 
not that type of person. 11 

. 
l'.1r. Wilmer G. Brill, publisher of the Colusa Sun-Herald, told Pratt: 

"He (Pecha) has a good reputation. The best. 11 

1 
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On the other hand., between our interviews with Pecha on 3, 9 and 1 O 
.October 1976 and Pratt's interview on 16 November 1976, certain discreP
ancies crept into Pecha 1 s storiJ. · For example, Pecha described the close 
encounter-UFO's "spotlights" to us on 3 October 1976: 

"··· and out comes these two little things ••• and they had a 
spotlight on the end of 'em •••• And the light was perfect round-
a tube of light, like a shaft of light, and they did touch the 
ground. 11 (Emphasis.added.) 

At one point iri the Pratt interview, Pecha described the "spot
lights" just as he had described them to us. But, later in the inter
view, Pecha told Pratt: 

11 
••• these lights came out ••• and when they hit the ground, 

it was just. the same size, just like it hit a spot, but never a 
beam or a shaft or tube of light." (Emphasis added.) 

One explanation for this inconsistency might be that Pecha's memory 
is fading and that details are getting mixed up. Another explanation 
might be that an external influence was brought to bear on Pecha, causing 
him to become confused, between the time we talked.to him and the time 
Pratt talked to him. Indeed, there was a separate MUFON investigation 
and interview with Pecha between our investigation and Pratt's. There is 

. some evidence that the MUFON investigators were an external, confusing 
influence: 

Pecha told us on 3 October 1976 that the two UFOs over the power 
lines were "a little bit less than half the size" of his close encounter
UFO. Six weeks later, Pecha told Pratt that a MUFON investigator had in
sisted differently: 

"One fellow told me they must be the same size, just farthe:..· 
back. 11 (Emphasis added.) 

It is one thing for a UFO investigator to argue his own interpre
tations in a published paper or in a discussion with his colleagues. It 
is quite another matter for an investigator to try to impose his own 
simplistic notions on the witness. Such behavior is reprehensible. If 
the M1JFON investigators have an explanation for this, I would certainly 
appreciate hearing it. And, if it is a good, reasonable explanation, I 
will retract this criticism and make the appropriate apologies. 

In my opinion, we have nearly reached the limit in obtaining scien
tifically useful data !rom the Colusa witnesses by conventional means. A 
few more reliable details may have been turned up by investigations sub
sequent to ours. An analysis of the other report~ on this case will be 
done if and when they all become available. 

NOTE: All reductions of geodetic latitude to geocentric coordinates·are 
based on the NOR.AD flattening ·constant, f = 1/298.324 = 3.35206 x 10-3. 
This differs from the constant adopted by the !AU, f = 1/298.25 = 3.35289' 
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Gravity 
(about 20° 
out of the 
paper) 

Negative image of UFO observed by Mrs • .Arant, based on.her drawing of J Octo
ber 1976. 

Gravity 
(about 5° 
out of the 
paper) 

Pecha's approximate actual view of the close encounter-UFO as it departed. 
Width-height ratio corrected to 5:1. Distance about 500 feet. (Sky was 
black and cone of white "light" illuminated. underside.) 
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Gravity 

Simulated side-view of Pecha's close encounter-UFO. Dotted lines are por
tions of the outline Pecha never saw close enough to represent accurately. 
Details are combined (the 11 cables 11 actually retracted and disappeared when 
the "spotlights" came out). Width-height ratio corrected to 5: 1. Based 
on drawing by B. C. Sparks done under Pecha's supervision, J October.1976: 
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.... ·.B11·1 ·Pecha Jr. 
1 

16.50 ~!1lson Street, Colusa, Cal1~., 916-458-2700. Personal 
~ nte· ... --view at the Pecha (he prenounces it PAY-kee) on N v. 16, 1976, about 
t;lls U~O exper1ence early on the morn1ng of Sept. -1~, 1976 • 

• • • I worked late (that night}. I b~1ld bankout wagons for the rice harvest 
A bankout is a 4-wheel-drove bulk tank type and they use it to go up beside tr. 

harvester and they unmlgad the r1ce into 1t and t~en bank it out to the read, 

and during the rice harvest I got them· ready. I had werked until-about 11:30 

that night (Sept. 9) weld1ng, getting one ready, and I came 1n pretty tired 
and everything. So I took a shower and th~ wlfe and family were 1n bed asleepe 
I decided to watch a western that was on (TV). It was called "Waterhole Number 
Three." I was tao tired ta go to sleep and about ~2:JO ors~ so it was really 
getting interest1ng--the mov1e~-and the TV starts messing up. Well, I said, 
that's ihKz~exzi2x par for Channel 12. It was ~ust fluttering 11ke a plane wen· 
over or a car went by l;>ecause 1t·:somet1mes does mess up the TV, and I didn't 
think too much about ~t. I was laying there on the couch. All I had on was my 
sherts and· it ·was real.1y·getting interesting and r got up--1t was-my wife's 
borthday_ and I bought her a new coffee maker ana I got me a cup of c_of~ee and 
I sat down t.here (on. t.!)e s_e:fa) wat9h1ng and it; ju~t; g_ot really loused up. So 
I moved to the corner of the van and I was just going ta ga·up and see if!

could re-adjust it (the TV set) and it came 1n clear again. I thought, "Maybe 
1t•s going ta qu1t"--they always flash on the screen "Beyong our control 11 or 
aud1o or video trouble, but that never .happened. So I guess around a quarter tc 
one--I'd say it was hlafway. through the mov1e--and 1t just went out real-slow, 
like a ~n tube. I figured, "Well, the picture tube=~ must -have went·eut 
•cause 1t was getting old and it was about time for 1t to go, I guessn-~when tr 
coller (a1-r cendltioner) quit. When you turn 1t off it runs for a few minutes 

t1l;J. s.he g_u_1ts. b~t it just s~opped •. Well, :r ¢1.~dn '.t pay ~Y .. ~tt.ention. I had 
been welding pretty heavy all evening and. I f 1gured the transformer blew in tht: 
shGp~ I feed and underground (wire) from there tb the mt house here ani I 
thought; "Well, I'll just go outside and go over anf flip that c1rcu1t breakerCJ 
My mother-in-law (who 11 ves next door at 1652 Wilsen) was gone at that time· 
and I didn't notice that the power was off, and the Baileys (who live next 
door on the opposite, or north, side) were gone for the weekend. So I just 
opened the deor and startea off the s1ep (walk1n toward the south eni of the 

. I 

mobile home toward barn next door at mother-in-law s) and I felt real stra~ge. 
(I had been) laying down on the couch_ and it was kind of·a sultry n1ght and I 

. figured maybe it l-1as static electra>city. I d1dn·•-c th1nk anything of 1.t·1 so I 
got.past th~s w1ndow here (in the mobile home's l181ngroom window on~east ~icie 

·of bu~lding) and I x started. reeling t1Dgly--real bad. I .didn.'t g1ve -~t.· a 
thought. I thought I'd ~umped.up too_ quick. SC? lstart~d along the edge.ot\:tbe 
house and my hair--I.1m prettj hairy on my boay--and my hair and the ~~r.. qn 11y 
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on my head was standing just straight up and it was crackl1Dg 11ke 1f you'd 

run a comb threugh ~ your ha1r--you know how y~u get static, .you can hear 1t 
crackling, 'XJI• especially on ~ woman•s· hair.. I d1an•t g1ye 1t any more though 
and the closer I get te my wife's K bedroom w1ndow--that's where the under
gro&nd cable comes through and I figured I've get a short because I was gettin_ 
shocked--not a lot but a tingling feel1Dg. I was barefooted and I thought I 1d 
better get on over there (to the machine shop) and see what's happening, becau 
I ruave had electrical failures over there before a?ld it throws the circuit 
breaker. It gets.pretty warm. So I get past the bedroom windew and it was 
getting werse. I don't know what made me look up. It was a fairly quiet even!~ 
and the moon was out but 1t was high clouds, not real heavy concentrated cl~udE 

. . . . . . .. . . . 
but big fluffy ones and I guess I looked up at the moon or something, I don't 
know. But I looked up and here is this htige object between the barn and the 
house and the more I looked up. the bigger it was. I guess I kind of panicked 
a 11ttie.b1t and a1i th1s time i can hear th 18 crackm1ng all over ·the top of 

my body. I was just terrified and the more I looked at it the more things I wa~ 
p1ck1ng up on (notic1ng).T}iese flexible type cables came dawn. This 11ght came 
dgwn~so .far and ~ever touched the greund. Never lit up the barn top--
Q. Y u mean the beam of 11ght? ,.. 
A. Well, 1t was a funnel type of 11ght-~ 
Q. Cone shaped? 
A. Yeah, 11kr an upside down ice cream cone coming out of the undereelly.part 
of 1t. And then I ·1ooked up again and the brim was spinning clockwise very fast 
ana no seund--
Q. As y'ou· waza ·1ooked up it was ~pinning c~ockifise? 
A •. i'he .outer side. And the 1nner side was going·· in the opposite direction.· . .. . . - . . 
But yet these things were hanging from the center of the area. But I didn't 

~oncentrate on that~ I z was Just horrified ~Y wha~ I.was seeing. And it was 
very st111.- Not a sound. If there was a sound there I didn't hear it. All I 
could hear was my heart (laughsO, I guess, and I was trying to holler fer the 
wffe but I couldn't get nothing out. Neth1llg was comjng out. I guess I was out · 
there 4 to S minutes and 1t backs out over the field there (to the west). I Jus 
watched it, kind of teok one step out beyond the house so I could get a better 
v~ew ef 1t-~and I noticed two more (objects) over by Slim Dav1s 1 house, but the· 
were hover1n~ above these high-pawered lines. They were just glowing red (later 
he said he meant the power lines, Dot the UFOs, were glowing red).· I thought . 

. we wer~ being 1nvaaed. Y0~ know, I don't believe in this stuff, but 0 Ido now
0 

I rea~ly de. At that time it was a nightmare. I just figured we were being 
invaded. I didn't know what was going on. I ran 1n the house, I xame to the 

(d1n1ngroom) window (en west side) and I could still see •em good so I ran 
down t~e ·hall, kn&ck1ng ·over a chair. The w1fe thsught maybe the ho·use was on 
~t7:11J 
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r 1r~, I guess, bec~use I was· making a pretty· good racket holler1:ng for her. An·. 

she get up and I s.ld, "Ye~ 1ve get to c~ae. to the w~ndow, you 'ye got to see th1 [: 
So she came ·in here (dining area) and we had· ·this ·blind pulled and I was try1n~ 
to get 1t up and I couldn't and she sa1i, 'Well, just wait a minute and I'll 
get 1t up for you.• So she peeked out and here's these other two sitting over 
there and here's this big one--it was much bigger than the other tw0. One ~ 
fellow told me (later) they mught be the same size, m just farther back. But 
when this (big one) went between them and out tewards the footh1lls--1n just 
seoonds!--it stood out much larger than the twa on the power lines and when I 
got her here it had already went up to the hillside, which is about 20 miles. N 
Now,. 1t. stood cut. I can't figure out why more people didn't see 1t than they 
~~d because 1 t was o~e of those nights when justnoth1ng wa.s going on. There was 
no trarr1c on the road (Route 20 going west toward Williams}. And the Freeway 
(Interstate 5) at night you can see--
Q. That's a good 6 miles away--
A. The Free~ay is more. I would say between 7 and 8 miles. And there is a huge 
rlce guard (?) that sits ~Qrth of Williams approximately 6 miles and 1t lights 
up everything and I d1~n·~ notiue it at the time. It was just dark. As it (the 
huge oaject' approached and came back it stopped over Slikm Davis' house (half 
a mile west of the Pecha home), which is a crop-dusting service right beh1Dd 
my f1eld-~ana n this be~m of light was dawn. It lowered it down over the top:mf 
jhe house and it lit up the whole house, the tree line and the hangar, which 1s 
quite a ways from the house. It looks close {from the Pecha house), the big 
hangar ~e the nort~ and ~here's ! smaller hangar (betwe~n the house and bigger 
hangar). with a windsock on 1t. N w I could see just like J:lD:WC: if you had a " . . . . . . . . . - . ' 
flashcube. camera· and· :ta you could ~eep that l1ght steady. on everything. That-:·s 

. . "" 
the colar everything was lit up, a bright gray and bluish 11ght. I get worried. 
I said, "Well, 1f it dld that there's no telling what's going on." I thought 
et was zapping them pr whatever was going on. OK, 1t started across our field 
again and 1t was out I'd say halfway between theirs (the Davis house) and outs 
and I told the wife: "Don't ger dressed, just get the kids· out of bed, let's 
get 1n the pickup and get out.of here." I said, "You don 1t know what I ·seen mux 
euts1de." This is wh en I S;arted tell~ng her. w~a~ l 1d seen outside. She didn't 
know what I saw. I guess I was a wild person, and I don•t get shook much. The 
only thing--11ke if_ I come up_ on an accident and see someone pretty well mangled 
it bothers me a little bit but it doesn't spook me that way. So she ran 1n and· 
get Debbie and she (Debbie)· had been real sick and I ran and get.Chris and as I 
started ranz%z~ out the door the TV came back· on and· the coeler star·ted running 

v , 

. so I flipped the switch on the·cooler and x shut· the TV ff. I still.had Chris 
. . . . " . . 

under my arm ana I had the blanket. all tangled around him--I guess that's when 
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I knocked down some other chairs and we got in the pickup and the back of the 

house at that ~ime--~ went 1nte this·room behind this (d1n1ng area) wall toge
Chris and i~ .was.getting lighter 1n the window, much lighter, and I thought 
"It's coming pretty close" and I was getting more horrified. So my wife and 
Debbie was already 1n tte pickup and I put Chris in there--Gf course, the kids 
was pretty scared. We woke them up out of a sound sleep and Chris kept th1nk1Xlf. 
Debbie was real stx sick and we were getting her to the hospital •••• and I 
jumped in the truck and I didn't turn the lights on and I put 1t 1n revwrse 

and llX 1t kai has. ~r&xt~ very bright backup lights, and I went zooming out the 
driveway and ·we took off down the road. As I was backing out the driveway, it 

(th~ object) was pretty close to here and !t.was s~rt cf going in that directic 
(pax~E pointing north-northwest) at about a 45 (degree angle) at that time, 
sti'll about 50 to 75 ·feet ·or'f'· the ground·. It was very large. Of course, the -
moon sh1ned on it a little b1t wh1ch prebably made 1t stand out twice as big 
as ~x I would think it would be. Everything is big when that's going· on. And 
so we started down this road (W1lso:n,kgo1ng north into town) and I got down 

• u 
about a quarter of a mile and there s another road called H nter Road ana as I 

,,.. 

went past that road I looked and it was setting x right there beside the road 
just like it was following us, and I really panicked and the wife says, nTurn 
the lights on." Well, I could see the read pretty fair from the moon and there 
is a pretty good turn (about 90-degrees). Well, I almost didn't make the turn. 

~ 

Ana we started going down, picking up pretty «mmx geod speed and my wife said 
w -

"Y0 u better turn the lights on." And I said, RJust don' worry about 1t,· I can .. .. 
see, I don't want to turn the lights on." But 1n the moonlit night they could 
see. my a:a-.paz white campe~ and I looked out the corner of my eye by the 
cemetery and 1t was right ther~. ·It wis off about th.is ang1·e from my eyes and 

•• I'm driving around 90 mph. I shouldn't have been doing that but I was scared. 
We got inte tewn, as we were getting over the tracks it disappeared. and I 

thought it was on top of us. and thought maybe it was going to zap us. And I 
stepped on 1t some more and I made that turD (where Wilson, turns from due 
east to due north) and there are some friends of ours we know in tawn, ~fie 

Arants, e.nd I don't know what made me ge in their driveway but I spun right 
ar.:>und and sl1d right up to their door. I almest hit their step and I ran 

to the daor. I guess I was out by the time I put it in park and ran up the step: 
and I was beating on the doo.r. Well, she had been up. They have a: refrigeration 
unit (air conditioner} in their house ana the~ r pewer had been off and she was 
trying to figure out what was going on and she came to· the door pretty fast. · 
And I·a was trying to tell her and she thought maybe Debbie was s1ck, and she 
come to the door and asked me~what was wron~. I was beating on the door pretty 

hard and she c~me .t9 the s 4oor a~d ~sked me what w~s wreng ·and she said, · 
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. ".My._God, what •s that!"· Well, 1t (the object) was just going out over the field 

at that .time .and I said·, "That.•s what'-~ m b~en _at tl:le· house" a~d I said, "I do! 
don' know what it's doing but it's scared the heck out of it." I think I used 

+ -
that word, but I don't remember. Anyway, I had to call 5~1m Davis and his wife 
so I called and the phone rings and rings and rings and I figured, "Oh boy." 
but she (Mrs. Davis} comes to the phone and I asked her, "Are you OK?" And she 

v . 
said, "Yes." And I sa1d, "Y u sure you •re all right?" And she said "Certainly" 
And I said, "Well, what I'm about to tell you--I live across the way :from you" 
I old her my name an~ she said 0 I ltnow you" and I said, "I 1m not trying to be 
a crank or az;ziQtlQz scare you or nothing but ther·e 's weird things happening 

out here .tonight and it looks tG me like flying saH~e~fioh ~Hd she said, 11 Well, 
we .believe in saucers in a way, we read up on them atx we can, s.o you're. not . 
really scaring us" And I said 1t had 11t up the whole area over there and she 
said, "Well, we were woken but we were very warm ana she said that's.the only 
thing that woke us up, nothing else. 11 And she was very disappointed because 
they always s8Ry up late at night--and he's a crop duster and they go through 
sn schedules for the next day and they read and she said "this night we had had 
a heavy day and had went to bed early, around 11 o'clock." and I told her 1t 

:.&.' happened around 1 o'clock. I didn' lmow how long it had been out there. I just 
I was just laying there watching TV and the TV started really acting up bad, bu·~ 

usually that happens, on Channel 12 anyway, that from the Chico area. Now 
Cable l'V, we have better luck with Rais pole antenna than we do cable. or cours 
we don't get cable out here just yet ••• but the pewer, I called the Sheriff ts 

Department after I got through talking to Slim Davis and his wife and I called 
them ·and I just wasn't, I wasn't secure en~ugh. I had to.find out if seme~ody 
else had seen it and the sher1ffts depart,ent said 1Yes, we•~e been not1f1ed 
already.• And I said, "Well, could you find out a little more?" I said, "The 
power's been off" and she said, "Yeah we know about it. Our auxiliary plant 
didn't come on like it should • • • Well, as soon as the powr went off, the 
police station thought 1t was a break at the jail sa they, the pol1ce was there 
(at sheriff's .department) that's how they come to see us. She said, 'Well we're 
going to send two officers out to talk to you right away." ••• So they 
came out, Bill Wheeler (and Peter ~rxxGrevie) and I was 1n the yard, I went 
back out in the yard. We'd seen something else go •~~sxagz across the sky, we 
:flgure.d maybe they were taking off 1n a diff-erent d1·rect1on but, pretty high 
speed like and we just couldn't--1t wasxgmtJ11XgBzx gone in a flash. These two 
(the smaller ones ori the pewer lines) went· ·up· very rapidly Kk~ll after this one 
¥ (the big one) started across the field (toward the Pecha· house). 
Q. Which way across the field? 

A. As 1t was approaching (the Pecha house} the· last time, t~e time· we last saw 
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it and left, it was coming acrost again and the other two disappeared just 

straight up this way (hold~~ng arms apart,_ each up a~ 45 degrees, with a 90-degr 
agnle between the arms). O e went north direction and the other went south. Tht .,., 
just went straight up at a 4S like and they went real, at high speed •• They jus 

took, you lmow, very fast. And no sound. But the animals in the area, now we 
have bird dogs in that area over there (pointing to some homes northwest of the 
Pecha house) and they were ahowl1ng and abark1ng, but it never bothered me muc~ 

I could hear them but I was more concentrated on what I was looking a~. So they 
(the police) cameout and talld:med to me, and I was pretty well shook up and 
he tw~2ierixsa1sx (one of the officers) said we have a number for you to call~ 
I m sa1d, "OK but I don't think I can dial." He said that 1 sOK, we'll dial, 

and he took my. hadn to-~I guess he was_ trying t.o calm me down and he .said, "Man 
you're loaded with electricity." N0 w B4 ll Wheeler told me this and then the 
next day I had forgotten about that part and he reminded m9. He said, 11B~y, you 

. -
were loaded that night. I grabbed ahold of your hand to try to calm you down an 

you had a pretty good jolt to you. 
Q.He got a charge off you? 

A. He got a charge out of me. And-
Q. Were you aware of it? 
A. At that titje, no. But he noticed it. r.e could tell I·.-·was terrified. They 

know me there and I'm just not that type of a person. And % I don't make crank 
calls and I don't, make an anthill out of--you know, make things larger than 
they should be. L~ke I say, I run race cars and I drive in destruction derbie~ 
and things doesn't bother me, but this time it pretr1f1ed me and this is the .... 
first time--I go out of state hunting and this 1s--I go out every year--this 1s 
the first time that I had a thought in my mind as I was walking out there 
late in the evenings or early in the mornings. I just, you know, I k~ kept my ... 
eyes awake. I d1dn 1 want to tell myself I was but I looked up, and then one 

L 

night late we were coming back from town up there, th1s was last week and I 
called my wife the next night, I told her, RWell, you won't believe this but we 
spotted something 1n the a1r up here (in Oregon) last night that all four of us 
saw it--well·three of us were sxaxtnistanding outsida »my dad was in the tra~le 
cooking 'l!. dinner, and I said, "We bel<&eve it was one(UFO) but.we don'+: !mow.". It 
brought everything back again. But I have seen things in the air but we always 
said oh that's a flying saucer or that's a Sputknik and we dropped 1t, that's as 
far as it ever went. And we have never picked up a magazine or anything like tha 
with that (UFOs) in it. We used to watch them on TV, the ·kids like toffltch that 
k12'.1d of sm:f:fstuff. sm, I just ~ever did believe 1n that stuff (UPOso unt_il that 

night. It w~s a yery horrifying experience •. It was like a nightmare. Something 

that you couldn 1 t-"1t never happened, but it did. I wished that it had happenec 
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to somebody else and not me. It wasn't very nice the next couple of weeks. 
People in town, some of them were very nive, some of them would say, "Well, how 
many flying saucers did you see out there today1" Or, "Did that lighting storm 
the other day, did the saucers cause it?" I mean, they're ki.dding but to some 
fellows you're just a kook. I mean, geez, that's weird. They don•i". believe it. 

I 

But that's their business. If they don't want to believe 1t, fine. that's all 

right with me but ••• I've asked people higher up what they thought, 1r it's 
Russia or if it's the United States, but they all say, "Well, they're confined 
to a certain altitude, they have to have 1dent1f1c~b1on on their aircraft, they 
just don't go out flying over people's houses at night scaring them, and I have 
talked w ~o ~ few fellows up in Oreogn this time that works in the Forest Servic 
in the Ranger station lookouts on top of peaks and they see weird things. And t;~ 

say, well, if we're on Mars why can't they be here? But I never did give 1t a 

thought like that and it just--I believe in it now. It's hard to bel1~ve in 

because you just don't think there's any other beingsaround. They might be, I . .. . . . . 

mean, they gotta be now. 
Q. What did you think was going to happen to you? 

A. I thought we were going to get destroyed. The lighting appearance that was 
doing ever at Slim Davis' house. These shafts of light were just unreal. I 
mean when you can turn on a light and it doesn•t touch the ground, doesn't even 
light the ground up, that bothers me. 

Q. You mean it just came down part of the way-~ 

A, It hovered, now when it was out here ovedidB'thouse 1t was hanging down, the 
light shaft was down approx1mately--well I t«lsl~~ notice it until it backed off 
intothe field, but it was coming out of it maybe only 4 or 5 feet from the 
bottom of the hlle opening. It looked like the giant shutters of a camera 
underneath, Itwas black but yet it was a grayish dull light was coming out of 1 
but when it went out over the field these things f the flexible cord-like 
app~ndages) went up very rapidly and out comes two b1g kind of spotlights (from 
outer edge of saucer--see sketch) and the lighting, like if you turn the head
lights of a car on you get a cone like, you know, you go out ~nd shine up the 
area. These were just a round tube like shaft, brilliant blue, soft blue, and 
when it 3 hit the ground 1t didn't break up the are,, it only lit up the area 
the same size that shaft was. And they were moving around and about and ~zxx2mt 
as it went over Sl1m's house this light lowered {the one from the bottom). It 
got real white, like a g flashcube camera type light. _The brigh~est light I've e 

ever s~en. And everything on the % ground glowed. At nighttime· you can make out 

iaxi'f!~X§RlJJiz~~jlzx theoutline of Sl1m 1 s house and they have a giant floodlight ou 

there, maybe two, around the hangars, and lt ligh~s up an area v~ry_~~ml~ke from 
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here~but you could x see every detail. Ynu could see the trees real good, you 
could see the shingles on the roof from here, you could see the chimney, the 
brick, just glowed. And this is what was horrifying me, because when it went 
over h1ll--now that's 20 miles away--the top of the peaks or the Three Sisters 

approximately Three Sister Ranch, three unusual domes on the hills and they cal: 
t1utm it the Three Sister Ranch • The light was follering it up the hillside and 

you could see the top of the ~eaks and then it just came right back in the same 
pattern, foller1ng the contour of the ground. And then as it approached Slim 1 s 
house--the other two were still on the powr lines and they (the lines) were 
getting very red. The towers was blusih like, where the lights wqs on them. 
It was just like they were taking electricity off. Well, at the time I didn't 
lmow the iights were off. It didn't dawn on me what had happened. And, it ~as 

just a nightmare. So, what 1t was doing to that house and then it started 
across the field, I figured it was going to do the same thing to us and I pan1ck 
I told my wife we gotta get out of here, we don't know what it's doing, And 
this 1s why I thought it was destructing things;· that it was laser beaming or 
something. But the house wasn't blown up or it wasn't burning or nothing. It 
was just glowing, and Slim and his wife said it was very warm but they never 
heard anything or saw anything. 
Q, Doi they have any dogs there? 

A. They have two little dogs 1n the house. 
Q. Do you have any dogs here? 
A. I have onepoodle, but it's blind, just about blind and deaf and he s~s in th 
shop over there. I keep him inside. 
Q. So he. didn't hear anything? Or act unusual. 

A. He doesn't, he only howls when he wants out. He doesn't. He used to be ·a res 
good watchdog but he--

Q. Let me ask you thi~--your shop and the transformer are back here (to the east 
A. Well, see, can you see that pole coming through the roof there? OK, that 
little pipe? Well, r~ght below that 1s a box on the outside and I was going to 
walk around there--I just had my shorts on and I don't want to be noticed too 
much· (box was on front of shop next to Wilson Street). I was just going to cut 
across the ground and see what happened. I never made 1t to the shop. 
Q. So that 1s why you went this way (to the right) 1nstea4 of directly to the 
shop. 
A. Right. But, afi the time I d1dn'~ JJ know the Ba.11e.ys wasn't home. Th~y was up 
at Cie~r Lake, off toward the coas~ maybe 50 miles from here. 
Q •. Did you know when you took off out of here that you wre going to the Arants? 

A • Nope. I haa ne 1dea. I was just going to town. I was just go1ng--runn1ng 



away,- trying to get to where there was morepopulation, I guess. i·o this day I 
~ . 

don't know what made me dr1ve to the Arants' house. hey are very good friends 
of ours, but they always retire early and I just--you know, the first house I 
came to around the XKJlr turn and I ouldn't make the turn and that's where I 

ended up at. 
Q. Y0 u wound up in their front yard1 

A. ieah. I just jumped out of the truck and ran up to their front door and I 

guess I was trying to tear the deor apart. 
Q. Were you still ~ia~ in your shorts at this time1 

A. No, I had an old pair of Levis on at tha time. tha same ones that I had 
t~ken off _and I had put them in the laundry box. I don't know how, but I must 
have picked them up on the way back from gett1ng C~hr1s out or the bedroom. They 

wasn't all the way buttoned but they were on. and--
Q. Did you have any sshoes on? 
A. No shoes. No shirt, and like I say, when I came in from the shop I was 
pretty tired and I can't go ri~ht to bed. I mean, I just shut everything down. 
Anyway I lay on the couch w and watch TV occasionally. A lot of times I just 
read, or I do nothing. I maybe watch TV or listen to the radio. Amd I just kind 
of qu1etn down or settle down, because at that time of the yeab people are pushi 
they want machinery done and ~ always try to get it done quick so when the 
el~ season comes I'm gone. And I just, like I say, this is what happened, and 
I'~ not a believer, or I wasn't until now, and I definitely believe in something 
r•M not sure whether they're from outer space but it 1s definitely a flying 
saucer. And I have a very good memory on parts. Peopl e's names no, but I can 
m~xmmx go out 1n a field and if there's something broke down, I can take a look 
at 1t, run into town and get the x stuff I need. It might net be exact but 1t 
works and it i does the job. And I had, I'm like th at. I might have 2 or 3 Jobs 

doing and 1 111 Just go by and make sure everything's what I need and I'll just g 
• into town and get it, and then I'm OK And detail work, I restored antique cars. 

I used to, up to I had some people who didn't pay me and I just gotout of the 
business. • •• It took me a year and a half to tear it down and restore it and 
get it out to show ; • • 
Q. So you have a good eye for mechanical details? 

A. Right. I mean, he (?) asked me how I could pick out all these up. Well, when ~ 

see something I like photograph it and all the details, like I say, there was no 
rivet destructure--
Q. Could you draw a sketch of it? 

A. Oh, sure. I can dr.aw one un~11 I'm 80 year_s old, i_.f I live that long •••• 

I drew one ~or the police that night, just a rough sketch. I wanted them to see 
what I saw. Now as it went past us and went out over town, it was the same 
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shape, but 1t had much larger lighting and it was gaining speed with no sound._ 

Until it began really ga1n1ng speed and you could hear a winding. Then--but I 
d1d.ll't hear anything here, I didn't take time to hear. At least, I was scared 
and frightened and I didn't hear no soUDds. I just don't think there was any 

sounds. If there was, it was very high and I can't hear that--but the dogs 
Exaa~ evidently could hear it, I guess. I didn't give it a thought at that 
time. Dpgs can pick up a much higher pitch. It might have been a high, wh1rl1r 
sound. And I just didn't notice. To me, it 3--there was no sound. And the lady 
up at the ambulance (Elaine McGowen) and her son (Fred Harris) I think she sa1 
it had a wh1rr1ng sound or something. I can't remember. She talked to my wife. 
I never talke~ to her. Agter the people gave me such a bad harrassment, I just 
couldn't --I couldn't--for the first couple of days I was al~ SKm shook up, 
and then when I got S!)OOked out--you know, they tell you, "H w much did you 

" drink that night?" I have highballs like a lot of people but I don't drmnk 
when I•m that tired. I just don't feel like having one. I have a cup of coffee .. . 

or something. Sometimes I'll have a highball 1f there•s Seven-U 1n the.house, -but I don't like water and whisk~y. I can't take it, and I just wasn't drinkin~ 
I mean I don't need to drink. O occasions·like Christmas 

~ 
and holidays I feel 

pretty good but I don't overindulge. A lot of times I feel like it. You know, 
you have a rough day. L1ke I say, I just, uh--I just couldn't believe it. You 
tell them all you had was a cup of coffee and they don't believe you. They 
think maybe you•re, I don't know (throughout this part of interview he con
tinued working on sketch of the object) ••• It was very slaggy qn top, like 
it was poured in a mold and 1 ke 1t was real fine, or like a percela1n1zed f~m 
finish UDderneath, and up, along these sides here (widest p~rt of object,.whic· 
he had said earlier was spinning clockwise) whereth1s g2::an;x2xz gyro, I call 
a gyro but I think it's a stabliz~r of some kind to. keep it balanced, at the 
speeds it gGes. And this part here (widest part) was going cloc3wise" 

•• 
Q. This is the bottom part, eh? ,_ 

.A. T~1s is the brim and then this underneath part, now I was looking under it. 
I mean, when you•re looking on the side of 1t, 1t looks just like this and the~ 

1t has ridges (upper part). I don't know what you'd call it but it was crater-
1ke, it was dished 1n--
Q. They go in? 

A. Dished in, nd these .were r1bs, high ribs. Well, I don't know how high they 
were but they were ribs. Structures that stood out. This 1s what was so horri~ 
fy1ng, very ugly looking mess. Anyway, the comcaves of it was lite (sketchin§ 

. . 
such and this here was a rounded affa.1r and then it was just like this-.... 
Q. Oh, wer~ there ribs down there too (area between upper concave part and the ,_ . ~ 

widest part of object) ? 
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A. No, no. I mean the contour of the body or the shape of the ~ome 1 _and then. 
right 1n· he·r·e was a very reddish, 1>%ag11~shx orang1sh swirly light that never 

got real bright until it started across the_fi~ld and then it go~ very bright. 

My wife thought it was a meteorite when she saw it first c~m1n~ at us:.-she 

could see this light shining very bright--

Q. Very red--· 
A. Yeah. Then unde.rneath was this shaft of light that came out of a little 

hole 1n the center. Now, it looked like a shutter deal. It was a--I don't know 

what you'd call 1t. ihere was a door of somek1nd for the light to come out of 

and this 11ght only hung down approximately S to 6 feet below it and never lit 

up the ground below it--
Q.. It: jus_t came down andstopped? 
A. It just stayed there, and I thought it was part of ~he ship or. whatever it 

was attached to it, but it was a light, Y
0

u could see thou~ it. 

Q. Was 1t. very sharply .def1ned7· Or just sort of fuzzy a:t the edges? ·I 
A. It was just .agray , -very dull light. Just a grayish dull light~ And t;hen . l 
out here was three cable type flex1bie ·(see. sketch)---and I though maybe it was ... . . . . 
. hul'..g onto something ·l:1ke my ·barn out here. I didn' know. I thought maybe 1 t 

1-

had broken them ~ff. They were like wire bristles com1ng·out of them (at the 
ends).and as 1t backed out away from the barn and maybe a hundred yards 1nto . . . 

the field, these things- 'the flexible ·cords) went up very ra.p1dly..,-

Q. Retracted? 
A. just wen t up, and as they went up--all of them--these little things opened 

(extended lights at right and left edges 1n sketch) like a li~tle door and out 

came a flexible type, like a desk lamp you could pull down. I had a bonnet 
. .... 

type lighting, like this, and the lighting lens on it·was crystally looking. 
It looked like a very, like a bunch of white agate reeks, rock erystals, salt· 
cristals, for a lens. And on each side of this thing was this same.type of light· 

. - ' 
Now they were just across from each.other. ~here wasn't any l~ghts like-that on 

. .. . ~ 

the back or the front--I don 1 lmow which was the frQnt or the back, b·ecause 1 t . . '-

1 ooked the same. All but this--
Q. WQS light coming out of these things? 

·A. These--when they came up (the s1x flex1cords on bottom) and these lights 

came out, these lights just turned on immediately and they were straight-

straight blue type light, and when they hit the ground, it was just the same 
s1ze, just like it hit a spot, but never a beam or a shaft or tube of light. 

This th1pg here 'big reddish light in middle) was just a whirl1Dg coler and it 

was a very orang1sh-red but never glowed. Looked 11k~ 1t was like a TV screen 
startinE!; 
&~~~!~g to come on --
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Q. ~ou know· how mol~ten steel swirls? 

A. Yeah 
Q. Is that, .was that right? 

"' A. N w this part here, all the way down (from uppermost tip down the r1bb~d, 
concave part) was very crude. I used to raake fish sinkers, take lead and melt 
it and pour 1t into molds ana when ~ou would open them up, they wouldn't be 
very pretty and there would be a lot of slag on 1t. Mzt; Well, like a p~ece of 
steel, 1f you're a blacksmi~h or know anything to do around a blacksmith's ~hor 
and they heat 1ron, like we make chisel points here and file paints; and as it 

cools there 1s a bluish type slag that appears, which you've dist~rted the ·met& 
and it's slag that comes off. Well, this is what was all over this thing . . .. . . 
apparently at the bar right here (?). This was very shiny--

Q., Th1s big bottom par~. 
A. From this brim, 1t started getting real shiny about the last part of the 
contour. This thing (widest part) was sp1nn1ng very fast and it looked like a 
creamy, like chinaware, and the underneath cf it was like stainless steel, 
but·st1a>l the creamiest colored· porcelain :flnish. I couldn't see any rivets, 
I couldn't see any doors, I couldn't.see any~ndows, it was just a hull with 
noth1n.g made 1:bto 1 t but th1s thing I call a TV screen or I don •t know what 
1t is (the reddish light) but it was a sort a light of some kind and as it a 
approached[ the second time·, this thing started getting really brilliant and 
red and amberish and started brightening up things. Now this light (the one on 
the bottom) was down by this t1me--
Q. All the way down to the ground or what? 

J.. . . 

A. I was say 50 to 60 feet off the· ground at that time and 1t just lowered tha 
hght and this here was a jerky--now .~hese here lights were just a so~t blue-
Q. The little ones? 
A. Yes, QUt the other two (objects) back here .t:n on the power.lines (skteches) 
these had the same appea~ance or light (the two outer .lights) and they were 
shining ~irectly on the power poles, the metal s.trµctures--
Q. The metal towers 
A. --and it w~s a jerky bluel1ght 1ns1de •. It was the same color as th1s it 
was a .bluer, darker jerky light and out so far on these_ power lines (the 
wires themselves) was just a brilliant red--
Q. The w1res themelves 
A• The wires themselves. ~here was about three cables on each side, and these 
twG were doing the « same thing. As this (the big object) went between them· 
(the two smaller ones) ••• 1t was much larger. This one here {the big one) 

. . 
I figured at· the time was abou~ 150 feet across. Well, the next morning we went 

CXtlZ 
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out-abo~t where 1t was (sketches house, barn and TV antenna) and this thing 
was just past center of the barn peak and about just a quarter ways past my 

antenna, and' I was standing looking under 1t, and that's when these things 
were hanging down like this (the flexicord things). They wasn't straight hangir. 
down, they were kind of limp half coiled like. They wasn't moving, they was 
just like stiff. And as it backed off, these things (.the flexicords) went up 

very fast and out eeame these lights. And--I mean, you just don't see these 

kinds of things happen1ng--
Q. I saw a sketch that had a couple o~ hookson it--
A. Right. On each side. This is what startled me. These things came out about 

like th1a (see sket ch) and they had a: little claw on them on each s1de, 
-and they looked like -they was made out of a robbery deal. Any way they were_ 
very flexible. As these things (the flexicords) xr.m went up, these things (the 
claw structures) curled up, just halfway. They didn't protract(;etract) or go 

out of sight or nothing. These things had sort of a curl under 1t and came 
back un. This 1S What bothered me because on the peak Of the roof on the barn, 
~nd th~ _ante_nna was s1tt1~g approximately right there (sketch),_ this thing was 
almost touahing the antenna, And xhi:sxzkzEgxzasxeariedz~Exzkex:cth:erxsxas the 
roof {of the barn) was like this and this (other claw like thing) was curled 
like this and they were moving a little bit, just back and forth. I don't know 
they were a loose type of a landing craft or something holds it up or not, 

but these things, as. these things curled up, out·pops this light. I can't 
d~scribe (sktches·way the claws pulled in, curled up} arid .th1s .. sponn1ng thing 
was going all the·t1me, and there was no noise and this was going a very high 
speed. Now I could have got an illusion out of the bottom when it was going 
the other way because of the lighting system. There was a shelf up under there 
like, and this possible could have been lights ••.• Anyway, this is what I saw .. 

. . . > 

I. can't _change it any, this 1s what it was. There was no rivet structures in ... 
there. I didn't see any bolts or screws ••• and the only tthings I mw move wa~ 

L 

these (flex1cords) and the lighting. 
Q• Were they touching the roof at all? 

A. No. As the barn roof comes down like th1s--we•ve got an old sort of lean-to 
there--this thing was sitting in this position (over roof etc} ~nd this one 
(left outerm ost flex1cord) was short, and this one (second one) was a little 
longer·and this one (third one) was even longer. And these (the three on the 
right that were ovwr the house) were all the same length. 

Q. Yo~ got the impression this was definitely a mechanical object of some kind? 
A. It had to be ~ mechanical object •. I~ could have been remote control object; 

but 1t was just like it knew I was there because when I cameout into the open ar. 
looked up and seen more and more of it, these things (the flex1corda) started to 
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protract up and these things (claws) started to come in and I thought 1t was 
going to take off and it just szazxedztm kind of moves back real silently 
back into the field, and these things tflex1corda) move up real rapidly and out 

comes th 0 lights. 
' . 

Q. When you measured .. the _nA_xt day from the peak of the roof--
A., When I walked out.behind the barn--there's a loft like where they used to 
put hay in. W~ll, this part (of the object} was way behind 1t beca~se where I 
was standing, it had to be more than half of the roof size past 1t, and I 
-went out and marked it, stepped it off to where I was standing by the TV pole, 
and I came out to about 150 feet. well, we re-stepped 1t and we come up with 
around 120 (tape ended) • • • I didn't see any signs, I didn't see any wind
dows. If ·there ewas apything in there, it knew through this s~reen (tf:le .reddish 
light affair) apparently, it might have been a TV camera type that absorbed the 
outline of us, I don't kn ow. All I know is what·r saw and the fanily was 
pretty well horrified and we didn't scome back until 5 o'clock 1n themorn1ng. 
like I say, I don't get sc~~.red, ~ut I was so, I just didn •t want to .. come back 
here right away. Amd I --I don't know. The next ~ay .I wasn't worth a darn. 
I couldn't work and I was pretty well shook up and then we started having all 
these p~ople come out and we happened to have a little rain and they wanted to 
know 1f the flying saucers brought the rain. I mean, they could be kidd1n~ but 

let it bothers you because you )mow, if you see something and somebody tries to 
tell you you didn't, I mean--
Q. Well, there were quite a_few people who saw things that n1ght. 
A. I didn't notice it at the time, but they didn't want to say anything either. 
I·know why x now. The~ didn't want to be the laughing stook of the t?wn ••• 
I have more to lose than to gain about this. I have a small town to work with 

.here. It's my business. I mean they're goir~ to say, I'm not going to take ou~ 
jons to some kook out here who sees flying saucers, and you can't blame a small 

I . 
. town. It s like that ••• I try to be honest with these people because if you 
pull a bad boo-boo in this town--wh1ch I never have--but if you did you wouldn't 
have any business, and there's a few little towns like this in a 20-mile radius 
and word gets around fast to these ~armers. L~ke I say, this 1s my living. I 
should be working right now. I've got quite a few jobs lined up.This is what I 
do in the winter time, rebuild and get engines ready. I don't have to lie. I 
was never brought up that way. Oh, we used to fib in schoom. I think every kid 1

t 

done that, exaggerating a little bit. But I don't have to, there's no point in 
it. My. wife_ is very stra.1ght to me and I'm the same way with here. I mean, we 
don't hold anything back, B no. secrets, we t_ry to be honest and we work out 

fine. No arguments. Oh, we have b~ll problems like anybody else •••• 
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Q. May I ask how old you are? 

A. I'm )9. 
~. H w big are you physically? ,.. 
A. I'm axlm** 160--I was 170 noundswhen I left (to go elk hunting) and I'm 
162 now. I think it wore off packing the meat out. We brou5ht back about 800 
~ounds ••• The bears got my elk. I've got to head hanging on my pickup right 
now. My brother's elk 1s the one that we've got cut up. I killed this elk on 
the 10th of the month and 1t took four of us 8 hours to get it up to the first 

ca?1r9, and during the night xa we were so tired we didn'~ take time to eat. We 
just w~nt to bed. And during the night a couple of grizzlies decided they were 
hungrier than we were or something and they took and tore my el~ down and they 
tore my father's elk down, knocked everything in the dirt. What they didn't 
take--a bear is very funny. If they can't eat it all, or can't take it all, the: 
will potty on it, or mess on it, and nothing touches it. Not even the birds. 
So here's what good meat I had they ruined, and they were coming back, I guess. 
I stayed up three nights, all night long until sun up--I wasn't mcuh good the 
next day but I kind of wa'ked it off--wait1ng for these two critters to come bac 
an~ they never showed up. So, in th e meantime I crippled another one •. I was do~· 

~ there and saw some fresh sings and I said, "Well, me and some bears are 
going to hS'le 1t out. 11 Because bear season is open. And I didn't care if-- & 
don't like to kill game and leave 1t, but I was so mad. I 1ve hunted S years now 
and I've got only one elk. This was the second elk. They are very hard cm 
an~als to hunt where we were at 1 and they' re :Pr.etty smart. And I figured 

all that trouble hauling this elk out, with three other guys, and they take and 
destroy ·it in one evening, I was pretty mad. I was going to shoot them. I was 
burnt. And licenses were much higher this year that they ever have been. You 

can only get one elk for a $150 tag ••• and.I was pretty disgusted, hunting 
pretty hard and all I brought back wa.s a head and hide. Well, my brother got one 
the very next day, same place only little deeper and 1t took us all night to 
get 1t out, becaus~ after what happened we were afraid to leave it down there. 
We was go1ng to leave 1t on a tree an~ come back the next day in daylight B and 
pick it up, but we were too stubborn. Nine chances out of tne they wouldn't have 
come back and bothered it, but then again.we had coyote trouble and wolves are 
pretty heavy in there. So we just worked all night, and nothing happened to 1t. 
Q.. :·Row tall are you? 

A. 5-8. 
Q. Any. idea o~ the approximate k~~k height of this thing? 

A. I would say roughly between-the brim and .the dome was roughly 15 to 18 ot ... 
19 feet tall. W That was.when it backed ofr'. See, I couldn'~ see the dome when I 
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under it. I could see all the portion underneath, but when 1t backs off I could 
see more det~11 in the dome appearing, and the further out the higher it was 
••• the moon was out and you could see, and then I started seeing all these 
weird looking things all over it, a~« the crusty looking finish and of course 
I was petrified, horrified, whatever you want to call it, I was just in a 
hysterical state, and when I caught the other two, this 1s when I thought, boy 
we're getting invaded by something. Someth1ng 1s happene1ng. 
Q. H0 w did you happen to notice the other two? 
A. When it backed out over the field I could see these lights out there, just 

plain as daylight, and it went through them (between them) back over the kx~agx 
hangar •.•• Tha.t night everything was lit up (at the Davis house). You could 

see the corrugated tin on the hangar, you 001. .. ld see the windsock you could see 

the trees, you could 1. almost see leaves on it., the tree. But I couldn't believe 

what' was going on. This is why I got horrified and got the wife up. I thought it 

we.s very, Ithought it was destructible. I thought it was goine to do someihing 

drastic. I seen these lights1....p and dm·m the power lines and I wasgetting worried 

I f'igured it 't:a.s t5_me to get in the house ail get the wife up, I wanted her to se:: 

it, so I gother up and I told her, "You don't know what I seen outside, you just 

get the kids and get going," you know, "fast, don 1 t take time to dress them, let 

get out of here.' I was thinking of a gun. One guy says "why didn't you shoot 

it ?n Another guy said why didr.' t you take pictures Z Well, there could have been 

ca.a."'?leras laying over here knee deep and I would never have thought of taking pie-

tures. I just--1 don't take pictures. I'rn not a cameranut. The only time wast hi. 

hunting season. I've taken pictures of everything I could take of. As a matter 

or fact I've got the dash on my pickup full of film 1 1 ve got to have developed 

(Pecha had just returned the night before from a 2~ week hunting trip in Oregon. 

• • • 

Q.. How high above you--did you estirr.a te that too? 

A. Well, my e.ntenna is only a: out 25 to 30 f'eet high. It wasn't nruch higher than 

that, so I estimated it was about 50 feet, because the barn is higher thm the 

antenna. Basically in that area. I figured it couldn•t have been mpre then 60 

feet and not less than 50 feet (off the ground). 
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Q. Wb.E-.t kind of a barn x is that? 

A. It's just an old barn. It was here before I met rny wife. She was raised here 

They had cows in there :r guess at one time. And it's ajunk sto!?age place now. 

My derby car parts are scattered all around out there. There's nothing in the 

barn. The fellow I talked to in Seattle (l7FC reportinr; center) asked me if I 

had anw animals in the barn, and I says no, there's nothing in there but junk • 

• • • (interview moved outside so Pecha could show exactly where he saw object) 

(describing tingly feeling, he said undergrcund elactricity cable and some 

water line's are in the same area) This is why I thought I was getting« shocked. 

I feel this, and I'm looking for the shock, see if there's a fire or something 

and there's nothing. And then I just kind of looked up and there it is ••• 

Those deals I was trying to dra·w you--those flipper jobs or hooks i claws), one WE 

on the back side of that peak (roof of barn) and the other was on this side • • 

It was very weird ••• It was more behind the place, behind the barn than it 

' lJaS sticking over this way (he was standing on northeastern edge of mobile home 

looking toward the barn, southeast of him) ••• This feeling (tingling) leaves 

na as this as this thing is going out (object moving to west). I no_ longer feel 

like J 1 :m being sho.ckedor 21 ything and I started getting real scared then and I 

run for the house and when I peeked out the window again, this is when I could 

see the lines elowing (power lines) _:still yet and this thing is going across the 

fielqat a very slow _speed. 

Q. Wher. it moved off, did it sto:p at the Da vises on its way to the mountain? 

A. It just went right past it end gc j_ng out tm·rard the foothills-

Q. Right between the two on the wires? 

A. Right between the two sit~ing there-

Q. All the way to the foothills? 

A. All the way to the foothills and then :kx when it went up to the foothills, thi 

light d:ropped. }t stayed on the ground, you could see the foothill pattern and it 

come right up back directly tow@:> d Sli i's house and it ~topped directly over the 

1
. · that ·area and this light. just finished dropping all the way down 

t ree ine, in , 
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tc the ground ro:l it lights up the whole thing. But it o_nly lights up the whole 

part of the trees and out that way 1 the ft;rmel part, and then it starts a cross 

the field. Well it gets over the first fer1ce line, now between that fence line 

e.nd their house is a rice field. It was just approximately at the fence line 

wher.. It old the wife to get the kids • 

Q. That fence is about 200 to 300 yards, x isn't it? 

.A. '·!ell 1 this is a lC-acre plot, from the road to the fence is a.out 10 acres, 

10 acres the.. t wey. It's a tot a.l of 13 and 3/4s t=· ere· square. 

Q. You h11o:w, the high voltage lines go al.~ost in a straight line to the 

mountains, not completety. There is a jcg down there 

A. Right, and then they go the other way ••• (describes location of the two sr.:.: 

srna ler objects on the power lines (see ~%% sketch) 

Q. Those towers are e.pproxjmately 900 feet e.part. 1~hen 1 was driving back to 

Willi&.:.'11S the other day I rr.e asured 6 to the mile, which would make them somet ing 
Edi: all 

like U30 feet apart. I don't :tnow if they are, exactly the same distance E}l3.rt--

A. I think they are. 'l1hey' re pretty uniforr;. when they ~et them down I think 

they' re pretty close.. • • • The wires the::iselves were glowing red (he xa:±d: point. 

out a trc·e near one tower and said lines were red out as far as the tree, which 

would make it maybe 75 to 100 feet on either side or the tower). And the. towers 

·were just blue, light blue light ffi d they were all lit up and the lines were red 

and ih is jerky bluish, darker bluish type of light, ir:1pulse or whatever, was 

g coming thIQugh the center of the shaft (of lighter blue light). 

Q •. L5ke a lightning flash or e Z, that t}~e of thirg? 

A. Well, I guess like an arc weld er something, and this is what made me come 

apart because I--

Q. Could you see it moving lthe darker tl~e jerky light) 

A. It was comine back toward the objects,,it ·was jerkinr;,, like it was drawing it 

through--

Q.. Up.toward the craft itself? 

A. Yeah. This is why Ithought they might have been zapping power. 
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Q. How m long do you think it took to get to the mountaihs? 

A. Seconds, just seconds ••• as it was approaching the foothills, the wife by 

that time I c oull!d let her see :it and the other t;o but shew as more interested i: 

that big one. It had the most lighting on it--

Q. Could seh see the little ones? 

A. I don't know if she did or not. I was trying to get her to look, and she said 

she saw them going this way (up at different a'l'}gles) but she said she didn't see 

anything on the power lines,, and as it was ap:t:roaching Slim' s house and started 

this Iight business, ,these two split, and then it started this whirly like ~fai: 

(reddish light) and it just started making these outrigger type lights going on 

the ground, and this is when I got pretty worried • • 1 She thought it was a 

meteorite from that orange light coming right at us. I says, "No, you don't 

know 'What I seen outside1 we gotta get out of hera. 11 I just thought maybe it 

was destructifuland it wasn't. It didn't harra anything apparently. I went over 

and looked at Slim' s pear tree, .W:l.ich was unusual. They don't bloom a; this 

time of year --

Q. Oh, did you go over and see it in bloom? 

A. Oh yeah • • • The very next day I got in ny pickup and drove over to the 

power lines. You can drive off the road around the canal. ·1 couldn't see anythin~~ 

had happened. I couldn't see anything unusuall happened. I wouldn't know what to 

look for anyway. Jauzxz It didn't hurt the old barn. Nothing happened to the old 

barn, and they (UF.O investigators) took a reading of it ad nothing showed. It wa~ 

moving ali ttle bit but they said that was standard. But it didn't seem tohurt 

anything around here. Now Slim's house, they say it xm scorched the lea1es a littl 

bit,mtlis was 3 days after when the blooms started, and the lilac bush was 

blooming. I don't know. I didn't pay any attention. Nothing seemed to have 

happened around here. It was just like it knew I was there the minute I walked 

out inth 1h e area and looked up. It started to move •. It was there a second or 

so--well, it had to be longer than that because I £igured I was out here for 5 

or 6 minutes, when all this happened and I was watching everything. But in that 

20 minute period 
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20-r.rl.nute period I was in town. It was just a big nightmare, and to this day I 

don' t wm t to go through it again ct . 
Q. You w:::> uld never want to do t hat again? 

A. I just never--if I could see it at a distance and know ahead or tL~e, it 

probably ~ldn' t bother me as bad. I don't think I ~ uld ever want to go aboard 

of one. Maybe there's nothing to it, maybe they're not going to be harmful but 

it's a very crude looking machine. It's not a pretty looking thing. The under-

heath part of the thing was very streamlined. Ever thing was unique but the 

topside was something that looke~ ~ike something a poor mechanica like me would 

make mdit wouldn't come out good but. I mean, you know, the molding--

Q. Would you say "ugly"? 

A. Ugly, Very uglyo The outside xtmi structure was very--it was highly 

streamlined and real shiny underneath, the outer parts of the thing started to g€ 

real. l:ka shiny, but that dome--

Q. Was there any suspicion in your mind that this was a living thing? 

A. I don't know what to think. I mean Et that time. When I seen it it wasvery 

ugly and the more I looked, the worser it got anf the more details starting 

showing and I started seeing all this, I just couldn't believe what I 1-las lookint 
.. 

at. It was like wa~king outside and it had a giant picture turned flatwards and I 

was looking at it. But it was moving and, very quiet, and these things was 

spinn~ng and these things was hanging down and they would just distract or what

ever you would call it, go up 1 retrac t--i t could 1'a ve been ai tomatically con

trolled but--

Q.rr.Bpt the thing itself was a strictly mechanical object of some kim? .The objec 

itself was not s:>me kind of living, human, or--

A. The \hole thing itselr? It was a ship of some kim and it was controlled by 

remote or people. ?low the thing that makes me think there was maybe something in 

it was j st like it knew I was there. I started backing o:ff and just staying ther 

for a period or seconds or minutes--
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Q. You mean, as soon as you stepped out--

A. As- soon as I stepped out farther· to get a bigger.look, everything starts 

coming up (the appendages) and it starts backing up. Well, these things moved 

up a little bit but \hen it went out there (into field between Pecha and Davis 

places), then zap, they went away. ~hey went up, and these things {claws) 

foldedon the sides, and the whole thing itself wasn't the monster type thing tha· 

people would~ say it was or, I 1 d guess,dascribe it. To me, it was s p~e 

type S'lip in a bell-t~pe form, very intelligently built and very crude on the 

top surface but--

Q. There is no doubt in your mind this was real. 

A. This was real. I'd swear on a stack of Bibles (taoe ended) ••• 

Q. Quite a few people saw this thing (at a distance) 

A. They seen the structure as it was leaving town ••• There was no sound from 

this object. It was definitely a spacecraft of some kind. I even asked if it 

was Russia•sor even if it was ours, a..~d they deny it. They said they just x d~n't 

fly around and scare people. There was no -writing on the thing. It was blank •••• 

Q Caul 1 you hear an7 insects or birds or·= I 

A Ius+ QJiiljmaJ 9 ; aust tbg dogs ba-1ring jp +bat 9D99mr9p +bppp (ppjp+j;gg to ·~!JJ_ · 

It was just plain material-

Q. There was no paint that--

A. There was no ~ paint or designs or no--if there was a design on i t 1 I never 

saw anything. 
the.color was from 

Q. In other words, X:lcoutx the material itself--

A. It was a silverish, stainless steel type or finish. Parts or it looked like · 

a porcelainized ~ chinaware underneath, and the rest of it looked like it 

came out of a mold of a molten furnace type. It had slaggish slag on top of it-

I would call it sJa.g, I don•t know what it was. I just figured it would be a slE 

• • • 

Q. How long have you been driving these things (junk .cars in destruction derbies) 

A. Ten years. In my shop in there I've got alot of trophies ••• I'm getting to 
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the Ege if I get hurt again--you know, I 1m self-employed, I've got to watch it. 

Q. I understand you got hurt ~ once? 

A. I Yeah. I got my hand broken. I can•t straighten it. I got it busted up 

real good. It's a lot of fun, and there's more money in tb.is--if you're going 

for the money. I go for the sport of it. It helps if you win, too. The team I 

sponsor sort of tearas up the fairs around here. 

Q. What is this ''Wild Bil111 (painted on roof' o:fi one wrecked car)? 

A. That~s the name they give me--

Q. -How.do- you pronounce your name? 

A. PAY-kee. It's BOhemian. I have Bohemian and Cherokee Indian--my mother's 

mother was a full-blooded Cherokee Indian, she's about 90 years old right now. 

• • • 
Q. I've forgotten. When did the little ones (objects} move off? 

A. When the big one was coming back and approaching Sli.m's house. They just 

disappeared. Wentup above the cloud line. And then after Gayle and Les Arant 

had seen it--I was going fo~ the phone and he said, "I think it 1 s 1 coming 

back.n And there was a streak across the sky. I don't know if the others joined 

'this one or what happened. I just quit. 

Q. Why didn't you turn the lights on on your truck? 

A. I was afraid it was going to see us. I had this feeling tha it was going to 

ha.rm us and I wm ted to sneak away as fast as we could without being seen but 

when I backed up out of this driveway, the backup lights ca.me out /. • • 

Q. Did you have it down to the floorboard? 

A. I had--well, the pickup will only do about 95 and I had it floorboarded. 

Q. Didn't you feel this was pretty dan erous with your f'amily in the car? 

A. Yes. After it was over, I told the wife I was very sorry I drove like a 

madman, but I said I.couldn't help it. I was scared. I tried to get my family 

out of ·here, I gta ss. I drive fast all the time 1 decent speeds. I shoul d drive F 

55 like-- (interrupted by camera instructions) ••• 
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Q. But you had n? idea where you were going that night? 

A. I .bad no idea. I was just going to go to town, I guess, and find people. 

I guess that '!as what I was thinking. I real.y don't know. All I wanted to :f. do 

was to get.m out 

Q. Away from here, eh? Were you still pretty spooked the next day? 

A. Yeah, I had the jitters, or shakesor whatever you want to call it. It just 

messed rrry wh.ol? day up. I had a lot of work to get out that day and I didn't 

get it done• 

Q. Were you ever that frightened before in your life? 

A. No, like I say I tromp around in timber late at night or early in the 

morning and I guess I feel secure with a gun in my hand. Nothing generally 

lx>thers me like that. This time it did. The people that knows me, they never see::-

me trut way before. My wife didn't either. I don't want to go through that again 

I don't know if I could • • • That night when t at happened to my elk# I felt 

like I could go down there and whip them (the two bears) by my hands• I was so 

nad •••• I'm not scared oe people here, but this is something you don't see 

everry day. You don't see a thing that weird looking. It was very ugly. It looked 

like it was alive but yet it wasn't. It was a mechaniaal works, It was a space

craft of some kind or a flying kind or hover craft or something, but no sound. 

All I can say is they've got to be pretty smart to make son:e thing that doesn't 

mk:azm make any sound. That thing can make speeds so fast and rdart and gain 

el titude ••• 

Q. This was faster than anything you've ever seen? 

A. Very fast and it can stop and back up as fast as it c21 go one way. It can 

go this way, that way. It can sc.x go mywhich way but it doesn't bank or elevEt e 

like an ai. rcrm' t would have to bank or turn. This sgays stable. This is why I 

called that outer perimiter--like Slim Dmi.s, he's a crop duster, he's been in 

aviation all his life and he thinks the thing I seen must be some kind o:f a gian~ 

gyro os of same kind to s tablize it because at that kind of speed it can get 

out o:f--to me., I think it could get out of control • • • When it backed off, it 
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didn•t lean this way (like plane banking) it just-

Q. Straight,mit didn't have to bank. 

A. No way, it just ••• 

Q. You didn't see the movie that had been on earlier in the evening (The UFO 

Incident, about Betty and Barney Hill)? 

A. NO, I don 1 t get to watch TV until very late. 

Q. Did you know there was a UFO movie on that evening? 

A. N
0 

I didn't until somebody says, 11Well, you 1 ve been watching that kind of 

movf.e. ' 11 And I says, No way. My w.i.fe m d I seen thS:;. movie a long time i:g o. 

But I didn't know about it until the next day, but the only movie I watched 

was "Waterhole Number Three" with Jaxnes Corbin or Corbine or whatever he cal ls 

his name. Jan es Coburn, and I have always wanted to watch tha movie and I could 

never get around to see it ••• when I seen thEt over there (the two smaller 

objects on power lines) they had to be taking on electricity or they--well, I 

e. G · don't know if it was or not, but it looked like that was what they were doing 

Q. (When the power lines were glowing red) what did the little ones look like? 

A. They were just--well, from that distance there was just an outline and you c 

could see the lights and the shaft of light was not coming tothe ground, just 

hanging there, just like this one here only it was much--I'd say half the size 

of that one (smaller ones a out half as large as bigger one). 

Q. Did they have the same configuration as the bigger one? 

A. Same outlines and they had the same outriggerlights like this one. This is 

why I figured they were two identical onesjust like this big one, only smaller. 

They had to be smaller • • • 

# 
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YJ.r~. L~nda (cq) Pecha, wife of Bill Pecha Jr. 1 interview at her home evening 
of 11/I'l/76• 1650 Wilson Street, Colusa, Calif. 916-458-2700 

• • • Eill~s the one that actually saw it (the object)~I just saw a light. 

•• ~If mybody doesn't believe (in UFOs) could have been here thst night 

s.nd went through what I did lii. th him, it' a, in fact, he's in Oregon right now 

~ and he called me three. nights ago and said about 4 nights ago. Him m d his dad 

couldn't sleep ••• and he said they couldn 1 t sleep so they got in the pickup 

and they wentout and parked on a kH bluff and just looked around. And he said, I 

saw another one and just got in the pickup and went back to the tra:ler, lockee 

the door and went to bed.' But as terrified as ·he was 1 he told me that if he 

walked out the door and saw another one like he did, hew o ld be terrified all 
. . 

over again. And .what terrified himto star~ with, I think, was he was ·1ooking 

and this and saying I know it isn't possible, but it's right there ••• 

Q. I understand you were in bed asleep and the children were asleep, too. Is tha.-. 

right? 

A. Yes. The newspaper clipping says the kids saw it too, but they didn 1 t. I'll 

tell you to the best what hsp pened to me. About 11 o'clock, t I put the kids to 

bed and Bill was going to take a shower and go to bed. He had been cutting rice 

for the last 30 days or so, sohe went into the bathroom and stripped down to 

just his shorts and he came in and he hollered, "There's a a good movie on~'' 

•cause he comes home at nights and he's good and tired, too tired to go to sleep 

so he'll lay on the couch and watch TV._ So he looked :t in the TV book and nwater·~ 

hole Number Three" was on and he had alwa.ys war_ited to see it. And incidentally, 
Al 

also that I?-ie.;ht was on TV 11 The UFO I cident" movi_e, mivh we had seen before and 

he had ax already s een it so he didn't-- • • • anywEg , I don'; know whether l 

81.ould relate to you what he told me, or, I 1 11 just tell you what I know El'ld 

we can go on from there. 

Q. All right. 
. . 

A. So I went on x and went to bed. The next thing I re~ember • • • our bedroom 

is dcwn the hallway here. Like -I said, Bill's a very quite person. I yell. He 

never does. I'm the one that adoes that. And he's standing at the doorway and 
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he's screaming at me at the top of his lungs: "You 1 ve got to get upL. It 1 s go.ing 

to get us1 We've got to get the kids out of here1" He was just screaming. And 

he woke me out of a sound sleep and I said, 11What 1 s the matter?" And he said, 

"You•ve got to see what I saw." So I came down the hallway and there 1 s no lights 

on. I mean, it's black in the house and he said the power's off. So I got in 

here (dining area) and I asked himwhere it was. Well, our son's room is right 

the first do or here. He'd ran to there. He said he was looking out thew indcw. 

So I came ~n here and he follows me to the window Con west side of home) ~n~ 

this shade is pulled down. He tried to get the shade up and I said, ri"What 1 s the 

matter?n And he said, "You•ve got to see what I saw." So I pulled the .shade up 

and out this window here, we~l there's 13 acres behind us and then mother ftB«7 

fiell.d and then the Davises house--I don't have ED y idea how far it is. Anyw£¥, 

I looked out the window, and usually when I look out here I see t~e lights from 

Williams (A small town about 8 miles west) and the l ghts fromMaxwell (another 

small town) and DEUises have either two or three floodlights, I'm not sure. x 

Well, I lookedout here and I didn't see anything. I didn 1 t JB.Y my attention to 

that because Bill said the power was of;f. So I looked out and, there• s a mountai: 

range aout 20 miles. I looked over at the mountains and aove it, the first thing 

I saw was this big whit;e light and the only way I can e~ lain what it looked like 

to me was a landing light on an airplane, because I've been at the airport in 

Sacremento when I•ve seen it coming in. So I 1m standing there and the whole tine 

Bill's got ahold of me and shaking me, screening, ''We 1 ve got to get out o~ here, 

it 1 s going to get us l" He's yelling at me to go get the kids out of bed, we've g~ 

to get out of here. _And what scared me more than anything was the state Bill-was 

in. I've never seen him like he was. And I couldn't imagine what was the matter 

with him because l'ml.ooking Et this light and I can 1 t--I mean, it scared me at 

first--not at first it didn't because I thought it was an airpla~e, but the more 

I looked at it I could s ee--OK. there was this big light up here. and there was 

like a light coming like this (hands held in cone-shape fashion) down to the 
ground--
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Q. Like a cone of light? 

A. Yeah. OK--

Q. Fanning out at the bottom? 

A. This light was shining down here (bottom) and I could see the tops of the 

mountains--

Q. 20 miles away? 

A. Right. It was just a rea bright light end I could see the outline of the top 

of the mountain. 

Q. Was the.light on the other side or this side of the mountain? 

A. Well, see, the mountains kind of come like this (sort of stair-step down towa.

the east) and it lookedlike it ~as lighting up the tops of the mountains asit 

was moving--

Q. Which wau was it moving~ 

A. Coming towards us. K, so then I lcokedout alittle bit more and a couple . 

of times I could see like an orange glow coming off the ground. This light shini:: 

down and there's a little bit of orange here. Well I could see that kind of comi: 

off the ground and at times it seemed like this light came all the way down and 

at other times it seemed like it didn't go really clear to the ground. But this 

all happened very fast and I'm looking et this and Bill is shaking me and 

screa. ing at me, saying 11We• ve got to get out of here or it's going to get us. 11 

And when I saw the light--becw se when I first saw it I didn't see the light 

shining down. When I saw the light shining down and I lookedat him and what·I 

saw, it kind of started scaring na. I don't know why because I didn1 t know what 

it was or because he was the wsy he was or whEt it was. So the more I looked Et i 

it kind of got bigger because itstarted coming this way. Well, it kind of cejter: 

over.Davises' house. I mean, this wasjust, Davisesx is maybe half a mile that 

way (to the west). OK, and the mountains are 2C miles, at least, right around 

there, .and it seemedlike in just a matter of s econds the light got here and it 

was bigger. 
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Q. When you say "here,'' where do you mean? 

A. OK, the Davises' house. 

Q. Was it over their house? 

A. Yes. And this light was still kind of cm:ng down but it wasn't ~all the way 

down. It's really kind of hard to explain. The light was shining do'Wll out of 
-it and B~ll was standing there screaming. In f~t, he was shaking me by now, 

and I stood there looking and he's screaming at me to get in the pickup and 

through my mind--I-doD•t know, it happened so fast but I kept thinking I'm not 

geing to get in no pickup with him because I don't know--to tell you the tru~h, 

he had been working long hours and I honestly thought my husband had flipped. 

~K, so we were standing there a~d all of a sudden this light is caning out, this 

big light, it just--I don't know how to real ly explain it. I 1ve explained it so 

mmy times. It's like a, it was brighter than r::;;. any light I've ever seen. It 

was like neon in a way. But anyway, the Davises have a house and a garage and a 

hmgar and all of a sudden the light from this big light lit up all three of 

these buildings, and the mihute I saw that and the way Bill was, I started movin 

for my kids. I went clear down the hallway and got our daughter, who had a temp

erature of 105 all day with tonsilitis, so I grabbed her out of bed and I came 

down the hallway and Bill was still looking at the window. Well, XXlQDl hew ent 

in e.nd got our son from his room and by that time I had got out and I was in the 

pickup. We have a '75 CheVy pickup with a camper on it. OK, Bill get out here 

with Chris ani as he hit the front door the TV came back on, so, the power came 

back on then and he screamed "It's going to see us leaving1 11 And he (end of 

tape) •• ;. "come 1'll. th me.'' Well, that day was rrry birthday and Bill had gone to 

town about 5 o'c ock that afternoon to get me a present and when he came back 

he left the keys in it or else the keys would have been either S.tting up on my 

freezer or in my pmrse and--I don't know. I'd hate th think what· would have 

happened if the keys hadn't been in the pickup. Anyway, he did and he slammed 

the door and he started the pickup and I can see this light coming a little 

bit clm er and from then on I didn't look any more at the light becai se I still 
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didn't know what I saw. It bothered me but I was scaredrriore b~ the state he 

was in. So he put it in reverse and our back-up lights are almost as bright as 

our headlights, and he started in again, 11It
1

s going to see us leavingL My God, 
,... 

it's going to get us& 11 So he backed around xa into the neighbors' yard a little 

bit and he took off o OK, we're a.out 2 miles or so fromthe Arants• house (Note: 

in measuring the d~stance later by car, it turned ou.t to be approximately 1.5 
to 1.6 miles between the two houses/RVP), the couple that we went to. So he 

tea rs down the highway on the road here, and--of course, something I can re

member is ·the moon was out that night because we went all the Wf!f into town 

without my headlights on and I could see them road perfectly. The other peopl 

asked me and I can't honestly say whether it was the light f ram this t~ing or th 

light fromthe road. I just know that I could see the road and it was like the 

moon was lighting the road up. So, there is a little S curve down the road here 

and Bill just kind of slowed down there and when we got down to the corner, whic: 

is a :S.?t square corner :tBecsrzbxia.:ksxzJ-aJ:m:su and When he did hit the breaks and 

when he did he hollered agin, '1It 1 
s going to see us1" Well~ I still don• t know 

how we made the corner because, we made it on gwo wheels--I don 1 t know, but we 

got around it, and he keeps hollering, "ItPs follering usl" Well, we get, there' 

a railroad tracks down here and we get kind of over those and we got right in 

the outskirts of town and the road curves this way {to north) and right here is 

the Arants• house. OK, when we got to the railroad tracks, he said something 

like "I've got to get to Les 1 , I've got to get to Les 1 • 
11 And I don't know whethe:._ 

is why 
it was the.first people we knew on the road amxwka:kbum. he fe1t he wanted to get 

us there but en yws:r he skidded .um around the corner xi and kind of drove into 
beating 

their lawn and he jumped out and he goesup and he s tarts lm:2tiKg on the front doo:. 
u 

with his fists. He's screaning at them.to come out. Well, Mrs. Arant, Gayle, she 
~.· 

was up because when the pGTer went off, her air conditioner went off. So she 

was up, and they have anew puppy and shew as up trying to :figure out mat 

happened and she heard us comiBg dovm the road and heard Bill skid a round the 
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corner. So she opened the door and I was still in the pick p in the process 

or getting out with the kids and I heard uayle say, 11My God~ what•s that?u 

Well, apparentl. y what I saw came EC ross and it was our high school's out in 

this direction (points SE) and she looks up from ~ her house and from 

what she--Inever did look any more from when we left here--but she explained 

to :re later that she saw an outline, just the outline of this and a red light 

on the front of it .. So I got the kids in the hous_e and Bill's still standing 

out there and he's, like I say, he's shaking and everything else. So he come ir

the house and first of all his concern was for ~~e Davises. He said·he--all 

rhis happened and I didn't know what he'd seen but with tht light shining over 

the top of the Davises he just had a feeling from looking at it that it was 

doing so:nething--we don't Lnow themreal well but we know them. ,He said I know 

something's happened to them. So he got the telephone book, and I can't remem

ber whether he dialed it or who gave the number of what. He was still ~ 

hysterical by this time. So he called and told her who he was and he said. 

''You' re going to think somethingPs wrong with me~'' and he explained to her 

what had happened ad he said 11 I just want to make sure you're all right. 11 And 

she told him later not to apologize, my husband and I are £irm believers in 

UFGs 11 and she thanked him for being concerned and for calling. So then he hyng 

u:p and he says 11 1 have to call the sheriff department.! Somebody else had to 

have seen what we saw.'1 It came across the Williams Freeway and had all this 

light shining down. So he called the Sheriff's Dept. and there had been one 

call alreayd~ one person had reported seeing something in the sky but that's-

at the time we didn't know who it was or anything. So the Sheriff's ~ept in 

turn got ahold of the Po ice Dept and that's when Mr Wheeler and that other 

policeman came out. And they were out--Bill, I guess after he called he went 

backoutsidebecause when the police cmne he was outiide, and ldidn 1 t know x 
until. later what Bill Wheeler had coJt'linented. When he touched B~ll he got a 

terrible shock. So anyw~y, Bill came in the house and they started taking his 
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report and this other policeman (Grevie) said, I heard him say to Bill shall 

we call this number or something. Bill was still hysterical and I was still 

very confused, I still didn't know what was going on. So anyway, he dialed 

and it was a UFO Center out of Seattle, Wash •••• So Bill got on the phone 

and.he told.him everything tha had happened--and he got off the phone and in fac 

when he was telling himeverything what happened, until then I didn't know 

actually what he'd gone through, and we sat in there for about 2 hours and I ju 

'£elt like I shculd bring us back Kmll home. It nev·er scared me to think anythi 

was--because, really, even though I sail m d listened to what Bill said and I sa 

what I saw, it still didn't make all that sense to me, until I got home and hi~ 

and Isat and.we talked oh, I think it was 5 o'clock that morning before we went 

to bed. And at first it bothered me because I know if I hadn'tseen what I did 

I K>uld have believed E Bill eventually but it ~~uld have taken a while because 

as I said, I wasn•t really abeliever in them but I am now. 

Q. Did the kids, were they--

A. They were both asleep. The only thing, Chris thought we were taking her to 

the hospital, •cause when he sleeps hewraps himself in his blanket, and when 

we came back his mattress was on the '£loor and his blankets were all the way 

down the hallWSf. Bill had just literally jerked him out o'£ bed. But he told 

me later, that with this light over the Vavises' house he had this reeling 

that it was destructing andit was heading towards our house and kB that's why h 

said he had to get o us out of here because whatever it was--he already knew 

what it was but he was £raid it was gLing to--becal se he said it did come over 

and then he said it followed us to town and then it 

apparently had to because Mrs. Arant--he saw three of them altogether ••• Now 

a£ter this all hapPened and a couple of weeks later a£ter we talked about it, 

I can't remember--well, Chris was gone then. He went to school two days later 

and the kids were saying, "Hey, Pecha., seeing any flying saucers?" You know~ 

tht•s £or kids, and he told Bill, Bill asked hiro if he believed him and he said 

"I believe what you said, lJad, but I wish I could have seen it so I could 
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really believe it., and really, that would have been my comment because mat I r.. 

saw~ this one was--the first two weeks they never really had nightmares or any

thing but these twokids- really went through a lot with all this. 

Q. How old is Chris? 

A. He's 11, or 10 1 excuse me. 

Q. What grade is he in? 

A. The fifth. 

Q. 'What about her, what is her name? 

A. Debbie, she 1 s in the first grade. 

Q. That makes her 6? 
y 

A. es. 

Q. What is your first name by the way? 

A. Lenda--L-E-N-DQA. My father's name was Leonard and I was supposed to be a 

boy and I wasn't, but I got named after him anyway. 

Q. I understand that over on the .Oavis prpperty there were some leaves that 

were singed or scorched or something of that nature. Did you get over there 

Xx to take a look? 

Al I never did, but Paul Cerny and the gentleman from Reno went over and looked 

••• He (Paul) asked me to check around (to see whether other trees and 

bushes were blooming) and I know a fellow from the agriculture department and 

my boss also has a few apple trees and nobody I talked to after that had any 

apple trees blooming • • • but all this--I can't use ''unbelievable" ror the 

word of it. MEff be that is the word to use ror it. But Bill has been accused 

of drawing this • • • of tracing this out of abook. And the comments made were, 

''Well, if you saw it for only a· few minutes how could you draw it that clear?" 

Well, Bill does body and fen er work and he used to draw little, oh when the 

craze was going, c draw little pictures on cars for teenagers in the 1950s. He 

used to do artist work and he 1 s just got an eye for details and he said he coulc 

sit down and draw you th t sane picture a million times because he said it 

terrifiedhim so bad it is etched in his brain and it's never going to go away. 
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• • • 

Q. May I ask how old you are? 

A. How old am I? 2 34. 
Q. How long have you been married? 

A. Going on 14 years. 

Q. How long have you known him? 

A. I 1 ve known him 16 years. 

Q. You said you had never seen him this way before? 

A. Not in my life. and I hope I never see him act that way agai. n. And we've had 

not tragedies but we've had some pretty sad ti~es and some rough times in all 

the years we've been married but to me--in fact, I have never seen anybody on 
or anything 

television/as terrified as he was~ 

Q. Cm.you describe his physical appearance and all this? 

A. Uh, I don't know. He was shaking--when he gets upset, when he gets m;.d1 

which is very seldom, he shakes all over • • • He was just~ I keep wanting to 

use the word "hysterical,'' I guess that's the on"..,.y wsy to describe him. 

Q. Was he sweating or anything, perspiring? 

A. This I can't really, 

Q. Did you touch him? Or was he trying to get you aWEfS' from the window. Was he 

trying to pull you away! 

A. I remember he was shaking me, but I don't rei»emeer--

Q. You couldn't see--everything was dark? 

A. yes. 

Q. BUt you could see, obviously, otherwise you--

A. Well, of course, I know this house like I know the back of my hand. And 

we had a different table in his, it was quite a bit longer and was closer to 

it was about this f'ar away f'rom the wall •••• 

Q. But you never f'elt this shQck that Bill Wheeler got, right? 

A. No. Not that I know of', that I can recall. This all happened, the whole 

•, ..+#'P-nm. l':lt ·-+;rm lail1 ~b '"' Aatl wx1lA'aaf -:h'-E23Rrr-. 
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incident from the time Bill got up and walked outside when the power went off 

• • • 

Q. Wheeler said he looked like he was in a state of shock. 

A. Well~ that might be--I don't know, hysterical is somebody who's just 

screaming all the time and he wasn't--maybe shock is a better word to use. 

I know hw was in a state I've never seen and I don't want to ever see it 

again, I hope. 

Q. You work? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Where? 

A. Clyde Harris' office. He•s a public accountant and he does income tax work. 

I'm a computer operator • • • 

• • • the state he was in, it was absolutely terrifying ••• 

# 



Les.lie Arant. 846 13th Street, Colusa, Calif., unlisted phone number. Phone 
interview from WPB 11/18/76. 

Q. I understand you got out there in time to see something 1n the sky. 
A. Yeah, that's correct. It was approximately l o'clock 1n the morning and by 
the t1me I got out of bed my wife and Mr·. Pecha was already at the door watchi 

the object and by the t1me I got something on and got to the door so I could 

see,m the object--we apprp~t~a~rd the d1st~nce, around a mile--1t was taking 
off to the south at a ra~1d ipeed, cl1mb1ng as 1t went until 1t just dis
appearedout of s1ght • That was just about the length of the sighting that I 

had. 

Q. What did you see, just a light or what? 

A. Yeah, 1t was a brilliant white light. Like I say, it was off 1n the distanc~ 
and the actual time I saw it tx was probably no more than 15 or 20 seconds. 

To me, it made a rapid rate, clirabing as it went. It didn't seem to go 

straight up into the air but 1t seemed to go to the south at an angle, and I 

just watchedit until f1nHlly the light just went out. It disappeared. 

Q. Blink out maybe? That type of thing? 

A. Well, it faded out gradually. 

Q. What did you think when you saw that? 

A. (Laughs) Well, it was like nothing else I ever saw before in my life. I 

didn't know what it was. I've never seen anything like it before, that's for SL 

sure •••• 

~xxiix 

Q. You've known him for quite some t1me? 

A. Bill? Yes, that's correct. I guess I've known hin for at least 20 years, 
since we were kids. 

Q. I understand he was in a rather agitated condition? 

A. Well, he was in a --not a hyster1cal condition but a very excited state. 

I've never seen him that way before. He's by nature a pretty calm individual. 
Q?. What d1d you think when he told you all this? 

A. Well, I was astonished. But however I did believe him. 
Q. You had no reason for not believing him do you? 

A. No I do not, absolutely not ••• Like Isa y, I've known this man a long 
time and I've never seen him 1n a state like that ••• 



~ Add v4J..lOU';I lio.iusa u~·u 
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~lly..,-
"I'm really bad on how large things are but it was ~·large,· 

a very Ja rge object~'' said Mrs. Arant~ drawing a sketch showing an 

object with a rounded~ disc-shaped bottom and a Ja rge dome on top. 

11 The whole bottom was a massive, brilliant lh ite 1ight, n she 

continued. "And the top ofit was dark in the middle. You couldn't 

see any windows or anything but you could def'initely see the who1e 

outline o.f the object. 

111 don• t knowit this was .fromthe light being so bright and throwing 

a glare so I could see the outline of the top or because or the type 

or metal it was xnade of. But it was very clear that the outline o.f 

the dome was there.11 

~;;-:;.~~ 
~~.end add .i 

··."'--•.. __ ~ .. 

!' ..... 



G~yle Arant, 846 13th Street, Colusa, unlisted phone number, works at public 
~ library as a senior librarin's assistant. Interview at library morning of 11/16 

76 

This happened about l o' cl_ock. I had just gotten up out of bed because we have 

a new puppy and so I was· in the kitchen, and al.so. our .air conditioning had 

gone off and so this one of the reason' s I· had gotten up. It kind of scared me·. 
I thoug~t maybe it had burned up, but after I got up I realized the electricity 

had gone off. And so then I went ahead and went to the kitchen and was in 

there for, oh, just a couple of minutes when I heard this•-you want me to 

go ahead ·and tell you about it? I heard this pickup come flying down our road, 
.. 
which is normal, because we have a lot of fast driversout there. And there I -

· . in front of our hous~ 
heard it slam on its brakesJ and I thought, 'that's kind of odd.' .in I looked 

out the window because I was right next to it and I noticed it was Bill's 

pickup end that• s when I ran to the door m d he came running up m the steps 

hysterical. and screaming at me to 11 Look. 11 So that• s when I stepped out the 

door and that's when this obje t wasover in the west ••• the object was 

in the west (looking at a map) and it was coming fromthe west and it went over 

to the east and then it just flew south. We figured it was about over the high 

school area. Anter we had talked to everybody. We decided it was approximately 

a nile off. It came from the west over to the east. W~ watched it for apporox

imately 35 seconds. 

Q. What did you see? 

A. Well~ it was a very large obje.ct. I'm really bad on··how large they are 

_but it was. r~ally large. the bottom of it was a massive brilliant white light. 

And the top of it it was dark in the middle of it. you couldn't see any win

fowa or anything. You could see the outline of the top of it, and I don•t know 
being so bright on the bottom htrowing a 

if ~is 2was from the li~t ~~~~~ 
-· 

glare or the type of meta_l it w _ s made out of or what , but you could see the vh 

whole outline of the object. And, as I say, we watched it x as it went 

through the sky and then, ZOOM, it was gone. 
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· Q. Wh~re was yo~r husband all this time? 
A. He came out the last, oh, I don•t know how many seconds because we were 
yelling at him to come out. Of course, he was 1n bed. He didn't lmow what was 
~oing on and he was trying to f1nd something to put on. And when he got out 1t 
was just right at the end,- whe~e he just saw 1 t go and ·t!'le~ shoot up. I thought 

it shot straight up. ~e said it veered off. It was very large. 
Q. You did not see it until Pecha called yo~ outside? 

A. Ah, a.s I hit the door and he was screaming at me to look up in the a1r and 
pointing. That's w~en I saw 1t and we watched 1t, but 1t was 1n view the whole 
time we watched it 

Q. You said very bright on the bottom-

A. A very brilliant light. 
Q. Did you see this clear enough to get a go.od. idea of its shape oranythi.ng? 

.I. 
A. eah, it's--
Q. Could you draw me a sketch of what you saw? 

A. All right ••• you don•t·rorget something like thatJ It scares you to death 
Q, You say ve~ y1vid--you say scared you to death? 

A. It was just the unknown, I think that's what it was, because me legs, they 
.were just--t1ght. Like you get wheh you•re upset. You see something you really 
don't know what 1t is, and of course you read about these things ••• but 1t 
was really a weird experience ••• and to see Bill ·so supset, Th1s0¥i i}dt~g tha 

reallI got me bec·~use Bill 1s :not a person who gets upset, that's all. He•s a 

very relaxed person really. You know, I mean he doesn 1 ~ .get upset about a lot of 
stuff, and he was just really keyed up and nervous amd wiry. It was Just 
unbelievable. I've never seen him like this and I 1 ve known him for years. And 
like he said, the only thing he could think ·cf.was to m:e get away from, to get 

his family away from there because he didn't know if it was going to ha.rm him 
or what. 
Q. What was Mrs. Pecha doing? 
A. When he was at the door? She was 1n the pickup. It was really odd because it 
happened so quickly and he was so upset, and of course you're upset watching 
that, and you stop and think after everything is over with and think, what was 

4 everyone do1ng--but she was in the pickup with her children • hey saii sat 
there and waited because he went to the door to get someone•s attention so they 

could see th1s--
Q. Are you close fr1ends--1s that why he came to you? 

A. Very close friends. Well, like he said, h1s neighbors weren't home and all 
he could think of was to get away from there ar.d so he flew as fastas he could 

into town and he made that turn to where we were there and hoped to .God we.wre 
were there and not so eplace else. and they stayed unt11, oh about 3 ln the morr 
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We tried to get them to stay overnight because Bill was.extremely nervous, but 

they f1hally went home at J ••• this was white here (sketch). 

Q. This whole bottom was white. 
A. This whole area, brilliantly lighted. 
Q. And this area up here (dome), was there any light on that? 
A. That's where it was dark. That's where 1t was so odd, that this was so dark, 
all th~cugh here fupper part) but this outl1ne--
Q. Y0 u could see the outline? 
A. ~es, just as distinct. It a was really odd. 

Q. Was there a glow around 1t or anything? 

A. Ne. 
Q. But you could see the outline? 

A. Ynu could.see th1s outline. 

Q. Was this a dark night? 
A. Uh, it was dark but it was very clear. Tbe stars were out. It was crytsal 

clear. 
Q. Was the moon out that night? 

A. Uh, there must have been. But you know, it was odd. I didn't notice 1t. 

Q. And you watched for maybe JS seconds, so 1t wasn't moving very fast, eh? 

· A. It d1dn 't seem to be,· but then uh, l.ike we· were told by these gentlemen that 

were up (UFO 1nvest1gators), 1t 1s kind of hard to tell how ~ast. It just looked 
like 1t was just floating like this and then all of a sudden it was gone. 
Q. Shot off to the east? 
A. It came from the west and went to the east and then it just--I interpreted 1t 

as just go1~ strai8~t up, but my husband said it veered off. _But, _1t was J.ust 
. . . . . . . . 

11ke I say, it was just floating across it and all of a sudden it was gone. That 
was what really surprised me ·so, it just disappeared so quickly. 
Q ,· Somebody said s·omething about you 're· seeing a haze· afte·r th1s w·as gone. 

A. Yes ••• this haze? T~at was strange. Like I say, the sky was crystal 
clear and then afterwar~s I noticed just a haziness in the sky where this had 
come from and it (seemed) kind of odd. It wasn't like a trail, more just a 

kind of a , well, it won't be a straight l1ne ••• 
Q. And the only colors was--

•\ 
A. O ly a brilliant white ~elow. The top was dark and the outline. It was very 
clear that the outline was there. 
Q. What did it sound like? 

A. There was no noise. I didn',.. hear not one noise. Not even when 1t shot up, 
I heard no noise. 
Q. Did 1t change color or anything when 1t shot up? 
A. No, nothing. 
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Q,"D1d·1t remain that color? 
A. Right , and when 1t did shoot up, 1t was gone so quickly. That's what was so 

surprising, for it to be going across the sky. I mean, it just seemed like it 
was floating along and then all of a sudden for it to just shoot up. And I saw 

no other color but this brilliant light. 
Q. D~d you get the impression 1t had been following him? 
A. It came from his area. It was out that way (pointing in direction of Pecha 

home) and also B~ll mentioned that it had fo&lowed them all the way. It was 

cmm1ng from where they live, down in that area. 
Q. But you feel this was maybe a mile or half a mile away from you? 

A. Uh, I ~rwsume about ~ mile. Like I say, the lights were off and we do have a 
c~ble plant out on the high way (H0 ute 20 to W1111ams, west) and the school 1s 
out there and when the lights are on, this 1s all lit up. And we were just kind 

of figuring it was probably about out that way, and the way I described it, the 
gentlemen who were here ~UFO 1nvJst1gators) figured it was about a mile. 

W Q. What were your personal feelings when you saw this thing? 

A. I was very u~set (l~ughs). I, I was r~~lly curious to know what it was. I mear 
I believe it was a UFO. I.don't believe 1t was a plane or anything else, because 

I've never seen anything like this, and I've seen a lot of aircraft of different 
types. But like I say, I do believe it was a UFO--and 1t scared me (laughs). 

Q. Oh it did scare you? 
&~. Yeah. The fact that it was unknown, that I didn't know what 1t was, and the 

first time seeing something oike this, ~xtxzxe~ I was very nervous. Now I would 
like to see one again • • • 

Q. What was your husband's reaction to all this? 

A. He was fascinated. . . 
Q. What doe·s he do for a living? 

A. He•s a price clerk for a wholesale plumbing house in Yuba City. 

Q~ 'Rh:at are you, a librarian? 
A. A senior librarian assistant. 
Q. May I ask how old you are? 

A. 3.?• 
Q. H w about your husband? 

f'\ 

A. He's J6. Excuse me. He's 37. He just turned 37 ••• 
J 

Q. Y0 u say you've known the Pechas for many y~ars? 
A. Oh, well, I'm 35 and I went to school with his wife and.I've known Bill since 
I was 16 or l?. 
Q. And ~e's not the type to make up a story like this? 

A. N0 • Nn, no. He's a very fine person. He's a very reliable person. He•s just 

a very good person. No, he would never make up· anything like th1s. He•s ·not tht 
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kind of person. You couldn't meet a nicer person.- I just really like h1m. 

Q. How was he dressed when he came to your house? 
A. Oh, uh, I don •t think he had h1.s shirt on. You know. we were talking about 

that~ trying to remember. I even said to his wife, 'what did you have on' and 

she said, •·A robe' and~ said, 1oh.' I don't think he had a shirt on. In factJ 
I know he didn't, because we were talking about how wiry he was and· he was 

talking about h1s hair • • • 
Q. Had you been 1n bed very long? 

A. Oh, at least a couple of hours, 2t hours. We usually go to bed around 

lO:JO or 11, about like that. 
Q. What was it, the lack of the noise of the air conditioner that awake you 

or what1 
A. Uh, the air conditioner went off, and also we just had gotten a new puppy 

a couple of days before, and it was crying during then1ght, ~·and trying to kee 

h1m quiet. I was thinking about myself to get up, maybe feed him and he'd be 
quiet so I could go back to sleep. 

Q. Do you have any children? 

A. One, a boy, 11. 

Q. Was he asleep through all this~ 

A. He woke up. He didn't see anything. By the time he got up it was all over. 
But he sat up with us the whole t1me • 
Q. They stayed there until about J o'clock? 

A. About 3 o'clock. 
Q. Were they.calm by the time they left? 

A. Uh, no~ he was still nervous. ~exwasx%e~~zmer2mas They were very nervous. 
In fact, e.veryone was and the -police ·Came. And we we e in and out. several ti.me 
between "i ·and 3 looking, to see 1f we could see anything else·, which we did.nit 
but he was very, very nervous and they mmzx felt funny because kk2~x it was 
the middle of the night and they were bothering us and they knew everybody had 
to go to work, and like I· said, ·we tried to get them to stay but they went on 
home. 
Q. Did you see any of his truck lights when he drove up? 
A. No, not that I recall. I think he said he didn't have them on. 
Q. When he drove up, you recognized his pickup? 

A. It was bright enough and our house 1sn 1 t that far from the street. 
Q. Did he drive in your driveway or what? 

A. In the front. 
Q. Have you ever seen anyth1~g yourself? 

A. ~ever. This was the first time. That's why it was. so startling, so scary 
It really surprised me. 
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Q. (how many degrees ~P in sky?) 

A. They figured about 35 degrees. 

Q. And it was in the west--

A. Right 
Q. --and it was moving east--

A. Right 
Q. And then 1t shot off to the south. 
A. Straught up. I say it went straight up, just, I mean it was going along 

like this and all of a sudden 1t 1 s going like this ••• 
Q. What have your thoughts been about this since then? 
A. Uh, I'd really like to see one now. We go out in the evenings and look 
around, 

0

ho91ng to see something. :·!e didn't know there was so much a1rs:rafx 
traffic at night. Once you see something you're more aware when you start 

looking more. 
Q. D1d you get a little flack over this? 
A. At first we did. We had a few people who laughed • • • and then we had a 
lot of people who said they really believed us • • • The children got a bad 
time from other kids ••• They really gave the Pecha kids a bad time. They 

~~ 

gave my son a bad time. H.e got kind of mad at them • • • .. 
Q. What's his name? 
A. Bobby ••• It was quite a different experience ••• 1 111 probably never 
see it again. I feel fortunate that I dii because you do read a lot of things 

about this. I believe in them but there 1s always this quest~on. Is it real? 

Q. You have to see to believe--

~· You really do, to real~y make 1t, it really sets in your mind that these 
things do exist. 

# 
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~ Mf~. Elaine McGowenm, 58 S1oc Street, Colusa, Calif. 916-458-5727. I terview 
outside her home on 11/12/76 

It (th~ object) was out 1n the same area where the Pechas live. See where this 
telephone pole is and the large tree next to 1t--well, right up aboe that (is 
where the object was). It wa$ just a great big .bright light. All the lights 
in the city were out that night ••• But the lights had gone out in town 
and we (her son, Fred Harris and her) had gone outside tosee if 1t was just 
our block or what, and we spotted it and we watched it for, oh, 20 or 25 
minutes. 
~. And it was off in the west toward Williams? 

A. ~es, Oust about in that area. 
Q. What is it you « saw then? 
A. Just a great big huge light, and we watched it hovering and then it went to 
the north a little bit and then all of a sudden it went southeast and when it 

went southeast it was like somebody turned a light switch. It went off. 

Q. What color was the light? 
A. It was white, like a headlight would be, but it had like an orange cast 
to it. The outer ea.ges or circumference of it. And my son, it was his birthday 1 

so he though, Aw that was the greatest thing inthe world. He was 17 and he was 
jumping up and down hAre acting like a da~~d idiot. And thatts really all we 
saw. He then re~orted 1t to the sheriff's office and we found out the next 
afternoon we weren't the only ones who had seen 1t and other people had seen 
it a lot worse than we did, so we thought we were quite fortunate ••• 

Q. Did you go out to the street? 

A. Yeah, I walked out to the mailbox (at the end of the s1dwalk leading out to 
str~~t}--I can show xm you from here--to look up the streets and see if we 
could see lights and it sat right between that telephone pole and that big 
tree (west, northwest of mailbox) and it was cehtered between the two. Not 
higher. At first we thought 1t was a plane ~~d we walked overthis way 
Q. to your right--
A. --because we do have a small airport out here and we looked around to see 
if we could see any lights because sometimes blocks go out but not the whole 
town. The only light that was on, some man had turned his headlights and shone 
them inside the villa.ge tavernover there, there 1 s a bar, (about a block to two 
blocks tothe south) and he had his lights going inside, I guess so the people 
could still have their drinks, and we stood ilere. I guess we walked across and 
came back and we kept watching it and we watched it and watched it and then 
my so~ says, 11 I know what it is." I says, "What ls it?" And he says, "A UFO." 
3ure, Freddie. Well, he was j.ust jumping up and down like an idiot and we 
watched it go, we walked out into the street and 1t stopped, oh, almost evenly 

with us h~re, and then just took off like a bat that way. 
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Q. Off back down south? due 
A. Just toward Sac (Sacremento) and as it got justsouth of us here it was 
just11ke someone took a flashlight and flipped it off. ~:here was no gradual 
disintegration • • • (she had to leave to go to Williams on a court 
case.) 

# 
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Fred Harris, 17, of 58 S1oc Street, Colusa, Calif • 916-4;8-5727. interview -t h1s home 11/12/76 (he is son of Elaine McGowen) 

· We jast came out of the house--

Q. Were you watching TV or something? 
A. She was in bed and she had the fan on every night and when it went out, I 

was watching a movie on Chanell 12 and when the lights went out she came in 

~nd we 11t the hurricane lamp and came outside. My mom was standing right at 

the end of the sidewalk and I was standing out here--

Q. In the middle of the street? 

A. Yeah. When I seen it it was between the telephone pole and that tree there. 

OK, it stood there for a while. It moved toward the footh1lls--

Q• To your right, which is north? 

A. ~eah ~nd th~n 1t started to come back this way and then it took off down 

the valley toward Sacremento, and.as it was taking off down the valley it was 
~ I gaining altitude and disappeared. hat s when I took off up to the sheriff's 

office (several blocks away). 
Q. Had the power come back on then? 

A, ~eah. As soon as it started taking off, that's when the power came back on 
Q. Any estimate of how long you guys watched it? 

A. I'd say about --probably between 10 and 15 minutes. 

Q. What color was this light? 

A. Oh, it gave a, an orange cast to me. 

Q. How high above the ground was it~ (Explain about degrees) 15 degrees? 

A. (nodded yes) 

Q. Which way is true north? 

A. T~at way. 
Q. ~o that would be about 270 or 275 degrees then. Anyway, was it just sitting 
there? 

A. It was sitting there when we first saw it, and it didn't make any sharp, 

fast incline or anything, it just went like that, then it came over this way 

and then it took off. 
Q. It first took off that way? 

A. Yeah, like I told you it was going toward the foothills. And then 1t came 
straight back and then just cut south toward Saoremento. 

Q. In relation to the size of the moon, can you compare the size? 

A. To me it looked like about the size of a street light sitting up there. 
It was pretty bright. 
Q. It didn't bother your eyes to look at it, did it? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you hear any sound? 

v 

A. I did. I tried to get M m to pick it up but-~ I heard a faint humming sound. 
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Q. 

A. 
/"\ 
'c(.. 

A. 
We 
Q. 

When it was standing still or when it was moving? 

Moving, going that way. 
Down south towards Sacremento. What did you think when you saw this? 
I started jumping up and down and heading for my camera, but I had no film. 
just got back from vacation. 
Where were the rest of the kids? 

A. They were asleep 1n bed. I woke up Mark, my older brother, to have him 
come out and look at it but he just wanted to go back to sleep because he's 

working u~ the next morning. So me and mom just came out and watched it. 

Q. Did anybody else out on the street that night? 
A. Yeah. A pickup truck went by, it went east, and one of my best friends drove 

by on his bike. He didn't see not h1ng •••• 

Q. What grade are you in now? . 
A. I'm a senior 1n high school. (This happened on his birthday) ••• That 
night we seen ours, my sister and her husband, they were running a bean 
swather up in the buttes, right at the edge of the buttes, and they said they 

seen something but they didn't report it. 

Q. This was the same night? 
A. Yeah. 

Q. Can you tell me their names? 

A. Yeah, it's Cheryl and Alan Shely (SHEE-lee), I think it's 1615 Lurline 
458-?J?O •••• they saw a bright glowing object above the butte~ 

# 
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Pa~polman Bill Wheeler, Colusa (Calif) City Police Dept., 916-458-4800. H me 
.address 6 Clay Street, Colusa, 916-458-4443. Interview 11/11/76 at CPD. 0 

We got acall at 1:10 in the morning {9/10/76) and we went over to a friend 

of Pecha 1 s house--

Q. Leslie Arant. 
I 

A. Right, and when I arrived I talked with Mr. Pecha and he had on pants mdrio 
I 

shirt or shoes and as I was talking to him I touched him and I felt static 

electricity, a shock. He was talking to me and was kind of incoherent at the 

time, so we went in the house and he calmed down for a while and he told me the 

story about seeing this obj eot that he couldn't explain. About the same time 

as this object was sighted we had a blackout in Colusa County and, I believe, 

parts of Glenn County and Butte County, a blackout of approximately 7 to 10 

minutes. What he saw was some type of oval-shaped object that wasbigger than 

his barn. I can't remember exactly how big he said it was. It was at least 

the.radius was at least as big as a pole barn would be ••• I talked also 

. with Mr. Arant and Mr. Arant also saw this object, which was following Mr. 

Pecha from his residence ••• Mr. Pecha lives arppozimately a mile out on 

Wilson and Mr. Arant lives at 1th and Fremont streets, and hes aw this object 

following Mr. Pecha ••• 

Q. You never personally saw anything, right? 

A. No, I didn't• 

Q. Did you receive any reports fromanybody else in the area? 

A. Yes,, I did. A reserve dispatcher, Mrs. E aine McGowan, she works fort he 
L.PtJ 

Sheriff's Department and she works as an LVN--she's a nurse, she draws blood# 

takes blood sanples also •••• 

Q. When you talked to Mr. Pecha, was he a little shook up? 

A. I've known Mr. Pecha for a long time and he used to race cars and he doesn't 

get too upset about many things and he was definitely upset about this. 

Q. Can you :& vouch for his honesty? Is he likely to make up stories? 

A. I've never known of Mr. Pecha to make pp stories or to even tell any tales. 
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to stretch the truth. He's not that type of person. 

Q. You had no reason not to believe what he was telling you, then? 

A. N 0' I di dn It • 

Q. Can you describe his, uh--

A. Mannerism? Well, Mr. Pecha was definitely in a kind of state of semi-shock 

when he was talking to me when he spoke to me at first, and as he calmed down 

later he just related to me what he had seen. To the best of my knowledge, when 

I first maifle contact with Mr. Pecha, I would say that he was in a state of shock 

Q. And when you physically touched him., ·you were shocked? 

A.That's correct. 

Q. And this was out in the, uh--where did you see him, inside the house or 

outside1 

A. This was outside on the grass. 

Q. On the lawn? So it couldn't be fromxadtXzxak walking over a rug aid pickmng 

himstatic electricity--

A, The hairson his arm were standing up also. When I made cc.ntact with him 

outside of the residence. It's interesting •.•• 

Q. How long h:ave you been a police officer? 

A. For 2~ years. 

Q. May I ask how old you are? 

A. 27 years old. 

Q. What about Mr. Arant--what was his mental attitude at this time? 

A. Mr. Arant--I've known.him aiong time, too. He 1 s a very calm pers:>n~and he 

was amazed at what he had seen • .b.e didn't know exactly what he had seen--

Q. Did.you talk to Mrs. Pecha:? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What was her condition? 

A. _Well, Mrs. Pecha didn't see the ouject at fi.rst. They saw the object-·-Mr. 

Pecha had heard some noise, doss barking, and he went outside and then he saw 

this object above~ hovering over his place and when he saw the object he became 
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frightened H and he went in the house and he got his wife and two children out c 

·:bed end. explained what was happening and then they got in his private vehicle 

and tu ned the lights off and drove all the way into Colusa with their lights 

off• so as not to attract any attention. At this tina Mrs Pecha saw this object 

:follo\dng them down the road. 

Q. Was she excited or frightened? 

A. Yes. She was pretty upset, bt like I said, she just saw it fromthe rear. 

Q. Was there any explanatiDn for the power blackout? 

A. Not that I know of. PG&E didn't have any knowledge of any linesbeing knocked 

dom or anything. As far as I know 1 there was no explanation for it • • • 

Q. Where were you at the time of the blackout? 

A. I was on duty. I had gone into the Sheriff's Department and whike I was 

in there we had a blackout and all communications were knocked out. The 

Sheriff~s Dept. radio was knocked completly out. 

Q. The W1 ole town was dark, to you~ knowledge? 

A. That's correct. All the alarms ~ere going off. We kept answering alarms 

in the ciyt--

Q. You mean the power blackout tripped the burg ar alarms? 

A. That's right. 

M Q. How lll8.itY of those do you estimate there were? 

A. Let's see, I answered one, two three--I answeea maybe three burglars alanm 

personally. 

Q. All at the sa me time. 

A. Right. Becase the poer blackout teipped them all off at the same time: , 

A. I think so. 

Q. Have you bad my other UFO incidents before or after that? 

A. ·W~t.ve.had a lot of sightings over the Buttes and alot of p'eopie attribute 

that to Beale Air Force Base (at Marys~ille). They~ve sewJlal~ite a few sightings 

and they don't knc;>w _exactly wh~ it is• We have been called fromti.ne to time--I 

haven't but other and they have said it was none of their doings. This is the 
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first incident that somebody has actually reported. You know, other people have 

called in an d sai d, _u It ve seen something up in the sky': and they've drawn 

pictures and things of that nature but nothing as detailed as Mr. Pecha' a. 

Q. You say you've known Mr. Pecha for many, mEny years? 

A. ~es. 
? Q. Is this your home town--did you grow up here· 

A. Yes. 

Q. So this could go way back to your childhood, I suppose? 

A. Oh, I'd.say probB:il.y 8 or 9 years. 

Q. And you say he used to be a race car driver? 

A. Yes, he was in demolition derb:le a and things of that nature. I would say he 1 s 

the type that would not get excited over just anything. 

Q. Did anybody rrom the Sheriff 1 s Office investigate this too or were you 

the oilly officers? 

A. I just took the report. 0rricer (Peter) Greviewas with me at the time ••• 

Q. Did he observe you touch Mr. Pecha? 

A. I don't kn'GW if he did or not because I believe he was talking to Mrs. 
~ 

echa and I was talking to Mr. Pecha. I told him what had happened. 

Q. Was this a moonlit night? 

A. O~--(thinking) I don 1 t believe so. 

Q. Was it avery .co~d or warm r or cool night? 

A. Nothing unusual. 

Q. It wasn't.unusual ·ror himto be out there without a shirt on? Tb.at didn't 

strike you as unusual? 

A. Well at that point in the morning it gets .cool around her~ and I ~elt that 

was a little bit unusual. 

Q. Going back to the hair standing on end--you could see standing up on his arms· 

A. That's right. 

Q. All right. ~ as the yard light on or did ycu use a flash light or how could 

you see? 
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A. ~'ell, when we pulled up to the door, they had the door open, they had the 

porch light on, it was well lit. 

Q. was he inside 8 nd came outside? 

A. That's correct. 

Q And he was at that time rather excited~ 

A. Yes. 

Q.. How long do you think it took him to calm down and tell you a ratie;nal story? 

Or speak rationally? 

A. I would say probably 3 to 5 minutes and then he was-

~ Q. And after that he was very calm? · 

A. He was still upset but he was coherent. He knew what v.was happening. 

Q. No question of his drinking at that tine ? 

A. No. I smelled no alcoholic beverages on his breath. • • • (going back to 

the shock he got wen he touched Pecha's arm) you ever touch a circuit that 

, happened to be closed. You know how you touch it end it shocks you, like when 

you were a little kid and playing around with sockets? OK, it was the same type 

of shock, just a sensation that went up my arm. 

Q. Right up your arm, right up to the elbow? 

A. Yes, like that. 

Q. In other words, this was more thm. just static electricity? 

A. It was just like a sharp shock. It's hard to ~escribe,:mjust as_ if you•ve been 

shocked and it movesup your arm. 

Q. What prompted you to touch his arm? 

A. Well., when I was talking to him, he was upset and! went like this (reaching 

over) as if to say, •let• s go in the house•, you know, to calm himdown a little 

bit, and that's when I got. the shock. 

Q. What did you think at the t'-1ne that happened? 

A. I thought (smiling}, •this is interesting~' ••• We've had alot 0£ reports 

of sightings in 1h is area? 

Q. In the past six. months or. so or what? . 
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• A.· In the past year, I'd say we•ve had, well when I•ve been on duty I would 

say we had three or four in the past year. 

Q. Always at night? 

A. Always at night. 

Q. And generally it's just something that can't explain? 

A. Right. 

Q. Strange lights doing strange things? 

A. Yes. Usually it's an object, from an oval object to an octagon object. We've 

had diffierent stories and different ideas of what it could be, Nobody's been 

able to pin it down • • • 

# 
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on.' But in the moonlight they could probably see my ~mi ta camper and as 

I looked out the corner or my eye I could see it was right there. 
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.. . 
., the door right away. She asked me what was wrong and _suddenly she said~ 

. .. .•.. - _...,.,,-· 
'My God, ·what's _that?t Well~ it was just ·g·oing out over the .field west 

of us at the time and I Sp.id~ 'That's what's been at my house.•'' 

Pecha i mediately phoned the Da %ises to see if they were al1 

right. Mrs. Davis answered and assured him nQthing had happened to them~ 

... 

only that she and her husband both noticed the weather seemed very warm 

and that their two small dogs seemed restless. 

Then Pecha ca1led the police. Co1usa City Patrolmen Bill Wheeler 

and Peter Grevie went to the Arant home i.·'.mediately. 

''We got a call at 1:10 in the morning and when we arrived I il 

talked with Mr.- Pecha~n Wheeler, 27~ who filed a ~ormal police report 

on the case,·n:told ~he ENQUIRER. 

~A11 he bad on was a pair of pants. No shirt or shoes. He was 

quite upset and I've never seen bimthat way before. 

"I reached over to try to calm him down--and as I touched him -I 

got a shock. 

"You ever tcuch a circuit that'~ ai' •d: happens to be cl.osed, 

like when you were a kid and playing with sockets how you touch it and 

·1t shocks you? OK, it was the same type o:r shock, just a sharp shock, a 

sensation tbat went up my arm to the elbow. MORE 
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"Tile hairs on his arm were standi'"g up also. I thought that was 

pretty !interesting,,. especially since he was barefoot end ue were outside 

on the grass.n 

(Experts at both Georgia Tech and MIT told ~e ENQUIRER that in 

. should not 
theory this~i f-( happen • 

("I~ I . 
. ~ the_ory. a person walking on •et grass shou1d be 2:> le to 10 rk 

up a charge of static electricity within his body,,. but this ia only 

~ -..... ~ 
.; 

theory~ 11h XJ7 '· .r · • g;.g said om • ''In ptracti ve this is iM.Poaaible. I 
. _,;, 

would say ••• it is impossible to pass any kind o:f electri°"" charge 

to another person.a 

(The ether expert said: uwithout having studied the case I wou1d 

say he police officer should not have received a shock when he touched 

the man. Thia is so unusual as to be almost impossible except.under rare 

and remarkable circumstances. 

("if you accept the existence er UPOa~ then they could have an · 

electrica1 system that could build a static electricity c~ge in people 

exposed to them.a) 

(Writers: The experts are Dr. F. Kenneth Herd at Georgia Tech•s 

eJectrica1 engin.eer~~g department and Dr. Steve Ymans, aresearch professor 

at MIT but neither can be quoted by name.* MORE 
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The polic~en then had Pecha phone a UFO reporting center in 

Seattle, Wash.~ and describe k what had happened to him. It was only . . 

at this time that ~Irs. Pecha--upset herself and still very confused as 

to what had happened--learned the full story herself. 

n1 had put .. the kids to bed about 11 and went to bed myself~" 

Eenda (cq) Pecha~ ·34~ a computer operator for a public accountant~ 

told The ENQUIREit. 

''~e next _thing I remember, Bill--he
1 

s a very quiet person who never 

yells--is standing at the bedroom door and he's screanirg at me at the 

- . 

top o:r his lungs: •You've got to get up\ It's going to get us~ We•ve· ,,. 

got to get the kids out of herel' 

"He was ·just screaming. He woke me out of a sound sleep and I said~ 

•vlhatts the matter?t He said~ 1You•ve got to see what XI sawtt 

nso I came dom the hallwayx and there's no lights on. ~He_ 

.. 
follows me to the \.ii. ndow and I pull the shade back and look out. There's 

a mountain range 20 miles from here and obove the mountains I can see 

this big lh i te light. 

11I•m standing there and the whole time Bill has got a hold of me~ 

I 
shaking me and screaming# •We've got to get out of herei It·s going to 

get usit 

MORE 

,.. 
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11What scared me InOre than anythis was the stste Bill was in. I've 

been xra rr ed to him for l4 years and I've never seen him like this. I 

couldn•t imagine what was the matter with him. 

"I'm looking at this light--and there is this cone-shaped light 

coming dolm from the bottom. I could see the tops o:t the mountains as 

it moved--and then it began coming toward us~ 

'
2This all happened very fast, and it started scaring DB • The more 

I looked the bigger it got and sudden1y it was right over the Davises' 

house. T'.ae mountains are a> miles away and it seemed 1ike in seconds 

it was right there me at the DavisesS. 

''I kept thinking~ 'I •m not getting into no pickup id th him,, because 

to tell you the truth I honestly thought my husband hadi'lipped. ~en 

al 1 of a sudden this light is coming out• brighter than arE3' light I have 

ever seen and it lit up all those buildings over there at the Davises. 

'
1The mini te I saw that I started moviDg. I grabbed Debbie out of 

bed and I came down the hallwey-. Bill was still at the windcw but he. ran 

and got Chris. As he hit the front doer the TV came on and he screamed~ 

•It s going to see us leaving •. • ,, 

"That day was 'lfr3' birthday and Bill had gone to town aout 5 o'clock 

to get me a present and 11hen he came back he left the keys in the truck 

MORR 
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Otherwise they w:>uld have been. on my freezer or in my purse. I hate to ·---
think ~hat would have happened if he hadn't left them in the pickup. 

11He slammed the door m d started the truck and I can see this light 

coming down a bit closer. F om then on I didn'j' look et it because I 

didn1 1t know what I saw. 

11It bothered me but I was sc~ ed more by the state he was in. He 

put it in reverse and our backu-up ligh ·a aJ:tealmost as bright as our 

headlights and he started again: "It's going to see us le aving1 ·My God~ 

1 
it s going to get us.' ,. 

"He tears ·down the road without any headlights on. I still don't 

know .how we made it around those cor:ners .. He skidded into the Arants' 

lawn. j'llm ped out and began baaing on the door. I was getting out o~ 

the truck lb. en I heard Gayle say, 'My God, what 1 s that?• n 

Mrs. Arant, 35, a senioi- librarian's assistant at the Colusa Public 

Library~ told ~e IDJQUIRER: "I had just gott:an up because we had a new 

puppy and it was crying and our air conditioner had gone otf. I was ·in 

the ki tche when I heard this pickup come flying down the road and ·slam 

. on its brakes in i'ront or us. which I thought was odd. ,I looked out the 

window and saw it was Bill's pickup• so I ran to the door. 

''He came running up the steps~ s:crea\uing at me to "Look'' That's 

M \ ~ 
~~ 
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·when I stepped put the doer and there was this object a mile or so 

west of. us. 

"It was coming from the west and it went ea·st and then it just 

f1ew south. It was a very large object with a ·massive brilliant white 

light on the bottom· and a dark dome ontop. I watched E it f'or maybe 35 

seconds bef~re it disppaared. 

11My husband ·came out in time to see it go off' to the southeas"to I 
: .- . 

I • 

thought it s~~t straight up but he thought it feared off. It was very 

.. ~ . . . 

large. You don't forget something like that. It scares you to death 

t . 
becm se it s something unkno-wn. 

"It was a rea1ly weird experience. And to see Bill so upset--this 

is one tbing that ·really got me because Bill is not a person who g·et s 

upset. He wa~ justreally keyed up and nervous. It was just unbelievable. 

I've known him for years and I've never seen him like thise'' 

Ber husband~ Leslie- 37. a price cle1~k at a wholesale plumbing 

house in Yuba City~ told The ENQUJRER: 

''By the time I got tothe door the object· was taking off lDl to the 

south at a rapid rate of speed- climbing as it went unitil it jusy 

.disaPPeared. 

tt1t.was a brilliant white light and I probhly saw it no more 

MORE 
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~ th.Ell 15 to 20 seconds. It was like nothing I•ve ever seen. 

11 r·•ve never seen Bill like that before and I•ve known him since 

we were kids. He was very excited~ and by nature he's a prett7 calm 

individual. .. 

"I wa·s astonished by allthis~ but I believe him. I have absolutely 

no :reason fer 'not believing him. n 

Hor do a nl...lllber of people in Colusa. Said Lt. Frank Hubbe11 of 

the Colusa County Sheriff's Department: 

"Mr. Pecha is well known in the community and his reputation =Co 

truthfulness andhonest y isbeyond reproach. lie• s not the type to make up 

something .frivolous. He• s a good citizen of the community. He saw some-

thing. Ther~' s no doubt in my mind about that.'' 

Colusa C~ty Police Chief Raegene {Rae) Cation told The ENQUIRER: 

"I've never known him to stretch the truth or make anything up. l'v~ bad 

hi1 work on police cars and he's reliable. He wouldn't make anything up. 

He' s not the tJPe. 1' 

Wilmer Bri11~ publisher 0£ the Colusa daily newspaper~ the 

Independent Sun Herald~ told The EHQUIRER: . 11Mr. Pecha has a good 

·reputation--th& best." 

And O;f.ficer Wheeler~rrl-lhO investigated~ said: ''I've lmown Mr. Pecha 

more 
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:fC!Iir a long t:i:DB m d I've never known him to make up stories pr or even 

to telJ... ta1es. · Hers not that type of person." 

Pecha was not the i'irst person to report a UFO that night. Fred 

Harris, 17~ ~ad gone to the Sherif'f's Department atew minutes earlier 

to report that· he and his mother had seena strange object inthe sky west 

of their home. The Pecha home is almost due west of there. 

"My mother wasin bed and I was watching TV when the po er went 

out•'' young Harris told The EMQUIRER. '1She came in and we 1it the hurricax. 

lamp and went ou.t ·to see if it was just out house or our block or the 

.. - - , . ,, .. 

whole tow"?l that was out. 

''We saw this bright light in the sky '£:f toward the west. It moVlled 

toward the .foothilJS and then it came back and then it took of:r domi 

the va1ley toward Sacremento. We watched it :for maybe 10 or 15 minutes. 11 

Bis mother. Mrs. Elaine McGowen~ who works tor the loca1 ambulance 

service~ told The ENQIRER: ''It was out in the same area ·where the Pechas 

live~ It was ~ just a greS; big bright light. We watched it hovering-

then it moved ·ott a bit~ came back and then a11 of a sudden it went 

· southeast. ~lhen it went a outheast toward Sacramento it was like somebody 

~urned a light ~itc~. It went ort. 

nMy son reported it to the sheri££ 1 s office and we found out the 
MORE 
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..... the next afternoon that we v1eren•t the only onea who had seen it md 

other p-eople had seen it lD!ll"'SB a lot worse. So we thought we were quite 

fortunate. 11 

A woman WJ.o lives half a mile south of the McGowan home also saw 

the object but K>uld not let her name be used. (llote: She is Mrs. 

Harry B. Strickler, 315 Willow Glen ct.~ Co usa~ 516-458-4957}. 

1'I was awake when the power went of'£ m d I waked out to the street 

to see whet was going on, 11 she told The ENQUlRER. 11When I turned around 

and l-1aked ba.ck to the house I could see this big light pulsating in the 

sky west of here in the direction of the Pecha house. 

11I watched it go of:r toward the mountains and come back and then 

it disappeared in the south. I callad Mr. Pecha the next day to tell hi 

he wasn 1 t the only one who aaw it. 

"I didn'r report it to the police because people make 1'un of you. 

I know or at least one other mman who a1so definite1y saw it because 

I talked with her~ and she didn1 r report it x either. And I've heard 

or a few others who also reportedly saw it but I haven't talked with 

them yet.11 

# 
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The power lines ~here Pecha reported seeing the two small UFOs . 
are part of t~e Centra1 Valley Project, a ~ederal power system, ·while 

the company that supplies elecriticyt to the Colusa area is the 

Paci£ic Gas and ·Electric Company. 

A PG&E spokesman in San Francisco to d The IDIQUIRER that a numbeP 

of colllmunities throughout Galitornia experience a ~ blackout ~anging 

from 2 to 14 lninutes that night • .ue said it was caused by someth>:g · 
~ 

that had haJ>pened 'in ~Los Angeles. He said the powr er normally 

comes into southern California rrom Arizona but because of a disturbance 

of some kind in ·Lee Angeles. an overlat d was caused at a substation in 

Victorville~ west oi' Los Angeles. 

This in turn caused the power to be re-routed north through Nevada 

and down into northern California~ thus afrecting Colusa and other 

•·• t 

areas. 

Anothe~ PGE ~xofficia1 said there is no connection between 

the Central Valley Project power lines and those of PG&E and that if 

something a.i"rected the CVP lines~ it would have no a~fect on those. ot 

PG&E. 

# 
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#411809 Co1usa UFO 
• ;.; 

t ·, 

J Bi11 and Lenda Pecha6 1650 Wilson Street~ Colusa. Calif.~ 95932,, 
916-458-2700 ... 

. .. ; . 

Leslie "and Gey-le Arant. 846 13th Stre.et# Colusa,,~~--$. 

Elaine McGo~en and Fred Harris. 58 Sioc st.~ Colusa~ 916-458-5727 

Jobn w. (Siim} Davis~ Davis A~iation. Hunter Road• Colusa~ 916-458-4244 

Colusa Police Dept., 740 ?.farket Street, Colusa, 916-458-4800 

Colusa P~lic~. Chief Baegene {Rae) Cation, 916-458-Sl.51 

Colusa Patrolman B~ll Wheeler, 6 Clay Street; Colusa, ~16-458-4443 

Col~sa Patrolaman Peter c. Grevie~ 1431 Westcott Rd, Colusa. 916-458-5625 

Colusa County Sheriff's vffice, 929 Bridge Street,, 916-n58-2115 

Colusa Sun Herald~ 210 6th Street_ Co usa, 916-458-2121 

Mrs. Leonard o, Morrow iMra. Pecha 's mother), 1652 Wilson~ 916-458-2839 
..., 1. {/ 

Paci.fie Gas and Electric news bureau~ San Fransisco~ 415-781-1714 (Paul 
Girard) Y, J - , ;'-o . . . 

Mrs. Harry B. Strickler- 315 Willow Glen Court. Colusa. 916-458-4947. 

# 
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10 SEFTEMaER 1976 

~ /2 . {r l, . . . ·: m~~~~T-IVE REFOR~ : ~. . ~~-~} U( 
fl. : ~ . . . PreP~ed ~y ~rad Spar~s &~~·; f : . . :: · 
fY~ Investigators: . Mr. Tho.m~s R. Bowde. n {AFRO) j::.. . --~ ".. . . 
· · . . Dr. James A. Harde:;- (APRO) · . . . .-·· · :. . . · .· · 

. . ·. · ._:Mr. Dale~· Rettig·(APRO-MUFON) · : , ~~~~~/_ 
b~~ .,:__ ?=-Mr. Brad C. Sparks (APRO) ~ · .. = · · .· · ·.~--f- ~-.:.: · · 

-1-Q·.,.;-.: -._,_er -·_ . _Lt. M_ark A. ~riarte, us~ (MTJ~O~I*)_ .. ) ... ~.; · :· .. · .. · ._" · ~:- .. 

. . , .. ~at:r ~xpe:U.ed frOl:I MUF<?M becauSe o_f his participa~o~ ~this. inve~~~: ·. ~-.-: : 
. ~tion.) : . . . . . . . . . . ~- . . 

. . . . . . . . .. ~.:.· ·:,·:·:::.~tj~ '_:~'.~_?::·~·; ~ 
.. -~'1 ·. . .Abstract ~- . :• _:; '.-_ .' .. • , ./#_~ 

.. · · A· single:.witness cloSe encounter wii a U to~k· ~e ~~£: ... ' ··.. . 
southweS't o:f Colusa, California, early , 10 September 1976. 
Colusa is a small. (population nearly 4 0 fa.rr.'ing cams.mi ty on the -west ~ ·:· ~ . . 

. bank of f,he Sacramento River, ·soMe 45 miles north.._,est 0£ the state capi-· . .:·: :-~_: 
t~, Sacramento, in the northern section of the state. There were six@.-----7·('_ 
seven witnesses (in t-wo· or three· indaper.dent groups)_ to the far encounter · ·· j 

."phase of this series of events, so far as is kri~ ·. · : . ·. ·.:· · · · 
. " . ~-:~~~ ·~.<2-~·~?? ~- .. - . :· .. 

· · ... · Ja ill·,:· . . ~-, Pre-Sightin;:umstances =-- ' .· '. :.::~·{.?2 .· d):!i 
~~-··.:·:,. . ... · ... ~--::·· -~~ 

' . ~n ~~e ~~~g of 9 September 1976, Mr •. ~m; Vin:O: '. Pe~h~~: ~~. >: ·· : :' · . ~-· 
age 39, went into town to do sorne shopping. It was bis wife's )4th .-:ef:'~ 

· b. :t ~' so he bought her a present. Wnen he r~turned home, he· ·.·.~-
left his keys in the ign1 ion of his 1975 evrolet pick-up truck and .. - · ;:... · . 
c~"ilp9r. Pecha went· to work in his shop, about one hundred feet east o:r · ~- : . ~~. ;· . : 
his home. · Pecha is a self-employed heaY.f equipment mechanic· who repairs . .. ·. · · · · 

,_£am machin~'7· H_e does ~ost of his work in t~e sho~. ~/{/ ~.<. . · · _. 
. · : .· · Around 11::30 p.i:i., Pecha went into the house, whe~e .his wife," ~ ~ 

·// Le.oda, and his two children were asleep. He shohered quietly and dressed -"'~ 
down to his shorts. He did all of this in the dark so the house lights .· _.;,~·r-

' I ' , 'W'oUid not wake his family. Pecha settled down to the soi a (on his back) ' - .. ~ ~ 
feet towards the television set a;td his eyes about 15 to 18"'" f'eet awa;r: -iu _ ·. '. -.--- · 
He watched a TV Channel 12 movie, "Waterhole Mo. 3. u · About an hour ~ ~ '? 

- later, 'the two-foot color picture tube crackled,~then faded (browned out},· ' 
then con:p1eteiy "'t>lacked out :--Tris air-condi tionef likewise ~ at the . 

• S2-£"'1le time. The official time of the black-out on the Pacific Gas- and . . _ · _. 
. . . Electric Company (FG&E) sys't~m wa~, 0054 P~cific Daylight Savinl!fs ~n : .• ~ 

. . . ~o Septecb~. 1976. . .t ;,,,~ ".-11. . . - . . :· : ::- .:·:~f:.·--=- ?-1 .. ·· Di 
~~~:;:·-'., .. . ({~ ~-- ~ .·.·:. c.7"",-' ,,__ p .. I 6 

1Z s~l.·.:·:· • ~~~~/~·-~~;~-~~);;;;:_~'. 
- - ~h'-~~--~ -~. ~ ..... ··.-· .. ·'.-::- -.... 
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... 
Pecha thought the. transfo!i7J.,er. in his shpp tripped the circuit 

· breakers becaus~ of his hear.:r. welding work ear r that night. Electri- ·' ... \ 
cal po•..:-er comes ··into his mobile ho:ne (no;r sta. on~), at 1650 Wilson . / 
Av:nue, vi:i an.'underground cable from}iIS s~op. Pecha went outsi~e to .V~ 
.flip the circuit breakers. back on again. His front door faces azl.Iiluth 1~ ..... · 
degrees {east). Pecha moved to the right (south • away rom his neigh-l~ 
bors, the W. K. Baileys, ·as he went out the door, so he would.'1. 't be seen"-.__/ · .. 

. j.f earing only shorts. He ~ew his mother-in-law (Mrs. Leonard G. Morrow) ~ - . . ' 
-who lived next door to the right (south), -was gone at that time. He did 
not know until later ·that the Baileys were gone, too. / d-,(.7 ~/ ~ 

. t .. . _- . . • . 

Close Encounter Phase 

.... 

Pecha stuck close to the house to.avoid getting wet fro~ the laYn 
sprinkler. All 10.f his body hair stood on end. when Pecha caz:ie loli thin· a 
:few feet of~'underground cable. At this point, he was about twenty
:fi ve feet from the southeast corner of the nearly rectangular house~ 
near his o-wn. bedroom window. Pecha then thought the power cable was 
shorting out· and that he was feeling it because or-the wet grass. 

·. '- .As .. Pecha continued walking south·..rard in the darkness, he noticed 
.. • ·- tha."N.b~ static electricity-like effect was increasing in intensity I 

. even th.ough he had ·passed the U...71derground cable. a.Ttd Yas then moving away · . 
·£re~ it>. 11But the further I st the-I knew or know just about . · . 
·where the line is--i t wa , get tin' worse. 11 Pecha told our first · . · . . . 

... _ .. 

·.· ... 

. •. 

...... 

. ~3 O~. to?. ;r 1976~~Cfl ~twas~.~' bad, or _nothin.' it _ _w.;:;.as_.h jus~t. · · ~.~. · . 
~eavier; ~~~~. ·~·~=::..-u . ... ·. 
· . · Ne:.:Ct.h~ muth~ast corner, Pecha. noticed ·a. dif fuse<f~sh~w~J 

illu:nination, he told me (o.ff tape). It was cowing from the southwest, · · . · ·-.. · · 
where the barn was located. He looked up, expecting to see the moon. ~-:-?v~ 

.. . Instead, he saw a. 1. ar~e object hovering above the space betw-een his . · ~~~.''. '.~-:-~ 
·. house and the barn. . . _ . . . _ . . . · . · · ·· . ·.~ 

: . -'~~t.vasn'~ .sciund, ·an~ I co~dn't ~elieve what~ was see- : · .. ':. ~~ 
. . in'> you lmow.. s I walked a little bi t--I. took another fe:-r steps · · < 

· · '-..: and then I was .horrified. I realized -what I was~." __ · 
-~· .. ~ .~~A4-S9"8' ~~ (ll .. ~ ·. -

~
~ _·. _..-P~ch~~ ~o is about 68 inches tall~~d a?o~t 170 pounds in weight, ·: :~· · 

. ' has norca1 ~ision. He was .>a'tle !o. ~~nt out distant fea~ures (such as . .._. . 
• the Tnree Sisters peaks) without di.tficulty. I showed him severa1 · ."·. · . 

materials wi. th which he was unf a.rniliar. Pecha correctly identified the _ . . . 
colors of eac;h o?e. . He tol~ me. that while his right ear was~ no:r.1al, he . · . 
had 5(1,& hean.ng impairment in his left ear. He has good mecnan1ca1 . 

- -working and dra"Wing abilities. Pecha was unable to estimate ~ime dura~ .. · _ _ _ . ~·-. ·. _- ~. 
· _ ticns or the events 91 ~!1is .Asigh_t~~. to within better th~ an order or · ~ · · · 

· mgnitu~ ... ~.. ~ ~ ~-•-'Y-!7 fl ·. -. . ~. 
- - - ... ____..,,, . - . . ., ~- -:-

. Pecha was standing about four ~eet north~~st o~ the ~outh~-st co~~ ~· ~ 

·,··~; ·~·ftJ ~-5-·?.( __ ::_.·.~: .. :~:~ 
. - . . . . .. . . ·: . . ~ ... : ... -.···.··- . 

..... ' 
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with a discrepant 12:JO a.m. time. to explain. But they d dn 1t. This ex-

... ) ·' . runple attests to the McGowens' basic truthfulness. Other examples could 

. . .. 
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... 

be given to certify the Pecha·s 1 and the Ar ants 1 basic honesty. 

· There was an independent-. MUFm~ investigation of ~he Colusa case b;---! 
.137 Robert Neville, Lois Willia.ms, and Paul Cern ·, on 9-10 October 1976. 

1-lJ'/ -t:7~hree o us ow en, e tig, and I were pleased to witness a presenta-
i r_ tion or the results or this invest1ga~1on on 6 November 19/o, but we do 

~-not have a copy or the report to MUFON. Robert V. Pratt, a stil'i' report
~.~~~~~ er for the National Enquirer, conducted an investigation of the case on 
Y" ~ 11-16 November 1976. ·We have examined copies of the Colusa UFO story 

t4HfW' draft (which will not be published b-.f Enouirer) and Pratt's edited inter-
vv }ff t view transcripts• I. 

~r- Pratt has gathered ·rurther (personal) testimony to Bill Pecha's in-

\! 
~~ 
\ . 

\ 

tegrity. Colusa City Police Chief Raegene Cation told Pratt, 11Pve. had 
him (Pecha) work on police cars •••• He seems to be reliable. I've never 
known him to stretch the truth or ma.1<e up anything. I 1 ve kno"'.-t-n him for 
several years •••• n 

Pratt asked, 11To your knowledge, he's pretty reliable and honest?" 

/ Chief Cation answered, "Yes, yes.• 

"And (h~' s) not the kind who Yio'4d make up wi1:d stories?"· Pratt in
uired. 

11Mo, he wouldn't make anything up,. no. He's not that type. 11 Chief 
·Cation replied. 

\ 
Lt. Frank W. Hubbell or the Colusa County Sheriff's Office told 

,Pratt: 11He' s well known in the com.muni ty. He 1 s beyond reproach. n 

·· Pratt asked Lt. Hubbell, ~'So, he's not the type to make up some
thing frivolous?" 

. 
"I wouldn't think so, 11 Lt. Hubbell replied. "I mean, he honestly 

believes he saw something. Maybe he did.... As far as I'm concerned, 
he's a good·:citizen of the community. I don't think he's inclined--he 
saw ·something. No question in my mind about that •••• n 

Pratt asked Colusa City Police officer Bill. Wheeler (who investi
gated the case minutes after it ended), 11Can you vouch .for his (Pecha• s) 
honesty? Is he likely to make up stories?" 

n1 • ve never known of Mr. Pecha to make up stories or to even tell 
any tales (or) to stretch the truth, 11 Officer Wheeler responded. 11He 1s 
r.ot that type or person." . . . 

\\: Mr. Wilmer G. Brill, pub~isher of tlie Colusa Sun-Heraid, told Pratt: 
-'-....... 11 He (Pecha) has a good reputation. The best. 11 '• - _ •. · · . 

.. . ' . - .· ~ ·~ .\~ - • //_ -~ ~, ~ ~ ;_4 .- ~ ~~~-·~-~ ~-,//A·:-2?~*;, ~'A -~ :. ·. 
·_. ... ·-·.~--;~~·~-:~~-- . 

. . ·-. . ·. -.---. (] .. · ::"° . . . . :~ .. .. _/// · .. ·~~d~ ·_-:"_:--~ ·:~:··· .. 
.. ·. •. • r . ".' c, •. ~"~~ 

~-·' .. . ....... ~/'. 
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Cn the other haitd, between our interview~- 'With Pecha on 3:r 9 a.lld 10 
October 1976 and Pratt's intervie}-1'. on .16 November 1976, certain discreP:-

. ancies crept into Pecha.' s stofY .. \'For example! Pecha described the close 
e~cou.'1.ter-OFO' s ... 11 spotlights" to us on 3 October 1976: · .. 

" •• ~ and out co~es these two little things •• ~ ~""ld they had a · 

-· ;._:~ .. 
- .. 

. _ ... ·. 
-"'. . 

.. -;..··:·.·.spotlight on the end of 'em.... ..And the light lias perfect round- -. . 
_ · ..... a tube of light, like a shaft or light, and they did touch the . . :-· ~-·-_. :· · · 
: ·::_~~-~~- groun~._11. . (~hasi,s · ~-) // . .. . . : . · . · _. . . _. · _:_. ~··:<~: 

... ; . . ·.;. ~\:~..:.. •. . - . • . - , > . ·. . .· . . . . . : 

.... <.-At one .. point in.the Pratt interview; Pecha described the nspot- --· ·· 
-:::; ... -.. · · .-.1ights" just. as. he·had described them to us •. But, later in the inter- . : _ . ~ . 
.. < • . . · view- 1 Pecha told Pratt:· .. · . . . . - . 

. . :?~~£!0/~t w:;·~;::~~:e1!~!5s~:~ ;!t"iik:11ttli~~ !h:~~~t~~~=~; · .. -~;:>_.·<. 
<~~-• , , beam or. ~ shaft or tube or light." (Emphasis added.) . _ . - .. -:~ --· ·.··. · · 

: ... '::._' · . > . ?ne e~~tion f ?r. .: inco~sis~~mcy ~ght be ~h,;_t Pecl?a; ~ ~ ~~morr ~· 
· is adin::! and. that details ettin no.xed up. A..."lotner explanation . _..·. .- .··~ · 
.::-m.ig~t be that an ex e:mal influence was brought to bear on Pechaa. causing 

. · . · hiz&t· to become- confusea, betre~°"l the time we talked to hilii and the t~ . . · 
-Pratt talked, to SOC Indeed, there. was a separate ·MUFmI investigation · . 

· and interview with Pecha between our investigation and Prat-r. 1 s. There is . 

-, ." 1·)'~,c~:·_.·:·'_C-~S.11 ~~r-/2.~~: ·_ . _· . _-.! · ~ ~ -~. ~~ ~· •,, ~.-r.rr.........-·o -· ......... · ,-. 
=- .: · . ~ .~ · · · ~. . told us on. 3 October 1976 t t the ·two UFOs over t e · par,.;er · .- · : ". ;> 
. · .. · . . · ~FO. Six weeks later, Pecl:a tpld Pr:-j;t that a Jll!FOH inv~stigator had in- · -· . · .. · 

· .. · · si ed. di!ierenyY: ~ ~ ~ ~~~ (1. · .·. ·: .:... . . ·:-:·. · 

· ,.·_t-_-~-: ~--~_ .. :_ .. _----~_· ... · ~~_-~_:·._-.··_fellow:tcld. ml!. th. :Jy .. ~s~ b~ the s~e ~ust;rJt~er -:-r .·_.,_>·: 
.. ~: :E .· ;.>:=' Dack:~;: (Emphasis_~~·) __ ,,_/~-·::?'.(~ 
· _, <.".: <-It i/~~~ ths.~g fo~ a UFO inVe~ his= int~ ·;~- ~ -- :~ -.·r 

.:· ·: · · is uite a."lother. matter for an investigator to try to J.l'!lpose bis own ~ · .·· ··.· . 

~if:~r·--~· ~ ... s¥tplistic notions on the Yitness. UC e. avior ~s re rehensible •. · Ir . 
. (. . . -~ ·the MUFON invesii ators h.ave an explana ion or this. I would certainly 
· ··~·· ~( app:-eciate he n6 it .And, if it ~s a good, reasonable explanation. I . _ 

~ . :- -~ ~- will retrac ~,criticism a.'1.d ma.lee the appropriate_ a.pologi~ ,,-, · . _. 
·.. . . ··.. .. . . -.... · . ·v1=o~/(??. . -·\ ~ .. 

~- < .~ -·· .. : >-.~·-In my opiti!on~e have nfarly-ieac!led the limit in obtair.:ing sci.en::=._.._·~ 

_ · . · £ew more reliable details may have been turned up by investigat..ions sub- ·. · :. ~- ·: ·, ~ -
" : :: .. :·~- . · seque:it to ol.irs~ · An analysis of the_ other report~ on _this_ case .. ~ ba .. ~· -~-/;)~:·~'. 

.. :; ·. :. . done 1£ anciwh~. they all ~,e;Ol:le avail~ble..;. · · ~ · · .. :·-';~·":··., ... 
··~::S: · - --11~,~~~~~ t:'1eo~entriC ~a~~~-ai-e?iEt 

. _-.-.. · based on the MORJ\D flattening consta.."lt, '!" = 1/298."]24- = 3.352co x 10-3.. - -·:· .. · .: .. ·-: 

•\~;::'l/~11litfr-~((/ffe~~~~·: .. ,: .. ·.<.%~/§· 
~~·~:·~,~!·:~ J:~·~~~·~~'·i;~~~·~:~;~ 

--·-- .. ···-·--------~:_~·. ·- -------~ ·-·~;__ ------- --~· ·-------....::m..-~ 
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' J , 
Read brackets for par~~theses inside all quotations.he~ein. 

&;/ t. ~k_ 
Breld C. Sparks 
272.5 Haste Street·, Apt. 
Berkeley, CA 94704 
1 February 19?7 

-~~o cys: 
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f~ ];.vR_, COLUSA, CALIFORNIA - UFO ENCOUNTER 

It ~ 14 f l 2 : 4 5 A . M. - SEPTEMBER 1 0, 1 9 7 6 

p., r rt t ... r.. A ... .L i; 1.vc ... -r 1~ ,,c. ti. L. 
~ fl.. ~111.·, f. l e-tn' . e., ........ L J. e~ v.. ..,..._,./ ~., ;r A~ 

Disc shaped craft 140 feet diameter hovers 60 feet 
over home. Unusual appendages, E. M. effects, lighting. 
Described in intricate detail by witness. Two smaller 
craft close by perch over power line apparently ca!_sing 
nine minute blackout in area. 

Interview conducted on October 9 2 1976 at the Bill Pecha 
residence on the northwest outskirts of Colusa by Robert 
Neville~ Mufon State Director for Nevada (Planetarium Director 
at Nevada State College in Reno); Investigator Lois Williams, 

((

and Paul Cerny, Western States Director for Mufon; 
(/(( . Special Investigator for CUFOS. 

Bill Pecha, 39 year old heavy machine mechanic, was 
watching a late movie on T.V. His wife and two small children, 
8 and 10, were asleep in bed. At about 12:45 A.M., the T.V. 
suddenly went dead, as did the air conditioner. Thinking the 
circuit breaker had kicked out from a short somewhere, Pecha 
went outside in his shorts ~o reset the breaker. 

As he approached the corner of his mobile home, he be
came increasingly aware of a static electricity effect on his 
body. The hair on his chest, arms, and head began to stand 
up as if being pulled upward. As he reach~d the corner of the 
house, his hair began to crackle and snap similar to running 
a nylon comb through dry hair very rapidly. 

Something told him to look up and he saw a huge circular 
craft almost over his head about SO feet in the air bathed in 
the light of a full moon and crystal clear night sky. The 
awesome sight of some strange and unknown craft silently 
hovering mostly over his barn and the corner of his mobile 
home startled him. All the sensation he felt was the electro
static phenomena causing his hair to stand on end. We was 
aware that his heart was pounding very fast in response to 
the excitement. Standing there in apprehensive amazement and 
becoming increasi~gly frightened of the awesome spectacle 
almost over him, he was still inquisitive enough to take in the 
intricate detail of the craft. He told the Mufon investigators 
he must have stood there for four or five minutes. 

Estimated diameter was 140 feet. There were no rivfts, 
no bolts or screws, no seams, he commented. In his profession, 
these are familiar things. The dome had vertical ribbed 

W .. S c.._(l .. ) t:, h 
t 1 , .. or 1o-
"" Pl 

(?. ) -4. tf \•'( en~ Y C7 
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sections, the "ribbing" quite pronounced. Between each 
ribbed section, the surface was quite concave (inward) and 
reminded Pecha of the old fashioned glass lemon juice squeezer 
in structure. The dome had a slight peak or point. The 
upper domed area and its immediate flared out base section 
had the appearance of mildly rough and porous 11 slag. 11 This 
upper area was dark gray or dull silvery in color. The second 
rounded and flared out area leading toward the edge of the 
craft appeared to have a surface appearance of procelain. The 
edges of the craft and the perimeter that was rotating clock
wise looked more like stainless steel. 

The rotation rate was difficult to determine, but Pecha 
indicated it was quite rapid. A smaller section in the 
bottom of the disc, surrounding a large diameter light source, 
was rotating counterclockwise and revolving much slower than 
the rim. No air disturbance could be detected from the 
rotating areas. Pecha stated that the unusual lighting and 
large center light which was giving off only a mild, dim, gray 
color illumination in the hovering state, could have possibly 
caused an optical illusion of the two spinning portions being 
in opposite directions. However, he got the distinct impres
sion they were spinning contrary to one another. 

The six dangling objects hanging down, apparently from 
the edge facing the observer, gave the appearance of loosely 
dangling heavy flexible conduit with frayed ends. They were 
hanging down about six to eight feet from the bottom of the 
craft. The three on the left (see sketch) were staggered in 

~\ length to match the slanting roof of the barn they were over 
but not quite touching. The 11 conduit 11 appeared to be an 
estimated two to three inches in diameter. 

7 '1 
.. ' 

When the craft retreated back over the field behind the 
Pecha home, these appendages were immediately retracted into 
the bottom. The two hook-like arms on the bottom also re
tracted upward, but not completely into the hull. At the 
same time, as if they were part of the same arm or mechanism, 
a small door opened on each side just above the arms and a 
light seemingly mounted on a curved piece of tubing protruded 
out and slightly downward. The lens area seemed to consist 
of what looked like many glass cubes clustered together. 
These two side lights sent out a bluish-white beam of light. 

As the UFO backed away toward the Slim Davis home and 
crop dustjng ajrtjeld a half mile behind the Pecha home, the 

,arge red light in front came on. The large center bottom 
light which was dull gray at hovering, now intensified to a 
bright white cone shaped beam downward which reached only 
half the way to the ground and stopped in mid-air! Cut off 
beams of light from UFOs have been noted on occasion. 
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Pecha watched the ar e UFO maneuver over the Davis home 
and airfield hanger, lighting up everything like daylig 
including the trees anclground. At this moment, he noticed 
that two other similar UFOs about half the size of the large 
one were hoverin directl over the 500 KVA 500,000 volt) 
power lines a coupe un re yar s beyond the avis air-
strip. These two identical craft appeared to be almost rest
ing on the lines, each one between two power poles but 
separateq by one span section between poles. Each UFO was 
shining a powerful column of white light from·its side edges 
down onto the tops of the powerpoles on either side of 1t. 
There was one span unoccupied in between. (See sketches) 
Inside each of these columns of light was an inner blue pulsing 
core. The power lines themselves were glowing red for some 
distance out on each side of the poles. Here is an actual 
visual example, in detail, of an apparent blackout in process 
being caused by two UFO craft over a high voltage power line, 
observed and witnessed by Bill Pecha and his wife. 

At this point, Pecha ran into the house shouting for his 
wife to get up. He rushed to the window facing the back field 
where the UFO had backed off, pushing the curtains aside so he 
could see. At this time, the large craft was hovering over 
the Davis home. The large bottom light was now extended to 
the ground, maneuvering around the Davis home and airfield 
hanger, lighting everything up like daylight. 

~ Lenda Pecha by now had joined her husband after arousing 
? er from sleep by his shouting and stumbling through th~ 
' lacked-out house to both observe the strange phenomena now 

taking place over the Davis home and the nearby power lines. 
After spending about a minute over the Davis home and airfield, 
brilliantly illuminating the whole immediate area, the large 
UFO suddenly shot off at incredible speed toward the foothills 
as Bill and Lenda watched from the window. The foothills are 
approximately 18-20 miles distant to the west. Pecha commented 
the larae UFO travelled this distance in a matter of 2-3 sec
onds an he observed it shinning its powerful bottom light -
down onto the tops of the hills for a second or two when it 
rushed back at the same velocity to once again hover over the 
Davis home, repeating the illumination patterns over the Davis 

7 property. Everywhere around the immediate countryside all the 
(;u~J(~~ •· ljghts were off. ranch yard lights and the whole town was in 

darkness except for the moonlight and the UFOs. 

Pecha stated that watching this light beaming procedure 
began to unnerve him if it should return to his place and begin 
doing the same thing, not knowing what effect was taking place 
at the Davis home, if possibly harmful. Fearing for the 
safety of his family and himself, he was about to turn from 
the window when he saw both UFOs over the power lines sudden
ly break away at the same time, shooting up and out of sight. 



( 
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Each left in opposite directions at about a 45 degree angle 
and climbed out of sight in a few seconds time. 

Pecha decided it was time to flee the house in case the 
still present large intruder came back their way. In his 
frantic haste to get away, he pulled on a pair of old "jeans," 
grabbed the children, bed clothes and all, his wife, and headed 
for the door. Just then the T.V. and air conditioner came 
back on. Noticing this, he instictively hit the off button 
shutting the T.V. off on his way out the door. Piling the 
family inside his new pickup truck, he raced backwards out the 
driveway with the lights deliberately turned off, but forgot 
about the truck's backup lights being on, which may have 
attracted the UFO. As he raced down the blacktop road toward 
town at speeds up to what he assumed may have been 90 miles 
per hour, he noticed the large craft following their tryck. 
Glancing back to watch the UFO while driving with no lights 
down the moonlit road at those speeds was probably a crazy 
thing to do he admits, but all he could think of at the time 
was to get away from this strange machine and get his family 
to the somewhat more safety of the town. 

As they drove along at this high rate of speed in just 
the moonlight, they could see the UFO appear on one side, then 
cross over and appear on the other side of the truck within a 
few hundred feet. Reaching his close friend's house at the 
edge of town, Pecha skidded to a stop in their front yard, 
leaped out, still in his bare feet, and pounded on the door 
of Les Arant. By this time, the glowing craft had move~ out 
over the edge of town again, somewhat higher in the sky. This 
is where Les and his wife, Gayle Arant, came to the door and 
observed the UFO. At about a mile away now, Gayle, who came 
to the door first, saw the glowing craft as a definite saucer
shape with dome, of which she later drew a good sketch. As 
all four adults and two children watched, the UFO angled up 
into a gradual climb and rapidly disappeared into the night 
sky in the direction of Sacramento. 

* * * 
Power Blackout Info 

-:...-.:;..-.-~-----~---~.....,..~---~-P-._G_._E~.) P.ersonnel stated there 
was undetermined nature. They would not admit 
to any such explanation as a FO causing it. The transmission 
lines, which were stated to be 500 KVA, were said to come from 
the Redding-Shasta area. The sub-station seven miles west of 
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Colusa, near Williams, was said to have 11 blown 11 an overload 
transformer. The nine minute blackout, as checked by 
Lenda Pecha when she looked at her clocks,· was confirmed by 
the Colusa Sheriff's Department. All of .Colusa County and 
some adjoining areas were affected. 

* * * 
Law Enforcement Investigations 

Officer Bill Wheeler, of the Colusa Police Department, 
investigated the Pecha sighting and filed a report with the 
Colusa Police Department, as did officers from the Sheriff's 
Department. Sheriff's Department employee, Elaine McGowen, 
and her 18 year old son, Fred, also observed the object at 
a mile or two distance. 

* * * 
Davis Crop Dusting Airfield 

Dav i s home and a i r f i e·1 d s om e 1 ea v es on to p o f 
the trees were turning brown, some just half brown as if 
heated or scorched, especially near the house --- samples 
were taken. Analysis will be attempted. One small pear tree 
and a nearby 11 lac bush are beginning•to have a number of 
blooms appearing. This tree and bush have never bloomed this 
time of year {late October) before. Other areas of the town 
of Colusa were checked for similar possible off-season 
blooming, but none could be found except on the Davis pro-
perty. The pear tree was slightly scorched or damaged on one side. 

At the time of the sighting and when the UFO was over the 
Davis residence, their dogs reacted, howling and barking in an 
unusual manner. 

...... - - - - - -
* * * 



.... -• 
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* * * 

Bill Pecha, 39 years old, heavy machine mechanic, out
doors type, goes hunting and fishing a lot. Drives racers 
in destruction derbys. A rather fearless, healthy, husky 
individual. A keen mind and photographic memory for remem
bering intricate detail, good observer, and good listener. 
Eyesight 20-20, no signs of colorblindness. No apparent 
after effects from the experience, though badly frightened 
and apprehensive at the time. 

* * * 

Report by: Paul Cerny 
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A CALIFORNIA couple said this 
week they were chased by a 
spaceship as they raced for safety 
at 90 rr.iles per hour. 

Bill Pecha . a 39-year-old 
mechanic. said that before his 
experience he was skeptical about 
UFO reports. · 

" But I believe now," he told 
THE STAR. "There's got to be 
something." 

His wife Lenda. 34, added : " It 
was something I have never seen 
before and I have a feeling it was 
not something our people . have 
made." 

The couple with whom P echa 
and his famiiy sought safety also 
saw the spaceship. 

And policeman Bill Wheeler, 
who interviewe·d Pecha soon after 
the chase. told THE STAR: 
"Pecha is a very reliable person. 
I would say. 

"He was quite convinced of 
what he had seen. I don't think he 
is an excitable type. I would say 
he was verv sane and could be 
relied on." ' • 
··But Pecha thought he might be 

losing his sanity when he saw the 
strange object i~overing n:?ar his 
home on the outs!tirts of Colusa, a 
town north of San Fror.cis\:o. 

He said it was 140 feet wide ar.d 
looming 20 feet above his barn. 

··At first I couldn 't believe what 
I was seeing,'' Pecha told TnE 
STAR. "Then I felt all my hair 
standing on end. 

" It was a crystal clear night, 
about 12:-15 a.m ., and I could see 

This· is ·1he 
spacenoft 
the Pec~u 
family saw I 

' I 
1 

it had a ribbed dome that was a 
dull silvery color. The edge of the 
saucer area looked like stainless 
steel and was rctnting. But there 
was no sound." 

As the UFO began to mov~. 
Pecha said, it retracted six 

metallic cables and two hook-like 
arms and switcherl on two hh1ic:j,. 
white lights and a con!! ur wruu! 
light that stopped in mid-air. 

Pech:i who had gone outside to 
check o~ an electrical failure that 
had stopped his TV and air 
conditioning, said two smaller 
UFOs hovered above 500,000-volt 
power lines · several hundred 
yards away, causing them to glow 
red. 

He ran back into the house and 
he and his wife watched the 
largt:st UFO. race toward a Jin~ of 
hills 20 miles away, reaching 
them in two to three seconds and 
bathing thein in light. 

Then it ·came back. And that's 
when Pecha decided to bundle his 

· wife and children into his pickup 
truck and get them to safety. 

"It was more horrifying the 
more I saw of it , particularly 
when it came back," he s:iid. " I 
got really fr ightened then. I didn"t 
know what it was up to." 

lie drove toward Colusa at 90 
mph with his headlights off and 
l!: ::! UFO in pursuit. Finally he 
r::!.'.!ci12d the home of iri <:r.ds Lzs 
:-:' ti f'. :l'; lr. Ar:int :mrl h:rn1::nt!rP.cl 

c.'11.. .t1~ "~ £:c: 1.. • 



Jan 31, 1977 

Dear Al, 

A friend has described to me the editoriQl you recently 
~ublished in which you comment on the need to nrotect witnesses 
fram re~eated and -uerha9s annoying encounters with UFO investigators. 
I certainly agree with your sentiments. But my friend suggested 
that perha~s you had been given information in the Colusa California 
case tha.t had been distorted. Let r.ie am"?lif~r. 

On Octo 1_:er 1, 1976, I tele:Jhoned the ~rinci~a.l in the c~_sc, 
e:tr}ressing APRO 1 s interest, and nskinr:; if we could come U';) for an 
interview. Five mer:ibers of an .A.PRO team did visit Colusa on 
October 3, and it was rlJ i:npression that ue were favorably received. 
A local newspa~er editor arrived, and I did my best to imuress him 
with the fact that witnesses are not crazy just because they re?ort 
unusual things; I ho?e that this aided the ~ental comnosure of the 
urincipal witness •. 

On October 9 two of the team arrived for a short follow-up 
visit, and ~-rere told thd Paul Cer!ley and other 1rnFOJ:T investigators 
were ulanning to arrive shortly. They left before Paul arrived, 
so we have no direct evidence of whatever ha99ened then. 

Some month or raore later 3ot1 Pratt came through to1m, and 
we offered him whatever data we had. He declined. even looking at it, 
exuressing his instructions that he was to do a co~~letely indenendcnt 
inv·3S°ti.gation. I should add that Pratt has always oeen ,generous in sharing •. 

I think we are ex~erienoing what in the news~aner trcde is 
known as cor.t?etition f'.Jr a scoo·J, a:-~d which ma;:r be chare.cterized as 
producin{S a lees-than-thorough investi.g-ation in some cases. Bob 
did uncover some witnesses that we hc1d not found, holrever. 

As an afternatn of that case, Pa,ul Cernc~r arbitrarily kicl<:ed 
out of mcrabership in MUFOU one of the five investigators (who was at 
thut ti~e associated entirely with MUFON) ap~arently on the basis 
that he had associated with .A .. 'PRO members in the case. We had '?laced 
no restrictions on who he could re~ort to, and as a matter of fact 
this sa.me person had particiuated in a nrevious investigation.and 
had re-ported his independent findings to MUFOH. 

An~rwa;J, I do agree uith your editorial, tut don't know just 
hoi;-r to effect reforms, o:::ce-ot to suggest that every investigator or 
team should :na.l:e it ulain ·that they are not the only ones doing UFO 
investigating and to let the witness himself have a say in the 
extent to which he wishes to tall.: to others. I do know of several 
cases in which the specialized investigators APRO has could be very 
hel nful and where ·ffe would be loa·th to concede axclusi ve contact 
rights to the first pernon to have contac-ted the witness. 

2200 Hil.gard St. 
Berkeley, CA 9L709 

Best regards~Jim Harder 

.:: .. 




